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Abstract

A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

ABSTRACT

Active noise control has become the topic of a great deal of research in recent years. Despite

this, it has remained largely a laboratory exercise rathor than a practical noise control technique,

with commercial systems being available oniy for the relatively simple case of controlling plane

wave propagation in ai¡ handling ducts. One of the principal reasons for this is a lack of

complete understanding of the physical mechanisms involved in the active control of noise.

Another reason is a lack of information available to the potential user of active noise control on

how to design an efficient system, and on the effect which structural / acoustic, geomeuic, and

electronic variables have upon active noise control system performance.

The goal of this thesis is to help alleviate these two problems. It aims to examine physical

control mechanisms, provide general analytical models, znd quantify the effect of system

variables, for some of the most commonly targeæd active noise control problems

This thesis is divided into two parts; examination of the physical system arrangement, and

examination of the electronic control system. The physical arrangement section is concerned

fi¡st with the study of the controi of a simple, single mode system (plane wave sound

propagation in an ai¡ handling duct). lt then progresses on to more complex structuraV acoustic

systems. The electronic control system section examines the least mean square (LMS)
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algorithm as implemenæd in active noise control sysæms. In this way, the effects of system

variables upon the stability and convergence characæristics of a class of transversal filter-based

adaptive architectures can be qualitatively deærmined.
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NewWork

NEW \ryORK

New work presented in this thesis includes:

Development of an analytical model for the active control of plane wave sound

propagation in ai¡ handling ducs. The model describes the acoustic cont¡ol mechanisms

involved in terms of acoustic powor flows from both primary and control sources (Chapter

2).

2. Experimental verification of the analytical plane wave controi model fo¡ duct noise using a

novel means of directly measuring the acoustic power flow from all sources (Chapter 2).

3. Exænsion of the analytical model to examine the influence of several system parameters

on the ability of the active system to control plane wave sound propagation in air handling

ducts (Chapter 2)

4. Development of a generalized model to enable the assessment of the effect of applying

active noise control to structural radiation probiems where the fluid medium is air. This

model accommodaæs the use of acoustic and'/or vibration cont¡ol sources, and is suitabie

for implementation as a design tool fo¡ this type of active noise control system (Chapter 3).
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5. Experimental verification of this generalized structural radiation model for the control of

both sound radiation from a planar surface into free space, and sound transmission into a

weakly coupled enclosure (Chapærs 4 and 5).

6. Use of the analytical model and experimental results to examine the physical mechanisms

of active control using vibration control sources on a vibrating structure (Chapær 4).

Use of the analytical model to examine the effect which va¡ious st¡uctural / acoustic and

geometric system parameters have upon the performance, and control mechanisms, for

systems actively controiling sound radiation into free space from a planar surface (Chapter

4).

Development of a methodology for the design of systems to actively control sound

radiation from planar vibrating structures into free space (Chapter 4).

9. Anaiytical development of the bounds of stability for the filæred-x LMS algorithm as

applied to active noise control systems, and examination of the effects which system

variables have upon these stability bounds (Chapær 7).

10. Analytical development of the bounds of stabiiity for the multiple input, multiple output

filtered-x LMS algorithm as applied to active noise control systems, and examination of

the effects which system variables have upon these stability bounds (Chapær 8).

8
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Chnpt er 1. lntr o duction

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

1.1 OVERVTEW

The chief obstacle still standing in the way of active noise control being rea!ízed as a viable,

practical technique is the complexity of most structural/acoustic systems fo¡ which active noise

control is targeted. For global sound attenuation to be achieved, the dominant offending

acoustic or coupled structuraVacoustic modes present under prima¡y excitation (without ttre

addition of active control) must be observable to, and controliable by, the active noise control

system. For the reiatively simple single mode problem of controlling plane wave sound

propagation in ducts, a singie control source (actuator) and error sensor (providing a measure of

the residual sound freld) can achieve the desi¡ed result. For multi-modal problems, the required

numbe¡ of control sources and error sensors -eenerally increases dramatically.

To desi-sn efficient active control systems for these complex noise problems, the design of both

the "physical" control system, comprising the arrangement of the actuators and sensors, and the

design of the eiectronic cont¡ol system, must be optimized. The physical control system will set

the bounds on the levels of noise control which a¡e achieveable, while the design of the

electronic control system will determine how close to these bounds the actuai levels of

attenuation will be. This thesis will consider only control systems which are feedforwa¡d in

structure. In this type of control system the principle aim is to alter the impedance of the

structural / acoustic system to the impending primary source disturbance. This is in contrast to

I



Ch"apt er 1. Intr o duction

feedback control systems, whose principle aim is to alter the transient response characteristics

of the structural / acoustic systoms. It will be divided into two sections; chapærs 1-5 will be

devoted to the design of the physicai control system, while chapters 6-8 will be devored ro rhe

design of the electronic control system (noæ that chapær 6 is a separate introduction explicitly

for the electronic control system, as opposed to this chapter which is concemed with the

physical control system).

To optimize the desi-en of the physical control system, a thorough understanding of the physical

control mechanisms employed must be gained. As outlined in the next secdon, several

mechanisms for the use of acoustic control sources have been suggested in the past. These

include cancellation, absorption, reflection, and impedance changes. These suggested

mechanisms remain largely unverified experimentally, owing to the difficulty of measuring the

physical quantities which they address. Clearly more work is required here, which will be

undertaken in Chapter 2.

Also, work is still required to ciarify the physical control mechanisms employed when vibration

sources a¡e used to actively control sound radiation (Thomas et al, 1990). A reduction in the

amplitude of the dominant radiating structural modes has been shown to be one control

mechanism (Fuller and Jones, 1987), but experimental ¡esults would appea-r to indicaæ that this

explanation may be incomplete in some instances (Thomas et al, 1990). This topic will be

addressed in chapter 4.

Further, there is a need to appreciate that the performance of a¡ active noise control system is

not dependent only on the petformance of the electronic controller; of equal importance is the

-2-



Chapter 1. Intr o duction

physical arrangement of the control sources and error sensors. It is this physical arrangement

that will determine the maximum achievable level of sound attenuation. The design of the

electronic control system wiil dictaæ how close to this maximum achievable level the actual

sound attenuation will come. Each of these two sub-sysæms must be optimally designed if the

overall active noise control system is to be maximally effective

It has thus far proved, in general, impossible to directly analytically determine the optimal

physical arangement of the control sources and error sensors for a given single or muitiple

channel active noise control problem (Nelson et al, 1985). There are two reasons for this. First,

the maximum level of achievable sound power and pressure attenuation is not a linea¡ function

of location. Secondly, the optimum error locations ale dependent upon the control source

iocations. What is required, therefore, is a means of analytically predicting the effectiveness of

a given active noise control system, as well as a means of analytically predicting the influence

which various structural / acoustic and geometric parameters have upon this effectiveness,

which can be implemented in a multi-dimensional optimization routine. In this wa5', a "trial

and error" approach can be used to optimize the physical system a¡ran-qement.

As will be outlined in the next section, many analytical models have been put forward for use in

a variety of active noise control problems. They are, however, specific to thei¡ singie topic of

interest; generalization would aliow inference of control mechanisms and paramete¡ influences.

Ma¡y of these models are idealized to the point where they cannot assess the physical system

limitations such as control source size and structural / acoustic damping. Many a¡e unverified

experimentally. Also, many of the previously developed analytical models a-re not suitable for

practical implementation, owing to the degree of computationai power required to solve them.

-3



Chnpter 1,. Intr oduction

The aim of the physical control system arrangement section of this thesis is to shed light on

some fundamental issues which must be t¿ken into account in the desi-qn of the physical

anangement of the control sources and error sensors in active noise control systems. Central to

this is a thorou_qh examination of the physical mechanisms employed by active noise controi

systems. This examination leads to an understanding of how physical design variables, such as

control source and error sensor affangement, influence the performance of the active noise

control system. Incorporated in this examination is the development of generalized analytical

models suitable for use in the design of active systems to control plane wave sound propa-qation

in air handling ducts (in Chapter 2), and for controlling structural sound radiation (in Chapær

3), where the fluid medium is air.

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

It has been widely published that the origins of active noise control can be traced back to the

German inventor, Paul Lueg, in the 1930's (Warnaka, I982;Leiæh and Tokhi, 1987; Guicking,

1990). His physical concepts, however, were far in advance of the technology required for

practical implementation, and this coupled with the political climate in Germany at that time

hindered any further development (Guicking, 1990)

Active noise control surfaced as a research topic again in the 1950's, from work conducæd by

two main resea¡chers. Firstly, Oison (1953, 1956) began to experiment with an "electric sound

absorber". This was basically a loudspeaker and cabinet arrangement, with a microphone

iocated in close proximity to the face of the speaker cone. The loudspeaker was driven so as to

4
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null the sound pressure at this microphone, effectively creating an area of quiet encompassing

it. Oison proposed the use of his sound absorber for a number of apptications, including

headsets and ai¡ handling ducts. However, although his results showed promise, the electronics

technology of that period was still not sufficiently advanced to enable practical (rather than

laboratory ) implementation.

The other researcher working on active noise control during this period was Conover (1956),

who was interesæd in anenuating noise radiated from large transformer tanks. He placed

loudspeakers noa-r a 15 MVA transformer, and adjusæd the phase and amplitude of these active

sources to reduced the sound pressure at a point 100 ft. from the tank, normal to its surface. His

results, however, would apped to indicaæ that local, rather than global, sound attenuation was

achieved.

Following the work of Olson and Conover, interest in active noise control again waned for a

period of time. It was not until the laæ 1960's that sustained resea¡ch in the field began in

earnest. This was spurred on by parallel advances in electronics æchnology which made the

practical implementation of active noise control realizable. Early research of this period was

di¡ected mainiy at attenuating plane wave sound propagation in ai¡ handling ducts. and sound

radiation from transfonner tanks. More recently, there has been a large body of research

directed towards controlling sound transmission into weakly coupled enclosures, particularly

into aircraft fuselages.

Possibly the most popular active noise control resea¡ch topic is the attenuation of plane wave

propagation in air handling ducts. This is partly because of potential widespread industrial

-5-



Chapter 1. Intr oduction

applications, and partly because working experimental systems can be readily built.

Commercial systems for this active noise control application are currently available (Eriksson

and Allie, 1988).

Practical active noise control systems require some means of sensing the unwanted primary

noise disturbance so that the electronic control system has a reference signal to modify,

producing the control disturbance. This can present a problem for duct active noise control

sysrems using a sin-gle controi source (Læventhatl, H.G. and Eghtesadi, Kh., I9l9), as the

conuolling disturbance propagates both upstream and downst¡eam, "contaminating" the

reference signal if a microphone is used. Much of the early work on duct active noise control

systems was di¡ected towards developing novel control source arangements to help overcome

this problem. Arrangements were developed in which the control source disturbance was

consrrained ro propagation in one di¡ection (Jessel and Mangiante,I9T2; Swinbanks, 1973), and

in which the control source disturbance was nulled in certai¡ locations (Leventhall,I976;

Eghtesadi and Leventhall, 1981). In general, however, the bandwidth of these arrangements

was limited (Poole and Leventhall,1976 Canevet, 1978), although it was shown that with some

modification to the basic ideas broadband noise control could be achieved (La Fontaine and

Shepherd, 1983). Despite this, the majority of more recent research has considered the use of

the relatively simple, single control sourcs system.

Much of the early work (Burgess, 1981; Eghtesadi and Leventhall, 1982; Chaplin, 1983) and

some recent work (Eghæsadi et aI, 1985, 1986; Hong et al, 1987; Eriksson and Allie, 1988) on

active noise control in ducts describes the acoustic mechanism as one of cancellation; that the

attenuation of the sound from the primary source is due to the destructive interference caused by

-6
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an injection of an "antiphase" wave from a secondary source or sources. Other investigators

have suggested that this apparent cancellation is actually a reflection of the primary source

wave at the secondary source (Trinder and Nelson, 1983; Poole and læventhall, 1976). This

reflection is caused by the impedance change at the secondary source resultin-q from the source

maintaining a sound pressure null in front of itself. Several resea¡chers have aiso demonstrated

analytically that it is possible to aÍange two secondary sources so that they will compleæly

absorb all incident energy from the primary source (Elliott and Nelson, 1984; Berengier and

Roure, 1980a; Nelson and Elliott, 1987). However the analyses are incomplete as the effects on

the primary source and the downstream power radiation when the secondary sources are

misadjusted from their optimum a-re not considered.

Although much of the anaiytical work in the past has centered on idealized point sources

(Burgess, 1981; Eghtesadi and Leventhall, 1982; Eghæsadi et aI, 1985, 1986), some work has

been di¡ected at finite size rectangula¡ sources mounted in the wall of the duct (Berengier and

Roure, 1980, 1980a; Hong etal,1987; Curtis et aI, 1987; Sha and Tian, 1987; Tichy et al,

1984). Point source modelling is not sufficiently rigorous, and finite size source modelling is

essential if theoretical analyses are to be useful in predicting the performance of practical active

cont¡ol systems.

Recently it has been suggested that the secondary source may have an effect on the primary

source power output (Ffowcs-Williams, 1984; Ffowcs-Williams et al, 1985; Roebuck, 1990).

Papers (Nelson and Eliiott, 1987; Curtis et al, 1987) have appeared in which itis suggesred thar

the secondary source(s) can unload the primary source by changing its radiation impedance,

thus reducing its overall sound powsr output; and analytical models have begun to appear which

-7 -
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consider both primary and secondary sources and how each reacts in the presence of the other's

sound fîeld (Sha and Tian, 1987; Elliott a¡d Nelson, 1986). These models, however, are

developed for source configurations that are seldom found in practice, and the results can be

misleading if atæmpts a¡e made to extrapolate to more realistic configurations. The problem is

rhat the primary source is modelled as radiating from the plane of the duct wall and having a

finite length along the duct axis, whereas most practical primary noise sources are in the plane

of the duct cross section. Modelling the primary source as extending in the plane of the duct

wall resuits in waves incident from the secondary source(s) having a phase va¡iation across the

prima¡y source face, leading to different results and conclusions from the configuration of the

primary source in the plane of the duct cross section, in which case there is no phase va¡iation

across the primary source face. It should be noted that modelling the primary source in the

plane of the duct cross section and anaiysing the interaction between primary and secondary

source(s) is not equivalent to assuming a downstream propagating plane wave and analysing the

interaction between this plane wave and the secondary source(s), as is done by many previous

investigators.

A second major drawback of the existing modeis is that no one has been successful in

quantitativeiy measuring simultaneousiy both primary and secondary source acoustic power

flows or impedances, and thus the modeis remain unve¡ifred experimentally. Attempts have

been made to measure changes in the electrical power flow to the sou¡ces but the results are

inconclusive (Sha and Tian, 1987). The problem with measuring eiectrical power flow to

determine changes in acoustic power flow is the iow acoustical efficiency of speaker sound

sources; thus extremely accuraæ electrical curent and voltage to current phase measurements

are needed to determine acoustic power flows with even just moderate accuracy

-8-
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Finally, if the physical mechanism of active noise control is related to sound source interaction,

it can be surmised that the placement of the control source with respect to the primary source

will have an influence upon the attenuation achieved. Although, as mentioned previously, a

great deal of early research was direcæd towa¡ds examining the effect of geometric va¡iations

amongst multiple control sources, the effect of placement of a single controi source with respect

to the primary source has not been adequately investigated. This, and the preceding problems

of adequate modelling and experimental verification for controlling plane wave sound

propagation in ducts, will be the topic of chapær 2 in this thesis.

In parallel to the resea¡ch directed towards controlling plane wave sound propagation in ducts, a

body of research was bei¡-q undertaken towa¡ds actively attenuating sound radiation from

transformer tanks using acoustic control sources (Kido, 1975; Kempton, 1976; Hesselman,

1978; Angevine, 1978; Ross, 1982; Berge et al, 1987). As with the control of plane wave sound

propagarion in ducts, the popuiarity of this research topic was partially a resuit of the potential

commercial applications of such a system. Also, as the noise originating f¡om a transformer is

deterministic, and very stable, the electronic control system design could be -ereatly simplifred.

Despiæ the considerabie effort di¡ecæd towards this problem, the majority of the ¡esults were

not sufficiently satisfactory to warant serious commercial consideration, and no such systems

are cunentiy available.

The problems arising in this free space radiation problem would appeff to stem from an

incompleæ understanding of the physical control mechanisms at work, and the effect which

structural / acoustic and geometric system parameters have upon them. Therefore, a greater

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

component of recent resea¡ch has been di¡ecæd towards idealized systems to enhance the

knowledge in this area. Early work in this vane included an examination of the control of free

field sound radiation from monopole acoustic sources (Nelson and Ellion, 1986; Nelson et al,

1987), followed by a progression to the control of sound radiation from a baffled, rectangular

panel using acoustic control sources (Deffayet and Neison, 1988). This latær work, howevet,

was limited to cases where the wavelength of the sound was much larger than the size of the

radiating structure. Further, there was no consideration of the implications of the fact that a

practical active noise control sysæm minimizes sound pressure at discreæ locations, rather than

the total radiated sound power (as would be ideal). These points will be discussed in chapter 4.

More recently, the possibility of using vibration control sources to minimize sound radiation

from a vibrating structure has been investigated (Fuller and Jones, 1987; Fuller, 1988, 1990;

Thomas et aI, 1990, Mei¡ovich and Thangjitham, 1990). This would appea¡ to have advantages

over the use of acoustic control sources in ærms of system compactness. especially if low cost,

lightwei_eht piezoelectric ceramic actuators are used (Dimitriadis and Fuller, 1989). Howevet,

work in this freld has thus fa¡ been restricæd to the development of specif,rc analytical models to

predict the effect which applying vibration control has upon the structural / acoustic system

under certain conditions. Some fundamental investigation of the physical mechanisms is still

required (Thomas et al, 1990). Also, the effect which structural / acoustic and geometric system

parameters, such as control source and error sonsor numbe¡ and location, damping, modal

density, and structure size, have upon both the mechanisms of control and the ieveis of

achievable sound attenuation in each case have not been investigated adequately. It is plausible

that these effects will be different he¡e, fo¡ sound radiation conüol, than for the ¡elated field of

- 10-



Chap t er'1. lnt r o duct ion

active control of vibratory power flow (Mei¡ovitch and Bennighol 1986; Mace, 1987), but

more investigation is required. This will be undertaken in chapær 4.

In the last decade, research into the use of active methods to control structural sound radiation

has been extended from free space problems to the control of sound transmission into weakly

coupled enciosures. This has been spurred on largely by the desi¡e to use new, fuel efficient

turboprop engines on ai¡craft (Magliozzi, 1984), which will require some form of lighnveight,

iow frequency noise contol. Also, tbere has been interest from the automotive manufacturers

in developing a similar system to control inærior noise levels in cars.

There was some early flight testing conducted to deærmine the feasibiliry of the application of

active control to reduce aircraft interior noise (Zalas and Tichy, 1984); however, the general

research path seems to have been a progression from the active control of sound transmission

into enclosure models of simple geometry through to more reaiistic. complex systems. The

initial work was di¡ected at using acoustic sources to control deterministic sound fields in

simple rectangular (Neison et aI, 1987a; Builmore et al, 1987; Elliott et al, 1987; Tohyama and

Suzuki, 1987; Doeiman, 1989) and cylindrical (Bullmore et al, 1986; Lesær and Fuller, 1986;

Silcox et al, 1987; Abier and Silcox, 1987; Lester and Fuller,1987; Silcox et al, 1987a; Silcox

and Lester, 1988; Silcox et al, 1989; Bullmore et 41. 1990) enclosures. In much of this work,

quadratic optimization theory was used to deærmine the optimal control source voiume

velocities which would provide the maximum levels of acoustic potential energy attenuation

possible for a given control source arrangement (Nelson et aI, 1985). This has since been

extended to incorporate the use of boundary element methods in more complex structural /

acoustic systems (Mollo and Bernha¡d, 1987). Also, the deterministic sound field assumption

- 11-



Chnpter 1. Intr o duction

has been relaxed to examine the ability of active systems to control random incidence sound

fields (Joseph et al, 1989; Nelson et al, 1990; Joplin and Nelson, 1990).

This line of research has lead to some recent flight æsts (Elliott et al, 1989; Dorling et al, 1989;

Elliott et al, 1990) and automobüe trials (Berge, 1983; Nadim and Smith, 1983;). However, it is

apparent that the control source and error sensor arrangement has a significant influence upon

the overall ievels of sound attenuation obtained (Fuller and Jones, 1987 a; Silcox et aI, 1 987a;

Pan and Hansen, 1990a; Elliott et aI, 1990), and more work is required to develop a pracúcal

means of optimizing the locations of these physical control system components. An analytical

approach is developed in chapter 3 directed towards helping to overcome this problem.

More recently, the use of vibration sources to control structural sound transmission has been

investigated. These have been applied initially to the control of sound transmission into both

rectan,qular (Pan et al, 1990) and circular (Fulier and Jones, 1987; Jones and Fuller, 1987;

Mandic and Jones, 1989) enclosures, for which the modal coupling characteristics are very

different. Whilst this technique shows great promise, especially when piezoelectric ceramic

actuators are used, it is apparent that the ability ofthe system to achieve substantial levels of

sound control is dependent upon the modal coupling cha¡acteristics of the srructural / acoustic

system, and the energy distribution in this system, and more work is required to quantify this.

The analytical modeis developed in chapær 3, and verifred in chapter 5, of this thesis are

suiøble as tools for such an examination; however, no such examination will be undertaken in

this thesis work.

-12-



Chapter 2. Control. of pl.ane wove propagation

CHAPTER 2:

THE ACTTVE CONTROL OF PLANE WAVE SOTJND

PROPAGATION IN AIR HANDLING DUCTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

As outlined in the introduction chapter 1, the active control of plane wave sound

propagation in ai¡ handling ducts has been the subject of considerable research in

recent years. Despite this, no analytical model has so fa¡ been developed which

adequately describes the acoustic mechanisms involved, and which allows the power

flows associated with both primary and control sources to be calculated for any control

source afrangement, sffength and phase difference. Also, as stated in the introduction,

no one has yet been successful in quantitatively measuring simultaneously both

primary and control source acoustic power flows or impedances. and thus the models

previousiy developed remain largely unverif,red experimentally. Attempts have been

made to measure changes in electrical power flow to the sources but the results are

inconclusive (Sha and Tian, 1987). The problem with measuring electrical power flow

to deærmine changes in acoustic power flow is the low acoustical efficiency of speaker

sound sources; thus ext¡emely accurate electrical current and voirâge to cuÍent phase

measurements are needed to deærmine acoustic power flows with even just moderate

accuracy.

13



Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propogation

The purpose of the work presented in this chapær is two-fold; fustly, to analytically

and experimentally demonstraæ the physical mechanism of active noise control when

using an acoustic control source, and secondly to analytically examine the effect which

varying physical system parameters such as control source location have upon the

performance of systems actively controlling plane wave sound propagation in ai¡

haxdling ducts. To do this, analytical models are first developed which describe the

effect of applying this form of acúve noise control in terms of the acoustic power

flows from both the primary and control sources. Following the development of these

models, a novel means of measuring the acoustic power flow from all sources (primary

and control) is used to provide experimental verification. The models are then utiiized

to examine the previously mentioned physical systsm va¡iab1e effects.

2.2. MODEL OF SINGLE SOURCE ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL IN A DUCT:

SINGLE CONTROL SOURCE

In the following analysis, it will be assumed that the frequency range of inærest is

below the duct cutoff frequency, so that only plane waves can propagate down the

duct. Also, to develop the model based on source acoustic power flow changes, it will

be assumed that both primary and control sources are constant volume velocity

sources. This assumption will be relaxed laær in this chapter to examine the control

of a constant pressure acoustic source. For convenience, the time dependent term eiot

will be omitted from the analysis.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

It is wo¡thwhile noting that the assumption of constant volume velocity sources is

equivalent to assuming infinite impedance sources, something that is not practically

possible (Mungal and Eriksson, 1988). It was found that for the speaker source and

frequency used in the experiments described later in this article the assumption of

infinite impedance was sufficiently accurate. However, aerodynamic sources and low

frequency speaker sources may be better modelled as constant pressure sources, and

the theoretical model will be modified later in the chapær to conside¡ the effect of

constant pressure sources on the active control problem.

The acoustic power radiated (into the duct) by each source is determined by

calculating the product of the volume velocity amplitude Q and complex conjugate of

the acoustic pressure amplitude P* at the surface of the source:

w = roP*
2- (2.r)

The real, or active, part of this product will determine the real, or active, acoustic

power output of the source. This is the part of the acoustic power which propagates

away from the source, and travels down the duct. (It should be noted that in an active

control system the real acoustic power can be positive or negative, corresponding to

power flow or absorption, respectively). The imaginary or reactive sound power

associaæd with equation (2.1) is stored in the near field (in evanescent modes) and

does not propagate down the duct.

15



Chaprer 2. Control of plane wave propagation

The case of interest here, where there is only one cont¡ol source (the monopole

system), will be examined using the coordinate system shown in Figure 2.1. The

primary source occupies the enti¡e cross sectional a¡ea of the duct at one end (z=0),

and the duct is assumed to be infinitely extending in the positive z-di¡ecdon. This is

achieved approximaæly in practice by using an anechoic termination wed_ee. (Note

that the same result would be achieved if the primar.v source only occupied part of the

cross-sectional area and the remainder was baffled).

2.L Standa¡d monopole system arangement.

Conüol
Source

o
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Chapter 2. Control of pløne wave propagation

In order to calculate the acoustic power output of the primary and control sources, both

operating alone and together, it is necessary to frst derive expressions for the acoustic

pressure field generated by these two sources. Consider frst the primary source sound

pressure field. The sound pressure produced by the primary source operating alone

(with no other sources active), at a frequency o), can be calculated using the Green's

function, G, for an infinite duct (Morse and Ingard, 1968):

G(f,fo,a¡ = |
Yr(Ð Yn(îo) -iknlz-zol

e

n )¡
Kn-k-

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Here, f is the location of some point in the duct whose coordinates are (x,y.z), fo is

the location of a point on the surface of the acoustic source whose coordinates are

(xo,yo,zo), S is the cross-sectional a¡ea of the duct, k is the acoustic wave number, t<n

is the eigenvalue of the nü mode, Yo is the nù duct mode shape function, and \ is

the nù mode normalization teÍn, defined as twice the integral of Yo2 over the duct

cross-sectlon

As only the plane wave mode will be considered here, this can be simplified to

Ln vlrn ar

G(z,zo,r¡) = - *r-ikolz-zol
ùKo

I
s
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

where ko is the free space acoustic wave number, co/co, and co is the speed of sound in

free space.

This simplified Green's function can be used to find the pressure, p(z), at the axial

location z in the duct (Fahy, 1985):

pQ) = ipcoko Jør6")G(i-io,a) dio (2.s)
s

where gn is the complex particle velocity amplitude at a position (fo)=(xg,yg,zg) on the

face of the primary source.

Substituting equation (2.4) ínto equation (2.5), and writing the result in terms of

primary source volume velocity amplitude, Qo, produces the expression for the primary

source generated sound field

Prk) = Tnrr-ik'lz-z¡l
(2.6)

Now consider the sound pressure field generated by the control source, in particular in

the region between the control source and the primary source, located at the terminated

end, distance d away. Referring to figure 2.2, the total sound pressure at some

position z in this region is the sum of a positive (downstream) travelling wave of

complex amplitude P*, and a negative (upstream) travelling wave of complex

ampiitude P_. With positive time dependence, this sum is

18



Chapter 2. Contol of pl.an.e v,ave propogarion

Primary Source
Termination

Pa

P.
Control
Source

o

2.2 Control source sound Pressure components.

Pr(z) = P*e-iké ' P-rikoQ-2")
(2.7)

The ratio of the (complex) ampiinrdes of the reflected and incidenr waves ar the ori_ein

of the duct system (the ærminated primary source end) can be expressed in exponendal

form as (Morse and Ingard, 1968)

P

-=e

P ,-ikú'

_Z,qt (2.8)
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Choprcr 2. Con¡rol of pl'ane rlave Propagaion

where

V=7ta+inp (2.e)

Noæ rhat 2np is the phase angle benveen tbe positive and negative travellin-9 u¡aves at

the primary source ærmination. and e'2ra is the scalar magnitude ratio of rhese waves.

Substitutin,e equarion (2.8) into equation (2.7) yields the expression for rhe acoustic

pressure between ttre primarl' and cont¡ol sources

Pk) = P -e-Ye-

= 2P e-Ye

tkozc 
@ 

-tlt r-ik oz, rrtt rik å¡

-t&É'cosh(V +ikoz)
(2.10)

The va¡iables a and p car be determined directJy by mea-suring the su¡din-e wave in

the secrion of the duct between the primar¡' and control sources, in the same wa¡' that

an impedance rube is used to measure the specific acoustic impedance of a sample

placed at its end. The scaia¡ magnirude of the sound pressure at an)¡ ìocation in this

resion is

lp(¡)l = pk)p* k) = 2P -e-r'd cosh2(:r a) -.os2(n B -t6) (2.1 1)

This can be re-expressed as

cosh2l:i a) -cos2(¡ Þ 
/) (2.12)

Þ(:)l = LP-e--na
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

where

Ê/=F* z

M, (2.r3)

where À is the wavelength of sound at the frequency of interest. From this, it can be

seen that the pressure amplitude is a minimum where p' is an even multiple of Vz, and

is a maximum where p' is an odd muttiple of Vz. From equation (2.13) it is apparent

that the distance between successive points of minimum or maximum sound pressure is

Vz wavelength, and that the distance between the fi¡st acoustic pressu¡e minimum and

the terminated end, divided by Yz wavelength, is equal to i-8. The ratio of the sound

pressure amplitudes between the minimum and maximum pressure locations in the

standing wave will be equal to

cosh2(æ a)- 1
= tanh(¡o) (2.14)

cosh2(n a)

Equation (2.10) describes the sound field be¡ween the control source and the end

termination for an idealized point source model of the control source; that is, one

which has no physical size. However, as real acoustic sources are of finite size, some

modification to equation (2.10) must be made to accounr for this. As shown in figure

2.3, the acoustic control source can be modelled roughly as a rectangular piston of

width B and axial length L, whose cenærline is located a dist¿¡ce (z=zr) from the

prima¡y source terminated end. To find the total sound pressure generated by the

2T



Chaprcr 2. Control of plone wave propagatíon

2.3 Finite size control sou¡ce model.

morion of this source. it is necessary to integrate the contributions from ali points on

the source. To do this, equation (2.10) must frst be w¡inen in terms of source volume

velocity, rather than in tetms of pressure. The amplitude of the acoustic pressure

travellin,e a'*'a¡, from rhe control source, P_. u,ill be equal to thar produced by the

source operadn,e in a duct which is infrniæl5'exrcnding in both di¡ections (which is

equivalent to iooking into an infinitely extending duct of twice the cross-secriona-l

area). From equation (2.6),

L

P = g-Poco
2S

(2.15)

Conüol
Souræ
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Chapter 2. Contol of plane wave propagation

Therefore, equation (2.10) can be writæn as

(2.16)

The form of equation (2.16) is amenable to finding the pressure distribution produced

by a finite size control source. Considering only the plane wave mode, and assuming

that the velocity disribution across the face of the piston is uniform, the total acoustic

pressure at some location z between the control source and the primaly source

terminated end is

pk) = n rT,-!' r-ik&""osh(y+ikrz)

zr+U2

I u r'(" ,-rte-ik&, cosh(ty+ikoz) dz
J\

zr-U2

where u. is the particle velocity at any point on the source, taken to be uniform

Evaiuating this integral produces the expression for the pressure distribution produced

by the control source operating alone between the control source and the terminaæd

end

PQ)=B (2.r7)

(2.18)pk) = q rffl, -Y r-ikoz, cosh(y+iicrz)

where the variable y is defined as a control source size factor

v-

23
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

Equations (2.6) and (2.18) can be used to deærmine the total acoustic pressure at the

surface of both the primary and control sources, thereby enabling the calculation of the

(real) acoustic power ouÞut of these sources, which is to be minimized by the active

noise control system. Consider first the prima¡y source, located at a position (z=0).

Evaluating equations (2.6) and (2.18) at this location shows the total acoustic pressure

at the primary source to be

p(¿=0) = Or+ * erPolroT¿-vr-ikå" cosh(ry) (2.20)

Thus, the acoustic power output of the primary source under the influence of the sound

pressure field produced by the control source is

-- rR,
2

(2.21)
wp

Now consider the acoustic power output of the control source. The sound pressure at

any point (2.) on the f,rnite size source can again be calculated by evaiuating equations

(2.6) and (2.18) at this location (note that this is equivalent to integrating rhe local

acoustic intensity over the surface of the control source as the volume velocity is

assumed contant over the face of the rectangular piston). The total acoustic pressure

must then be found by integrating over the surface of the source. Thus, the total

acoustic pressure "seen" by the control source is
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

z"+U2

p(z=zr) = B 1.,^nr*r-ikoz' * erp";"Ts-\t¿-ikoz" cosh(y+rfto zr) dz,
zr-U2

=Q Te
-\t e 

-ik é, cosh(y+lkoz.)
Poco

PS
-ik&, Poco.T )

T-e+Q (2.22)

(2.23)

The acoustic power output of the control source, during operation of both the control

and acoustic sources, is therefore

)iwc 1R

2
erÞl r-ikåc + er'"l" r,r-r'e-ik&, cosh(y+rkoe.)e

The total acoustic power output of the system is given by the sum of equations (Z.ZI)

and (2.23). This sum can be used to determine the optimum control source volume

velocity, which is that volume velocity will minimize the acoustic power outpur of the

total (primary and control) acoustic system, as will be outlined in the following

sectrons.

2.2.7 Solution for the optimum control source volume velocity - Idealized rigid

termination

Consider lustly the idealized case of the duct te¡mination at the primary source end

being perfectly rigid. With this assumption, o=0 and p=9.5. Substituting these values

into equation (2.2r), the primary source po\ryer output for this idealized case

rS
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Ch.apter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

For the control source, the acoustic power output is

(2.24)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

w, = !rta,($l2cos2çkoz'., . ++I Re1Q"(Qrr-iké"r*, (2.2s)

Noting that QrQr* in equation (2.24) is the complex conjugate of QrQp in equation

(2.25), the total (real) acoustic power output of the active controlled system can be

expressed as a quadratic fucúon of complex control source volume velocity amplitude,

W,ot = Qi"Q, * Q:b + b*Q, + c (2.26)

where

(2.27)
A= IPoco

ZT T
2coszlkozr)

, = i, TQocos(koz,)

, = ++tepP
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

This equation is identical in form to that describing the control of two free freld

monopole sources, investigated by Nelson et at (1987). The optimum control source

volume velocity is found by differentiating the equation with respect to this quantity,

and setting the gradient equal to zero. Doing this, the optimum control source volume

velocity is found to be

Qr,oP, = -a-|b (2.30)

2.2.2. Solution for the optimum control source volume velocity - Generic

termination

Consider now the case of some generic primary source termination described by o and

P. For this more general case, the total acoustic power output of the controlled system

can a-eain be written as a quadratic function of controi source volume velocity

w tur = einaap, * Re{b1e) + Rdb,re)) + c (2.31)

where

I Poco
O.=--2S

7 Poco

I \, 
-v r-ik"'cosh(v * tt o, )).

t(oor- 
o") 'l

(2.32)

(2.33)
b1 2S
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Chapter 2. Control of plan.e wcme propagation

b2 iY, n r(, 
- v r-tkr"c ostr(v)) 

*

, = +rypp?

(2.34)

(2.3s)

Note here that this iS a "non-symmetric" equation, as b, and b2 are not complex

conjugates, as opposed to the "symmetric" equation (2.26). The implications of this

will be discussed laær in this chapær.

The optimum control source volume velocity can again be determined by

differentiating the real part of equation (2.3I) with respect to this quantity, and setting

the gradient equal to zero. This produces

Q,,op, = -*o^-tçøi*b) 
Q'36)

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF MODEL

2.3.L. Experimental procedure

Experiment¿l work was undertaken to verify the active noise control model developed

in the previous section. The work was conducted in a duct 215 mm x 2I5 mm square

in cross section, terminated anechoically at one end and closed at the other end by the
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

primary source (a 200 mm diameter circula¡ speaker) mounted in the plane of the duct

cross section. The a¡echoic wedge was 1.2 meters long, construcæd of rockwool, and

was found to produce a standing wave ratio for primary excitation of less than 0.5 dB.

The control source was located in one of the duct walls with is centre 1.25m from the

primary source. The control source was a 100 mm diameter circular speaker, which

was approximated in the theoretical analysis as a square speaker of equal area (89mm

x 89 mm).

To verify the previously described model of active noise control in a duct" it was

necessary to measure both the net power flow down the anechoically terminated duct

a¡d the contributions from each source.

The acoustic power flow propagating down the duct was calculated by measuring the

standing wave downstream of the sources:

Wrot = (2.37)

Note that if the duct is anechoically terminated, then downstream from the control

source there should not be a st¿nding wave, so that pmio = p."".

Measuring the power contributions from each source required a more sophisúcated

approach. Attempting to measure (the changes in) acoustic power radiation by

measuring the electrical power supplied to the source is extremely difficult, as the

electrical power (in watts) is several orders of magnitude larger than the acoustical

power (in microwatts). What is required is a means of directly measuring the acúve

29
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wove propagation

acoustic power output, which is equal to the product of the cone volume velocity and

the in-phase part of the acoustic pressure adjacent to the cone. The acoustic pressure

in the duct adjacent to the cone was measured by using a suitably Ìocated microphone.

The volume velocity of the speaker cone was deærmined by enclosing the back of the

speaker in a small box, measuring the pressure p1 in the box. and using the following

expression for the acoustic impedance of a small volume (Bies and Hansen, i988):

z -P¡ - .P"'2" Q.38)
'QVco

where p¡ is the acoustic pressure measured inside the box, V is the volume of the box,

and co is the angular frequency. The phase between the cone volume velocity and the

acoustic pressure in the duct at the cone face is 270 degrees greater tha¡ the measured

phase between the acoustic pressure in the speaker box and the acoustic pressure in the

duct (as there is a 90 degree phase difference between acoustic pressure and acoustic

voiume velocity in tÌ¡e box, and a 180 degree phase difference between the acoustic

volume velocity on the top and bottom of the speaker cone).

Accuraæ measurement of the phase difference between the acoustic volume velocity

and pressure at the speaker cone face is essential when measuring acoustic power

output. In practice it was found that the phase was uniform throughout the small

enclosure. However, phase va¡ied quite dramatically as the microphone was moved

away from the front of the speaker cone. It is crucial that the microphone be

positioned as close to the cone as possible for accurate measurements. Also, pressure

varied across the face of the speaker, even at frequencies whose waveiengths ïvere

a
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

much greater than the speaker diameær. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the amplitude a¡d

phase variation across one diameær of the primary source (200mm speaker) mounted

externally to the duct. Figures 2.6 a¡d 2.7 show the same plots for the cont¡ol source.

In viewing these it can be seen that there is a significant phase and amplitude va¡iation

across the speakers, especially nea¡ the edges. This is not surprising! as the cone

radius is actually approximately 10mm shorter than the overall speaker radius, u,ith the

outer 10mm being a flexible rubber strip. I¡ the center region, however, the phase and

amplitude are reasonably constant
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2.5 Sound prcssute phase va¡iation acloss the face of the primary source.
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2.7 Sound pressue phase variation across the face of the control source.

The microphone was positioned nea¡ the centre of the speaker face at a location that

prOduced an "average" pressule magnitude fOr the cone area of the speaker, as

determined by traversing across its face. The accuracy of the microphone position was

determined by driving only one source at a time, measuring the resulting pressure

disribution in the duct, and comparing the power flow determined from equaúon

(2.45) ro that determined from the measured volume velociry and acoustic Presslue at

the speaker cone face. (It should be noted that in the case of the primary source, only

one measurement, downstream, was required while for the control source(s)

measuremenrs ups¡eam and downstream were required to f,rnd the total power flow).

This was done iteratively untit the two measured acoustic powers, at the source and

downsueam, matched.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagatíon

Two frequencies, 400 Hz and 500 Hz, were chosen for the experimental tÊsts, as these

satisfied several criæria as follows;

(i) they were below the duct plane wave cut off frequency of 800 Hz,

they were below the frequency at which the larger prima¡y source speaker

cone exhibits higher order modes (found experimentally to be above 500

Hz);

they were sufficiently high that the acoustic ærmination at the end of the

duct performed satisfactorily;

they are cent€r frequencies of one thi¡d octave bands which is convenient

from an instrumentation viewpoint.

(ii)

(iiÐ

(iv)

At both of these frequencies the values of o and B were determined by examining the

standing wave in the region between the two sources, as outlined in section (2.1). It

was found that these values were close to those expected for a rigid termilaúon,

typicaliy cr = 0.002 (vs. 0.0 for a rigid termination), and Þ = 0.44 (vs. 0.5 for a rigid

termination). This slight variation, however, was enough to alter the results from what

would be expecæd from the idealized assumption. as wiil be outlined later in this

chapter.

For clarity, sound power daø are plotted as micro-watts rather than dB as this allows

simpler representation of negative power values which correspond to energy absorption

rather than ¡adiation.
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2.3.2. Results

The fust variable to be examined was the effect which varying the volume velocity of

the conuol source, fo¡ a fixed primary source volume velocity and drive source phase

difference, had upon the source acoustic power flows. Figure 2.8 illustrates both the

theoretical and experimental primary source acoustic power flou,s, plotted against the

(scala¡) ratio of the conuol source to primary source volume velocity magnitudes (tbe

source phase difference for these points was 4.0o, measured as the phase difference

between the acoustic pressure in the conuol source and primary source spealrer

enclosures). The figure shows good agreement between analytical predictions and
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Chapter 2. Contol of plane wave proPagation

measurement a¡d indicates that, for this particular ambient temperan¡re, driving signal

relative phase angles, and source configuration, ûte primary source will begin to absorb

sound power when rhe ratio of control source to primary source volume velocity

amplitudes exceeds 1.2.
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In Figure 2.9 the variadon in both prima¡y source and cont¡ol source acoustic Power

ourpur is shown as a function of the phase difference (lcontrol - lpnmary) berween

the primary and cont¡ol source driving signals (measured as the pha-se difference of the

acoustic pressures in the speaker enclosures), for a primary source volume velocit-v of

200 *:.-t, and a controi source volume velociry of 265 p.3s-1. The total sound

powerradiated downstream is shownin Figure 2.10 (with only the PrimaD'source
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2.10 Effect of varying phase difference on total s)rstem acoustic Power ourput, 400 Hz'

- 
= theory, El = experiment.

operating the sound power output was 370¡.rW). In Figure 2.9 tt ca¡ be seen that for

this panicular a:ran-sement, there is no phase angie where the primary sou¡ce r¡'ill

absorb energy: however the control source u'ill abso¡b ener.sJr when the phase an-ele

berween the primary and control source driving signals is between -3 a¡d 13 degrees.

Measurements of cont¡ol source power flow made at phase an-eles close to a¡d within

this range were subject to error because the measu¡ed pha-se an-ele between the cont¡ol

source volume velociry and surface acoustic pressure was i¡ the ran-ee of 269-27I

de-erees. u,here small er¡ors in pha-se an-sle measurement lead to lar-se errors in power

¡eq' predictions (as the results are dependent upon the cosine of the phase angle).
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagat¡on

Despite this, the agreement between theory and experiment is good.

These trends a¡e also evident for the same experimental arrangement operating at 500

Hz, shown in figures 2.11 and 2.12. Here it can be seen that under optimum

controlled conditions the primary source is producing a small amount of acoustic

power, and the control source is absorbing it (note that the initial primary source

power oulput was 21 pW). As with the 400 Hz case, there is good agreemen¡ between

the experiment a¡d theory.
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2.11 Effect of varying source driving phase difference on acousric power ouçut" 500
Ilz. primary source theory, [J = primary source experiment - -=contol source theory, a = control source experiment.
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- 
= theOry, El = experiment.

The measr:¡ements show that the active (or real) acoustic power output of the primary

source is affected by operation of the conuol source, and that near optimum control

the primary source power output is greatly reduced. Measurement of the total primarl'

source impedance ¡eveaied little change in the magnitude of the reactive (or imaginar¡')

component before a¡d afte¡ operation of the control source, suggesting that the reduced

acúve power is not re-routed into non propagating modes in the nea¡ field of the

source (reacdve power). Rather, it is simply not produced.

Although the primary source is unloaded by the conuol source, a¡d is either producing

very little (real) power o¡ absorbing it, there is a large standing wave present between
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

the primary and control sources. The stored energy represented by this standing wave

is a result of the finiæ time it t¿kes fo¡ the unloading to occur. This duct section is

acting like an "acoustic capacitance", storing that energy which is emitted during that

time period.

2.4. ACTIVE CONTROL OF CONSTANT PRESSURE SOURCES

The previous sections have considered the acoustic power output of a constant volume

velocity primary noise source being actively attonuated by the addition into the

acoustic system of a constant volume velocity control source. This presents a good

approximation of a primary noise source such as a reciprocating compressor.

However, aerodynamic sources, such as a fan, are better modelled as constant pressure

sources (Bies and Hansen, 1988). It will be useful here to modify the previous

analysis to consider this type of primary source, and then use this to examine the

differences in source acoustic power flow between the constånt volume velociry and

constant pressure sources under active control later in this chapter.

With a constant pressure source, the magnitude of the acoustic pressure at its face will

remain constant before and after the application of active control. From equation

(2.6), the initial acoustic pressure is

nrk=o) = Qrþ (2.3e)

From equanon (2.20), the acoustic pressure at the face of the primary source after the

application of active control is
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

p(z=o) = O'r+ * erP"l"yr-'t'r-ik&' cosh(y)

wp = laairlt

where the primed prima¡y source volume velocity under active controlled conditions,

Qn', is different than the initial prima¡y source volume velocity operaúng alone, Qn

(note that the control source is still considered to be a constant volume velocity source,

approximating a loudspeaker).

Equating the primary source face pressure before the application of active control,

given in equation (2.39), with that afær the application of active control, given in

equation (2.40), enables the determination of the controlled primary source volume

velocity

O| -- or- Q¡e-'v¿-tftl'cosh(\r)
(2.4r)

Thus, the primary source acoustic power output under the action of active noise control

1S

(2.40)

(2.42)

(2.43)

Q;ye-'v¿-ft1" cosh(*l O
*Poco
p s

Consider now the acoustic power output of the (constant volume velocity) control

source. The pressure at the face of this source can be determined by substituting the
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

final primary source volume velocity into equation (2.22)

p(z=zr) = O'r+Te-ik&" * Ar*r2e-Ye-ikl" cosh(ry+ikozr)

["".,
(ty+ik ozr)

(2.44)

cosh(y)

Expanding Qo' using equation (2.4I), the acoustic pressure at the face of the controi

source is found to be

p(z=zr) = arþr e-iko'" * erp ";"T2r.,wr-ikoz,
P sc s ^-ikoz"--e

s

(2.4s)

Thus, the confol source acoustic power output is

1n
2

(

PrYr 
r-ikoz' * e,P {r" f"-v e-ik

(2.46)

c ,[n,w

Combining equations (2.43) and (2.45), the total system acoustic power output can be

expressed as a quadratic function simila¡ to equation (2-31),

(2.47)
W,o, = QrRe{a\Q} + Re{Qrb) + RdQrb2\ + c

where
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

o - | t 
p 

"' " y 2 

" 
-y e-ikf. lcosh qty +ik 

oz r) -, 
- ik &,""rr,f yll)

[2 s \r o- 
,

(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2.s 1)

(2.s2)

br
Poco,s -ikoz"ye

u, = ++ye-ve-ik"" cosh(v) 0;

L--
1

2
Qp

Differentiating equation Q.aO with respect to the control source voiume velocity, and

setting the gradient equal to zero, produces the opúmum control source volume

velocity equal to

Qr,op,= -*o -rrui*ø|¡

2.5. ALTERNATTVE MODELLED SOURCE ARRANGEMENT

Pressure cancellation on the face of both the primary and control sources of a

monopole system during active noise control has been considered by previous

investigators (Eliiott and Nelson, 1986, Sha and Tian, 1987). However, they have
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Chapter 2. Control of plone wave propagation

2.13 Aiternative modelled source arrangement'

modelled the primary soulce as exænding along the axis of the duct' as shown in

Figure 2.13, insæad of in the cross-sectional plane. S¡ith this arangement an incident

plane wave will have a phase va¡iation across the face of both the control and primary

sources. Because of this, these models will give differing indications as to the

poæntial of an active noise cont¡ol system to work in the many of practical duct sound

source configurations sucb as compressors or fans, as these sources are almost

universally mounted in the plane of the duct cross section. In the follou'i¡g secdon a

model of acdve nolse control similar to the constant volume source model of secdon

Z.2wtll be developed fo¡ this geometry. This model u'ill be used larcr in this chapter

ro examine the differences in predicæd uends.

Equarion (2.6) describes the acousric pressure field -ueneraæd by the primaq' source

mounted on the end of a¡ infiniæ duct. This can be modifred for the doubly infiniæ

geomery of fi-eure 2.13 as

(2.53)

Primary
Source

Control
Source

p(:) = QrYr-*æ
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

For the case considered here, the primary source now has a finiæ length along the duct

axis. Therefore, the total acoustic pressure at any location z must be the sum of

contributions integrated across the face of the source. Again, modelling the source as

a rectangular piston of dimensions (B x L), assuming that the velocity distribution

across the face of the source is uniform, and considering only the plane wave mode,

this integral is

zo+UZ

Pk) = B I..^"rryr-',Vo" d,
, -f t)

s

Poco,T -ik^2. .^le " dz

(2.54)

(2.ss)

(2.s6)

Evaluating this produces

Note that, as the prima¡y source and control source a¡e identically mounted, this

expression can describe the sound pressure field of either the primary or control

Pk) = QrWYr-ikæ"

p(o) = ! arP:i"r,
-u2

sources.

Consider now the acoustic pressure on the face of these sources operating in the

presence of the other's sound field. For the primary source, the pressure is

U2 zr+U2
-ikådz . I

zr-U2
o

= e r\y' *e,P *" 12, 
-ik oz'

45
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Chapter 2, Control of plane wave propagation

Thus, the acoustic power output of the primary source is

wp = änr*,
,Qì * h,

2 ,(Q T2e
-ik&)*Poco,T

(2.s8)

(2.se)

(2.6r)

(2.62)

Using a similar analysis, the power output of the control source is found to be

w,=In,*r2ai*!rn, ,<aofflzr-ikoz"¡*

I Pncn )
O = --Y-225

, = +or' "y2 cos(koz,)

Noting that QoQr* in equation (2.58) is the complex conjugate of Qp*Qrin equation

(2-59), the total acoustic powe¡ flow, found by combining equations (2.58) and (2.59),

can be w¡itten as a quadratic function of the control source volume velocity

W,o, -- Qi"Q, * Q:b + b*Q, + c (2.60)

where
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

(2.63)

Differentiating equation (2.60) with respect to the control source volume velocity, and

setting the gradient equal to zero, produces the optimum control source volume

velocity of

(2.64)

, = |eoeì*r,

pe=zr) = eeWy e-iko'" * erP * I

Qr,op, = -a-|b = -Qp cos(krz.)

It should be noted that the volume velocity of equation (2.64) is the one which will

minimize the total acoustic power output of the systÊm, propagating both upstream and

downstream in the duct. It is sometimes desireable to simply stop the acoustic power

flow in one di¡ection, i:respective of what changes occur in acoustic power flow in the

other direction. This is the concept employed by Trinder and Nelson (1983) in thei¡

acoustic vinual earth technique. In this, the acoustic pressure on the face of the

control source wa.s minimized, thereby stopping any acoustic power flow past the

control source in the infinitely exænding downstream duct section. This is equivalent

to minimizing

(2.6s)

Here, the optimum control source volume velocity is

-ik&,
(2.66)

Qc,opt = -Qp'

The difference between the total power optimum control source volume velocity, given
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

in equation (2.64), and the pressure optimum control source volume velocity, giyen in

equation (2.66), is that rhe power optimum minimizes only the in-phase (with the

source volume velocity) component of the sound pressure, whilst rhe other minimizes

the to¡al sound pressure. This difference has a ma¡ked effect upon the final

(controlled) sound pressure distribution. Figures 2.14 and,2.l5 show the frnal sound
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2.14 Sound pressure distribution fo¡ minimizing the total acoustic power ourput of tbe
alternadve modelled source alrangement, 400 Hz. The primary source is ar 0.0,
the control source at 1.0.
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2.15 Sound prcssure disribution for minimizing the downstream propagating acoustic
power of the alternative modelled source arrangement, 400 Hz. The primary
source is at 0.0, the control source at 1.0.

pressure dist¡ibudon for rwo identical slrstems, whe¡e fi_eure 2.14 ha-s had the total

acoustic power output minimized, and figure 2.15 has had the pressure at the conuol

source minimized. The sysæm shown here is operating at 400 Hz. a¡d the sources a¡e

separated by 1 meær. Clearly, the downst¡eam power flow of the pressure minimized

case is substantiaiìy less than for the power minimized. but the upstream radiaæd

acoustic power is increased as a resuit.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave ProPagation

2,6. THE EFFECT OF PRIMARY SOURCE TYPE ON THE MECHANISMS

OF ACTTVE NOISE CONTROL

Two t¡pes of primary noise source have been considered so far in this chapter; a

Cgnstant vOlume veloCity Source, and a cOnStant pressure SOurCe. It waS ShOwn

experimentally in section 2.3 that, for the constant volume velocity Primary Source,

sound power attenuation was achieved principally by an unloading mechanism,

reducing the rad.iation impedance seen by the source. This section will examine the

mechanisms at work in the control of a constant pressure source, then constrast the fwo

aûangements. The primary source termination will be idealized here as rigid (q{.0'

Þr=0.¡) for simplification. The section which follows this one will examine the

effects of this assumption.

Primary
Source

2.16 Terminated duct arangement'

The arrangement of the system to be considered here is shown in hgure 2'i6. The

primary source is taken to be a constant prcssure source, terminating one duct end, and

operating at 400 Hz. A control source, taken here to be a constant volume velociry

Control
Source
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagatíon

source, is located in the wall of the duct I meter downstream of the primary source.

Figure 2.17 illustrates the acoustic power flow out of each source when the control

source is operating at the optimum volume velocity amplitude, as the phase difference

berween the two sources (Zcontrol - lpnmary) is varied. Figure 2.18 depicts the

associated total system sound power attenuation in dB (note that the initial primary

source acoustic power output was 371 p\Ð. In viewing the data of f,rgure 2.17, it is

evident that the acoustic power output of the primary source is greatly reduced, in fact

being equal to zÊro at the optimum phase difference. Thus, the mechanism here would
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2.17 Source acoustic power output for a constant pressure prima¡y source, 400 Hz,
control source 1 mete¡ downstream = primary source, - - = control
source.
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2.18 Reduction in total s¡'stem acoustic power output for a constant Pressure Primary
source, 400 Hz, control source I meter downstream'

again appear to be one of source unloading; that is, the radiation impedance of the

noise sou¡ce must be significantly alæred.

As the primaÐ, source here is constant pressure, the volume velocity must be reduced

to achieve sound power attenuadon. Alternatively, as the control source is constant

volume velocity, the sound pressure at its face must be reduced. This is shown to be

the case in figures 2.19 and 2.20, which illustrate the in-phase primary source volume

velocity and the in-phase control source face pressure associated with the power flows
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Dif f erence (¿"g)
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300
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0
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2.19 ln-phase component of prima¡y source volume velociry for a constant pressure

primary source / consta¡t voiume velociry control source s)'stem, 400 Hz, control
source 1 meter downstream of the primary source.

of figures 2.I7 and 2.18. Therefore, as radiation impedance is defined as the ratio of

sound pressure to volume veiocity (see equation (2.27)), it can be surmized that for a

constant pressure source, the acoustic power output is reduced b)' an increase in the

radiation impedance, which causes a suppression in source volume velociry and an

associated ¡eduction in source acoustic power output as acoustic power is iineariy

proponion to radiation impedance, but proponion to voiume velocity squared ( note

that constant pressure sources a¡e assumed to have negligibie internal (mechanical)

impedance, which enables this to occur). Alternatively, if the noise source is a

!
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2.20 In-phase component of conuol source pressure for a constant pressure prima¡y
source / constant volume velociry control source system, 4N }lz, control source
1 meter downstream of the primary source.

constant volume velocity source, fluid unloading causes a reduction in source radiation

impedance, which in turn reduces the in-phase sound prcssure on the face of the

source, and the radiated power power. It is interesting to note that these different

mechanisms lead to different optimal phase differences between the primary and

control sources when a constant volume velciry control source (such as a speaker) is

used to control either a constant pressure, or constant volume velocitl', primary source.

Figure 2.21 illustrates the effect which phase difference has on the total po\¡/er

attenuation for the physical arrangement described previously, when the prima¡y source
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source 1 meter downsEeam of the primary source. 

- 
= constant prcssure

P¡imary source,- -= constant volume veiociry primary source.

is eithe¡ a constant pressure or constfirt volume velociry type (the control source

volume velociry amplitudes a¡e fixed at the optimum value for these plots). Note that

the opúmum phase difference for the constant pressure source is 90o, while for the

constanr volume velociry source it is the more commonly cited 180'. This difference

arises from the different ways the source impedance is changed. For a constant

pressurc source, control is achieved by a change in source volume velocity, while for a

constant volume velocity source it is achieved by a reduction in source face sound

pressure. As these quantides þressure and velocity) are out of phase by 90" in the
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

duct, for a constant volume velocity source to control a constant pressure source the

phase difference should be +90o. However, for two constant volume velocity sources,

the phase difference should either be 0o or 180o.

2.7. THE EFFECT OF SOURCE LOCATION AND DUCT TERMINATION ON

ACOUSTIC POWER FLOW ATTENUATION

The previous sections in this chapær have developed analytical models describing the

active control of piane wave sound propagation in an infrnitely extending duct for the

both constant pressure and constant volume velocity sources. Using these, the

mechanisms of this form of active noise control, namely changing of noise source

impedances, have been demonstrated. Using these models, this section aims to

exami¡e the effect which source location has upon the levels of total acoustic power

attenuation that can be achieved. Coupled to this is the effect which the impedance of

the duct termination has upon this parameær.

To facilitate this examination, it is necessary to f,ust derive an expression for the tot¿l

system acoustic power output under optimally controlled conditions. Consider firstiy

the case of a constant voiume velocity prima¡y source being controlled by a constånt

voiume velocity control source, using the semi-infiniæ geometry of fr_eure 2.16. For

this arrangement, the total acoustic power flow was expressed as a quadratic function

of control source volume velocity in equation (2.31), which was solved for the

optimum controi source volume velocity in equation (2.36). Substituting this value

back into equation (2.3I), the expression for the minimum acoustic power output is

found to be
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

w,,,in = r- j<ui.ør)* Rdal-t {bi +b2)
(2.67)

Expanding this using equations (2.32) - (2.35), it is found that the ratio of controlled

(residual) acoustic power flow, Wro¡o, to the initial uncontrolled acoustic power flow,

Wun., is

W-io

- 

= l-
w*r,

1

t. 
ir-2ß 

d1cosh12n a) -cos(2æ B ) -2cos( 2k 
oz r+Znp )) +cos(2koz.)

2 I - e -2ß a cos(Zk oz, +2n þ )

Noæ that the acoustic power attonuation in dB is

(2.68)

(2.70)

(2.69)
LW = -10 log

Consider frrstly the case where the primary source termination is rigid. with crr=0.9

and Br=9.5. Substituting these values into equation (2.68), it is found that the sound

power attenuation, as a function of source location, is

1 -0I
2-2cos(2kozr)

I+cos(2kozr)2

That is, the total acoustic power flow can be completeiy suppressed (theoretically)

regardless of control source location. The control source volume velocity required to

do this, found by expanding equation (2.36) using equations (2.32) - (2.35), is
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

Q,
Qp e

-ikoz,
+e

ikoz 
"(¿ -vcosh(y))*

l-e-hacos(Zkozr+ZnB)

Substituting in the rigid termination boundary conditions, this is simplified to

(2.7r)

(2.72)

Thus, although it is theoretically possible to completely supress the total system

acoustic power output with the control source at any location, clearly it is most

efficient to place the control source at a half-wavelength interval from the noise source

(note that if the control source is placed at an odd quarter wavelength f¡om the

prima¡y source, an infiniæ volume velocity would be required to achieve total control).

One additional point that should be noted from the resuit of equation (2.72) is the

effect which size has upon the volume velocity required to achieve maximum noise

control. V/hilst from equation (2.68) it can be deduced ttrat the control source size

(theoretically) has no influence upon the levels of control which can be achieved, as

the size of the source begins to approach Vz wavelength of the frequency of sound of

interest" the volume velocity required to achieve control increases dramatically.

Consider now the effect of slightly relaxing the rigid termination boundary conditions.

Figure 2-22 depicæ the power att€nuation which can be achieved for a boundary

defined by oq=0.002, þr=0.47, plotted as a function of control source / primary
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2.22 Totat acoustic power reduction as a function of primar--v source/control source

separation distance, 400 Hz, with the primary source termination defined bv
a{.002, P=0.47.

source separation distance expressed in waveiengths. Ploned in figure 2.23 is the

associated volume velocity ratio (def,rned as the ratio of control source to primary

source vojume velocit¡' magnitudes), with some experimentally measu¡ed points. In

viewing this data, it is evident that significant leveis of acoustic power attenuation can

still be achieved al 15 wavelength intsrvais, but that the attenuation that can be

achieved at odd quarter wavelengths has been signif,rcandy reduced- Also, the voiume

velocities required to achieve the maximum levels of control away from the optimum

have been reduced.
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2.23 Volume veiocity ratio required to achieve maximum total acoustic power

reduction as a function of primary source/control source separation dismnce, 400

Hz, with the primary source termination defrned by c=0.002, þ4.47. 
-=theory, EJ = exPeriment.

The next case to consider is the use of a constant volume velociry source to cont¡ol the

sound power ourput of a constant pressure primary source. For this alTangement, the

total acoustic power flow was expressed a-s a quadratic function of control source

volume velociry in equation (2.47), which was solved for the optimum control source

volume velocity in equarion (2-52). Substituting this value back into equation (2.31),

the expression for the minimum acoustic power output is found to be

2.00 2.25 2.75 5.00
(wovelengths)

3.25 5.50

w,,,in =' - 
)far-b',)Rda\-r 

(b )-b)*
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Chapter 2. Contol of plane wave propagation

Expanding this by using equations (2.48) - (2.51), it is found that the rario of

controlled (residual) acoustic power flow, Wn¡o, to the initial uncontrolled acoustic

power flow, Wun., is

I
, . ir- 

2ß olcoshl2æ o) -cos(2n p ) + 2cos (2k 
oz r+2np ) ) -cos(2koz.)W-io

- 

= l-
Wun, !-cos(2kozr)2

Consider firstly the case where the primary source ærmination is rigid, with or=0.9

and B,=9.5. Substituting these values into equation (2.74), it is found that the sound

power attenuation, as a function of source location, is

(2.74)

(2.7s)

(2.76)

1 2-2cos(2kozr)

l-cos(2kozr)
1 0

2

Thersfore, as with the constant volume velocity case, when the primary source

termination is perfectly rigid, it is (theoretically) possible to compietely suppress the

total system acoustic power output with any control source location. Expanding

equation (2.52) using equations (2.48) - (2.57), the control source volume velocity

required to do this is

-iké, ikozc (I -e-2t{.)
1

e
2Qp

O
Y sinz(kozr)
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Chapter 2. Control of plan.e wave propagation

Substituting the boundary conditions for the rigidly ærminated primary source end into

equation (2.76), the optimum control source volume velocity for this simptified model

is found to be

(2.77)

It is interesting to contrast this optimum control source volume velocity result with that

obtained for the similar constant volume velocity primary source case, given in

equadon (2.72). Whereas the most efficient control source placement for the consranr
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2.24 Total acoustic power reduction as a function of primary source/control source

separation distance, 400 Hz, constant pressure primary source, with the Primary
source rcrmination defined by a=0.002, Þ4.47.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

volume.velocity case was at half wavelength intert/als, the most efficient control

source placement for the constant pressurc case was at odd quarter wavelength

intervals. Also, the phase difference between the primary and control sources for the

constant pressure case is modulated, as a function of the separation distance, between

t90" by the presence of the imaginary term. Finally, note that, as with the constant

volume velocity case, the control source size does influence the optimum control

source volume velocity; as the size of the sou¡ce approaches Iá wavelength of the

frequency of interest, the required volume velocity increases drarnatically.

40
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2.25 Volume velocity rario requted to achieve maximum total acoustic power

reduction as a function of primary source/control source separation dista¡ce, 400

Hz, constant pressure primary source, with the Primary source termination

defined by cr=0.002, þ4.47.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

Consider now the effect of slightly relaxing the rigid termination boundary conditions.

Figure 2.24 depicts the total acoustic power attenuation which can be achieved for a

boundary defined by a,=6.692, þr=0.47, plotted as a function of control source /

primary source separation distance expressed in wavelengths. Plotted in fîgure 2:25 is

the associated control source volume velocity required to achieve this control. As can

be seen, the optimum control source location is just before each half wavelen_eth

interval, where significant levels of acoustic power attenuation can still be achieved. At

odd quarter waveiengths, however, very little acoustic power attenuation is possible.

The hnal case to consider here is the alæmative constant volume velocity prima¡,v

source arangement shown in figure 2.13. For this arangement, the tot¿-l acoustic

power flow was expressed as a quadratic function of control source volume veiocity in

equation (2.60), which was solved for the optimum control source volume veiocity in

equation (2.64). Substituting this value back into equation (2.60), the expression for

the minimum acoustic power output is found to be

(2.78)
W-in = c-b*a-|b

Expanding this using equations (2.6I) - (2.63), itis found thatthe ratio of conuolled

(residual) acoustic power flow, Wrr¡n, to the initiai uncontrolled acoustic power flow,

wun., it

W-io
= I -COS

wrn,
2çkozr) (2.7e)
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2.26 Total acoustic power reduction as a function of primary source/control source

separation distance, 400 Hz, for the alternative modelied source arangement.

- 
= total power optimization, --= downstrsam power optimization'

Figure 2.26 illustrates the acoustic power attenuadon that can be achieved for such a

s),stem plotted as a funcrion of source separation distance expressed in wavelengths.

Figure 2.27 depicts the associated control source / primary source voiume velociry

amplirude ratio and phase diffe¡ence. Comparing ttrese plots to those of the simiiar,

rigdly terminated duct, shown in figures 2.2? and 2-23, it shows that many of the

trends are, in fact, the same; na.mely, the optimum source separation dista¡ce is at 15

*'avelength intervals, with the wo¡st results achieved at odd % *'avelength intervals.
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation
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2.27 Volume velocity ratio required to achieve mæiimum toml acoustic power

reduction as a function of primary source/control source separarion distance, 400

Hz, for the alternative modelled source ¿urangemenl

This system, however, will ajways be a symmteric one due to the lack of a phase and

amplitude modified reflected wave. This means that absorption will never be an

optimal control mechanism, only suppression will be. Consider the da¡a shown in

figures 2.28 and 2.29, which illustrates the acoustic power oulput of the primary and

control sources a¡ound the optimum phase difference of 180' for two constant volume

velociry source separated by 1 meter and operating at 400 Hz. The data shown in

figure 2.28 is for the doubling infinite arrangement of figure 2.13 (where both the

primary and control sources are mounted in the wall of an infrnite duct), and the data
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2.28 Source acoustic Power output as a function of source phase difference for the
ahernative modelled source arrangement, 400 Hz, with a source separation
distance of 1 meter. 
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Chapter 2. Contol of plane wave propogatíon

in figure 2.29 îs for the ærminaæd arrangement of figure 2.16, with the termination

conditions defrned by a,=9.95, Þ.=0.45. For the doubly infinite case, optimal control

is achieved when the control source is producin E zero acoustic power (at an operating

phase difference of 180"). Fo¡ the other case, however, optimal control is achieved

when the control source is, in fact, absorbing 29 pW of the residual 96 pW acoustic

power produced by the primary source (at an operating phase difference of 169.6").

2.8. SUMMARY

Results discussed in this chapær show conclusively that the mechanism of acdve noise

cont¡ol in a duct cannot be properly understood if the (primary) sound source is

omitted from consideration. This is in contrast to many of the previous models,

which concentrate on analysing the interaction between an assumed piane wave

propagating down the duct and a control source or sources. These models a¡e limited

in control mechanism to absorption, or reflection of the plane wave back upstream to

be dissipated by viscous losses of some form.

Noise reduction in a duct by active control is not simply a cancellation phenomenon.

While it may be viewed that pressure cancellation in front of the source is a

mechanism of control, which reduces the acoustic impedance at that point and causes a

reflection of the incident propagating plane wave, it is not a case of the control

source(s) reflecting the energy back upsueam where it is magically dissipated. Rather,

one of two or a combination of two physical processes occurs. Firstþ, the primary

and control sources mutually alter each other's radiation impedances so as to reduce

the acoustic output of both sources. For a consta¡t volume velocity source, this means
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Chapter 2. Control of plane wave propagation

a reduction in radiation impedance, which is achieved by a reduction in in-phase

acoustic pressure on the face of the source. For a const¿nt pressure source, this means

an increase in radiation impedance associaæd with a decrease in source volume

velocity (note that as acoustic power is linearly proportional to radiation impedance,

but proportional to volume velocity squared, this will result in a reduction in acoustic

power output). Secondly, the control source(s) may absorb all or part of the primary

source acoustic energy.

It was further shown that the ability of the active system to provide global cont¡oi is

greatly influenced by a number of geometric a¡d acoustic variables. The location of

the single control source in the duct relative to the primary source plays an important

part in deærmining the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation which couid be

achieved, along with the control source volume velocity required required to achieve

this control. If the prima¡y source end duct termination is close to a rigid termination,

the cont¡ol source should be locaæd in the vicinity of an integer number of half

wavelengths from the primary source for the best results. Clearly then, for a single

cont¡ol source, the optimum location is frequency dependent, and any given location

will produce good results at some frequencies, and poor ¡esults fo¡ others. Also, the

size of the control source relative to the wavelength of the frequency of interest is

important; as the axial length of the source becomes iarge, the volume velocity

required by the conuol source to achieve the maximum possible acoustic power

attenuation greatly increases.
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Chapter 3. Analytical Models

CHAPTER 3.

GENERAL ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR ATDING THE DESIGN

OF ACTTVE SYSTEMS TO CONTROL SOUND RADTATED BY

VIBRATTNG STRUCTURES INTO FREE SPACE AND INTO

ENCLOSED SPACES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in the introduction chapter 1, it has thus far proved, in general, impossible to

directly deærmine the optimal locations of the control sources and error sensors during the

design of an active noise control system to reduce sound radiated by vibrating structures, for

two reasons. Firstly, the maximum level of achievable sound power attenuation is not a

linear function of control source location. Secondly, the optimum error sensor locations a¡e

dependent upon the cont¡ol source locations. It is therefore necessary to use a numerical

sea¡ch routine to optimize the arrangement of ttre control sources and er¡or sensors.

To implement a numerical search routine, it must be possible to predict the effect which

applying a control disturbance at a given locaúon(s) has upon the acoustic power flow. This

means that either an analytical or numerical model of the structural / acousúc system must

be deveioped which allows calculation of the sound fieid generated by a panicular vibration

or acoustic control source. The sound field generated by the primary excitation force must

either be calculaæd (from a knowledge of the prima¡y forcing function) or, if available, test

data for the sound field generaæd by the system to be controlled could be used. As
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Chnpter 3. AnalYtiul Models

referenced in the introduction chapær 1, there has been a body of research concerned with

this type of modelling for controlling sound radiation from vibrating structures, both into

free space and into weakly coupled enclosures. The majority of these models a¡e based on

quadratic optimization theory, and a¡e specific to their individual topics. They can be

generalized, however, to enable inference of control mechanisms to be made, and the effects

which system parameters have upon these mechanisms, to be deærmined for a wide range of

structural radiation problems, thus allowing a more generaiized design methodology to be

developed.

This chapter develops generalized models which can be impiemented in a numerical sea¡ch

routine to deærmine the optimum control source and error microphone locations for the

control ofboth periodic sound radiation from planar surfaces into free space, and periodic

sound transmission into weakiy coupled enclosures. The models allow the use of either

acoustic or vibration control sources. Quadratic optimization theory is initially used to

formulate the equations required for the numerical search rouúnes. Problems with this

approach are then discussed, and an improved æchnique based on multiple regression is

then presented.

The models deveioped in this chapær will be verified experimentally in the subsequent 2

chapters, for the cases of controliing periodic sound radiation f¡om a vibrating rectangular

panel into free space, and the control of periodic sound transmission into a weakiy coupled

cylindrical cavity. They wiII aiso form the basis for a thorough analytical study of the effect

of system variables on the performance of active systems for controlling periodic sound

radiation from a vibrating panel into free space, conducted in the next chapter.
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3.2. ERROR CRITERIA

V/hen designing an active system to provide global cont¡ol of sound radiation from a

vibrating structure, it is the minimization of the acoustic power flow which is of interest,

and the chosen error criterion must therefore be a measure of this quantity. Hence the

models must be developed to allow exarnination of the acoustic porù/er flow, under both the

primary exciæd and controlied conditions. For radiation into free space from a pianar

structure, the quantity to be minimized (and thus the error criterion) is the total radiated

sound power (Deffayet and Nelson, 1988), defined in the farheld of the radiating structure

AS

W ro"UL

4p (r)
!,

¡ /2 lp t?l t2 lll2 sing d0 dO
0

(3.1)t 2poo

Fo¡ minimizing sound transmission through a structure into a (weakly) coupled acoustic

enclosure, it is the minimization of acoustic potential energy i¡ the enclosure which

becomes the error criærion. The acoustic potential energy is given by (Nelson et al, !987a:

Pan et aI. 1990):

E =í+l I tpr?r 12d? ß.2)P Itoo." ,| 'u

To minimize eithe¡ of these quantities it must be possible to calculate the sound pressure

ampütude squared at any point?=?(r,0,{) during the application of active control. Being a

Iinear system, the sound pressure at any location can be considered as the sum of the

prima¡y generated and conuol disturbance generated sound pressures as follows:

-)r-)rp +p
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Chapter 3. Analytical Models

where the subscripts 
n 

and, denote prima¡y and control sources, respectively. Thus, the

sound pressure amplitude squared at any point is:

'a

lpt?l l2 +

(3.4)

where 
* 

d.nor.. the complex conjugaæ

In the following two sections the equations necessary to determine the sound pressures at

any point will be developed in a form amenable to solution by quadratic optimization

theory. The above error criteria will then be conside¡ed furthe¡ in iight of these equations.

3.3. MODELLING OF RESPONSE TJNDER PRIMARY EXCITATION

Before studying the effect of applying active noise cont¡ol, it is fust necessary to deærmine

the response of the structural or coupled structuraVacoustic system under the action of the

prima¡y exciting force. As the analytical approaches used in modelling periodic sound

radiation from a vibrating pianar surface into free space and periodic sound transmission

into a coupled structuraVacoustic enclosure a¡e different, they will be presented separately.

(It should be noted that throughout this chapær harmonic time dependence of the form ei't

is assumed.)

.*
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*
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Chnpter 3. An"alYtiul Models

3.3.f. PrÍmary excitation: radiation into free space from a vibratÍng planar surface

The problem considered he¡e of sound radiation into free space from a vibraring planar

surtãce wiU be formulaæd in ærms of the velocity dist¡ibution on the surt'ace, although

accelerarion or dispiacement could equally well be used. The purpose of the anaJysis is to

develop an expression for the acoustic pressrue generated by the vibratin-e structure, in

terrns of the surface velocity distribution, at some point in its fa¡ freld. It will be assumed

that the prima¡y exciÞrion is an acoustic field on the other side of the surface which excites

it into vibration. This is the most general case, which can be specialized for particular

forcin-e funcdons, such as point or distributed forces.

Figure 3.1 Arbitrary vibrating structure radiating into free space.

For the arbitrary srructure shown in Fi,eure 3.1, the velocity v at any point Î=?(x,y) under

primar.v excitation pressure p is governed by the equation (Pope, I97I):

r

z

0

x

+xpxxG
+
X I(.)

74
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where ¿¿ is the frequency of interest in rad s-1, p(l') is the forcing function at point T'

expressed in terms of pressure, and GrCi ll') is the Green's function of the structure given

by:

-)-)
f¿00 jtþ ,þ

-)x-)
;aG

)s
L/ (3.6)

(3.e)

zM

_-)dx

where m(T) is the surface density at point 1:

S j=L ) )

where ú¡(1) is the jth mode shape of the structure evaluated at pointl, and M3 is the modal

mass of the jth mode, defined as:

(3.7)
J

m(1) = pse) h(1) (3.8)

nrG) and h(1) are respectively the density and thickness of the structure at1, and Z¡ is the

square of the mass nonnalized impedance of the jth structural mode at frequency r..r:

.1 
oz)tj = \Í + ryjotjo -

2

)
d

tþ
-txmM j

where cr¡ is the resonance frequency of the jth structural mode, and l¡ is its associated loss

factor. As an alternative to the preceding analysis, if the primary excitation force were

unknown or difficult to caiculate, measured values of the velocity distribution of the

radiating surface could be used. Typically, the measured data would be modally

decomposed, and the complex modal amplitudes used in the analysis that follows. While
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the modal decomposition is not strictly necessary, providing that the radiation transfer

function at each measured point on the surface can be calculated, it is a convenient way of

expressing the data.

To continue, for an analytical study it is convenient to expand the velocity at pointÎ in

tenns of the normal modes of vibration of the structure:

,þ
-) (3.10)

cþ

-)xV Ev (x)
j:1 j

where v¡ is the velocity amplitude (complex) of the jth structural mode. If the expanded

form of equation (3.10) is substituted into squation (3.5), and the infinite sum is

approximated by a sum over m structural modes (the exact number of which is dependent

upon the system response at the frequency ofinterest), the response ofthe structure under

primary excitation can be expressed in matrix form as:

[vp] = tzrl-l tfpl (3.1 1)

and lZ¡) is the (mxm) diagonal matrix of modal impedances, whose ( j)th element is

2
r (j, j) (3.13)

j

where [V-] is the (mxl) matrix of complex modal velocity amplitudes, whose jth element is
v

v¡, [f'l is the (mx1) matrix of (modal) generalized forces whose jth element is defined as:

( ,r, , ,à, -|-t, = ¡ '/.(i') p(i') dI' ß.r2)') Jo )

M,Z ,))
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Once the structure is set into motion, the resulting sound pressure it radiates to some

location? in its far freld can be found f¡om the equation (Fahy, 1985):

.+
Clx

ip (r)-p
-)r-)x

a
+
xf,i2p (t) þ

where the (far field) free space Green's function is given by:

(3.14)

(3.17)

G (3.1s)

where k is the wavenumber at the frequency of interest, po is the density of the medium and

R is the distance from the point 1 on the structure to the location? in the medium. Note

that equation (3.14) is simply the Rayleigh integral.

If the velocity amplitude is again expanded in terms of the normal modes of vibration, and

the infinite sum approximated by a summation over m structural modes, equation (3.14) can

be expressed in matrix form as:

T (3.16)

-)
¡fu '"o 

(-ikR)

tvpl

io a

t# exp (-ikR) 
I

Ir
a

pp (?) lZtad)

where llaal is the (mx 1 ) modal radiation transfe¡ vector, whose jth element is (Fahy,

1985):

z dxx,þrad )) Þ
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3,3.2 Primary excitation: Transmission into a coupled enclosure

ln this case, rhe purpose of the analysis is to derive an expression for the sound pressure in

the enclosure as a function of the exterior excitation Pressure or alternatively as a function

of the stn¡ctural velocity disrribution. If the fluid medium of interest is air (as is considered

here), weak coupling can normally be assumed and the formulation of the response of a

coupled stn¡ctural/acoustic system can be developed using modal coupling theory (Pope,

1g7I) (weak coupling assumes the in aacuo mode shapes of the stn¡cture and the mode

shapes of a rigidly enclosed acoustic space can be used to determine the coupled system

response). The difference in formulation to that for radiation into free space is due to the

coupling of the structu¡al vibration modes with the interior cavity modes'

po

Figure 3.2 Arbitrary vibrating structure radiating into an enclosed space.
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Referring to figure 3.2,the velocity at any pointÎ on the vibrating structure is governed by

the equation (Pope, 1971):

+
v (x) ]-0) x

I
I(p (x')-ôx

S
G p

ì
dx (3.18)

a

where p" and pi are respectively the external and internal acoustic pressures, and f is a

point on the structure.

The interior pressure field induced by the vibration of the structure is defined by

p
1

i (p b) (3.19)

where GaG l?) is the Green's function of the interior space and is given by:

oo

E

r=1

I(r)
G (3.20)

I
dx-)x1t-tr-fxG

2-)r

-)

A
aU

I

M
2¡

0 ôìr-)x
7

2

11

2
K k

o

k is the wave number of the sound in the cavity, d , G) is the rth acoustic mode shape

evaluated at point? in the cavity *i d r G) is the rth acoustic mode shape evaluated at

location I on the panel. M, is the modal mass of the r th acoustic mode, given b¡':

(3.2r)

0 on the structure/fl-uid boundary

(3.23)

2

l

ir0PoM
1

+
dV

V

and, as damping is included, rc , is the r th complex eigenvalue of the cavity, where the

cavity has a wall admittance É such that:

))O-ór * *1ô, = 0 in the cavity ß.22)

òô
-t*ikPO=oz r
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where z denotes the direction normal to the surface. (Here continuity of the surface and

particle velocities at the structure/fluid boundary is assumed, and positive z is defined as

poinring into the acoustic enclosure). It should be noted that while the inclusion of acoustic

damping in this manner is not mathematically rigorous (as the Green's function assumes a

rigid walled boundar.v condition), it is commonly done with little error provided that the

magnitude of the damping is not sufficient to alter the rigid walled mode shapes

signifrcantly (Fahy, 1985).

The pressure pifi') at the inner surface of the enclosure can be expressed in terms of the in

uacuo structural mode shape functions according to:

@

p E (3.24)
j=1

Substituting this expression into the original governing equations, it can be shown (in

Appendix 1 at the end of this thesis and in Pope, 1971) that, for the rth structure mode:

))I
I
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oo

¿
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It -7
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7

(3.2s)

where S is the surface area of the structure, and B , ¡ 
is the coupiing coefficient between the

rth acoustic mode and jth structural mode, defined as:
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B
lr)

,1,
I

dx (3.26t

and

2 (3 .21)(rc

Thus, if the infînite sums over j and r a¡e replaced with a surnmation over n acoustic modes

and m structural modes, the response of the structure to the external exciting pressure

(primary source) can be represented in matrix form as:

[vp] = tzrl-l tfpl (3.28)

where tzy] is the (mxm) structural modal input impedance matrix, whose terns are:

1
ã- f,

-lxó
)

v2)Z
2

11

diagonal:
),)

off-diagonal z

z i(p
B B

tt) lrJ

BB
1¡[ lrñ

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

2Sc¡2

2

n
E

t=1
M zU

^z5ú)

¡

= i (p c
MhrD o

and [fnJ is the (mx1) matrix of modal generaiized forces, whose jth element is:

7

I
zô

n
E

¡=1 1

f, t!
I

i,,+
xp4

X
) )

As in the previous section, if measured sudace velocity data a¡e used, it is not strictly

necessary to perform a modal decomposition on the data to determine the interior sound

pressures. It is, however, a suitable means of expressing the analytical problem as well as

useful in providing inruitive information about optimal actuator / sensor Íurangements.
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Expanding the pressure in terms of the (cavity) acoustic modes, and the velocity in terms of

the in racuo structural modes, the induced acoustic pressure amplitude for the r th acoustic

mode is:

i (p 2 Sar
o

B (3.32)
t_

t')

oo

E
z

o

u
M¡

p

)
j

Again, approximating the infinite sums with summations over n acoustic modes and m

structura-l modes, equation (3.32) can be written in matrix form as:

tP (3.33)
nrP p

where [Pn,p] is the (nx1) matrix of (complex) acoustic pressure modal amplitudes, and [Zu)

is the (nxm) matrix of modal inte¡nal radiation transfer functions, whose terrns are

i (p (¿)

o
B (3.34)

Il , frDrfr

From this, the sound pressure at âny point in the enclosure (under primary excitation) can be

found using:

T (3.3s)tÕl tP ñrP

where [Õ] is the (nxl) vector of acoustic mode shape functions evaluated at pointl.

3,4. MODELLING OF RESPONSE UNDER CONTROL SOURCE EXCITATION

Once the primary excited response of the structural or coupled structuraVacoustic system

has been characterized in terms of the normal modes of vibration, the effect of applying the

lz I tvl
a

2

z

nn
YM

p (r)-p
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control sources can be considered. As stated previously, either vibration or acoustic sources

may be used effectively to control sound radiation from vibrating structures. Vibration

control sources affect the structural velocity distribution, whereas it is assumed here that the

effect of acoustic control sources on the structural velocity distribution is negligible.

Before formulating the equations which will enable assessment of the achievable noise

attenuation for a particular arrangement of the control sources and error sensors, the

response of the structural or coupled structural/acoustic system due to the appiication of

active control sources must be analysed. To do this, the use of vibration and acoustic

control sources will be considered separately.

3.4.1. System response using vibration control sources

The response of the structural or coupled structural/acoustic system under the action of the

vibration control (point) force(s) operating alone may be formuiated using the approach

outlined in the previous section.

The modal velocity amplitudes for a given forcing function may be determined for the case

of radiation into free space from equation (3.11), and for the case of transmission into a

coupled enclosure from equation (3.28), where the forcing function is included in the

generalized force matrix. For a point control force at location L, the jth modal generaiized

force is:
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'l f -t dx'j,c

where the subscript c refers to the control source contribution, f is the complex amplitude of

the control force, and ô(1' - 1) is a Di¡ac delta function. If L control sources are used, the

total generalized force can be found from the superposition of the individual forcing

functions:

1¿ôfo *, '*''

ú, (x')
)

fT

T

(3.36)

(3.37)7 J^ot"t

L
E

J--I

ôF
I

+
x^

-)-t
'!¿

Il

If m structural modes a¡e considered, the modal generaüzed force (for the application of

vibration control sources) can be re-expressed as a product of two sub-matrices:

t l"l = t *cl I F"] (3.38)

where [f.J is the (mx1) modal generalized force matrix for the control sources, [!Í.J is the

(mxl) matrix of m structural mode shape functions evaluated at the L control source

locations, and Brl is the (Lx1) marrix of complex control force amplitudes.

For the case of radiation into free space, the sound pressure produced at some point in the

fa¡field due to the vibration control sources operating alone is found by combining

equations (3.11), (3.16), and (3.38):

-1lz lzrad ï
-1

l/) lz t* ItF (3.3e)rad I

+p (r)-c

For transmission into a coupled enclosure, the intemal sound pressurc at location? is found

b)' combining equations (3.28), (3.33), (3.35), and (3.38):
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TIr tÕl Z ILzA I

T
tÕl lz_l lz_lAI

-1
U

fP"

-1 t* ItF (3.40)

(3 .42)

3.4.2. System response using acoustic control sources

As acoustic control sources have a negligible effect upon the structural velocity dist¡ibution,

the previously outlined structural and coupled structuraVacoustic analysis is not needed;

only the acoustic environment needs to be considered.

Firstly, consider the case of periodic sound radiation into free space. If monopole sound

sources are used as control sources, the sound pressure radiated by each can be determined

by considering the Green's function of the source and its mi¡ror image (due to reflection by

the radiating surface). defined in equation (3.15):

-ip¿¿QG('o a
x l7l +ipclQGti.l?lsoal

(3 .41)

where Q is the volume velocity of the source, and subscripts , and i denote the location of

the source and the mi¡ror image, respectiveiy. This can be expanded to:

Pc (?

p (r)-c

+
T

exp (-ikRs) exP (-ikR. )

+
RR

I

If L control sources a¡e used, the superposition of the sound pressures radiated by each of

the sources is given by:

tp
o

c.¡Q exp ( -ikR ) exp (-ikR
t
L

l ),L
Ð'c +

l,!:.
J=.'L-

4t
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This can be expressed in matrix form as:

lz to^l (3 .44)
mono

where [Zn,ono] is the (Lx1) control source radiation transfer function vector, whose jth

element is:

tp h) exp ( -ikR ) exP (-ikn i,iU l,S /? ¿q\

T+rp

z +
mono R R

) lrS l,I

and [Q"] is the (Lxl) matrix of complex control source volume velocities.

Consider the case of sound transmission into an enclosure. If monopole sound sources are

used as control sources inside the enclosure, the sound pressure at any point?' in the

enclosure due to one control source is given by:

IÞ (r')-c - ipo e Gut?l?'l (3.46)

where Gae l?') is the Green's function of the acoustic space, as defined in equation (3.20).

IfL control sources are used, the superposition ofthe sound pressures radiated by the

sources is given by:

L
E (3 .47 )

ir
J =.'l.

This can also be expressed in the matrix form as:

Z (3 .48 )mono

where the jth element of the control radiation transfer matrix, [Z*onoJ, is:

4tt

-lr+rG
IrIJ a

ip ¿.r Q.'o l

Tr

{rr

j

p-c Q"l

z io c.¡ G'o a)mono
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3.5. DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMUM CONTROL SOURCE

AMPLITUDES AND PHASES USING QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATION

THEORY

When assessing the peformance achievable using a given arangement of the control

sources and error sensors for an active noise control system, two criteria must be

considered; how much control can be achieved using the given active source placement, and

how close to this value wiil be the actual attenuation if the sound field is minimized at the

given error sensing locations. As the acoustic pressure at any point? is a linea¡ function of

cont¡ol force or volume velocity, quadratic optimization theory can be used as a

mathematical tool in the assessment of both of these criteria. This involves expressing the

square of the radiated acoustic pressure amplitude as a quadratic function of the va¡iable of

interest (control force or volume velocity), diffe¡entiating with respect to that variable, and

sotting the result equal to zero to frnd the optimum value of the variable. For a given

control source affangement, this procedure can be used either to deærmine the required

control source volume velocities or forces to achieve a minimum sound pressure at a

number of specifred error sensing locations, or, alternatively, to determine the required

control source voiume velocities or forces to minimize the total radiated sound power or

acoustic poæntial energy. Using the control forces or voiume velocities so deærmined, the

effectiveness of the specifred source arrangement can be evaluated by comparing the

achievable reduction of total radiaæd sound power or acoustic potential energy with the

desi¡ed reduction. The effectiveness of the specified error sensor arrangoment can be

evaluaEd by comparing the reduction in sound power or acoustic potential energy achieved
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by minimizing the sum of the squared sound pressures at each error sensor with the

maximum reduction achievable with the given control source arangement.

The problem of minimizing the sound pressure at a discrete point or points will be

considered fi¡st. From equation (3.4) it can be deduced that the total sound pressure squared

at any point in the acoustic field is a quadratic function of the pressure produced by the

control source(s). Assuming that the acoustic control sources have an infiniæ internal

impedance (constant volume velocity sources), or that the vibration control sources have a

negligibie internal impedance (constant force sources), equation (3.4) can be re-expressed in

terms of the complex forces for the vibration cont¡ol sources, o¡ in ærms of the complex

source volume velocities for acoustic control sources. The preceeding assumptions are

usually closeiy approximated by common acoustic sources and vibration sources such as

electro-magnetic, magnetostrictive, piezoelectric ceramic. or electro-dynamic actuators.

The assumptions imply that for the case of vibration control sources, the force output of the

primary and control sources is unaffecæd by the other forces acting on the panel. For

acoustic control sources, the assumption is that the primary and control source volume

velocities a¡e unaffected by the presence of other sound frelds.

Conside¡ firstly the sound pressure produced by the p¡ima¡y noise source operating alone.

For the case of sound radiaúon into free space, this is found by combining equations (3.11)

and (3.16)

-ì
T lz TT _1

r'pVU
p LL i f I (3.s0)

rad
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For the case of sound transmission into a coupled enclosure, the primary source sound

pressure is found by combining equations (3.28), (3.33), and (3.35):

to p

tÕ tf l) trl \
\ J . J-L /p

Consider now the use of vibration control sources. For radiation into free space, the sound

Pressure produced at some point in the fafield due to the control sources operating alone is

given in equation (3.39). For transmission into a coupled enclosure, it is given in equation

(3.40). Using these equations and equations (3.50) and (3.51), the quadratic funcúon of

equation (3.4) can be re-expressed in ærms of the control force input matrix, and expanded

to include r sensing locations:

Vz
T-|

U
P A

À
Z

T -1Z1I'

1

E
I-I

)
i

H
F Ia] tF l +[F Htbl + tbl F I + [c] (3.52)Hp

c

where nl is ttre squared sound pressure amplitude at the ith sensing locarion, and H denores

the hermitian of the matrix (transpose of the complex conjugate). For radiarion into free

space:

¡al = [*"JH Ilzi-r]H tnl tzrl-l t*cl (3.s3)

ltl = lzì* lzrlT (3.54)

[b] = [*rJH {lzì-l}H IA] tvpl (3.s5)

¡cl = [voJH tA] ivpl (3.s6)

where lZrl is the (1 x r ) column vector of modal ¡adiation impedance rransfe¡ vectors,

lZradl, (defined in equation (3.17)) to the z error sensing locations.
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For t¡ansmission into an enclosure, the same equations apply, with the exception that [A] is

now equal to:

H *
tÕl tÕlee

T

H -t-tbl r- Itd.l tbl

ô H

tAl Z z
AA

(3.s7)

(3.s9)

where [Õ.J is the (1 x n) column vector of acoustic mode shape function vectors, [iÞ],

(defined afær equation (3.35)) evaluaæd at the r error sensing locations.

The quadraúc function given in equation (3.52) has a unique (global) pressure minimum.

The "optimum" control force mat¡ix which will produce this minimum for a given actuator

position is (Nelson et al, 1985, 1987):

lFc]opt = -¡a1-1 ¡bl (3.58)

producing the minimum sum of the squared erro¡ location sound pressuros:

t
Ep

!-r

Z

t
mr.n

tcl

A similar solution can be found for acoustic control sources. For radiation into free space,

the sound pressure at any point in the farfreld due to the acoustic control sources acting

alone is given by equation (3.44). Fo¡ sound transmission into a coupled enclosure, the

sound pressure at any point in the acoustic space due to the interior acoustic control sources

acting alone is given by equation (3.48). It should be noted that these equations differ oniy

in the elements of the control source radiation transfer matrix. Using the above mentioned

equations, and equations (3.50) and (3.51), the quadratic function of equation (3.4) can be

re-expressed in terms of the control source volume velocity matrix:

1

E
lr

to^l
zp.
I

+
TJ

tbl ^'to l
a1

+ lcl (3.60)
c

H tal lQc
+
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where:

¡al = [Z*l* lz^]T

[b] = [Z-l* tzr]T rypl

¡cl = tvolH Ízrl* lzrlT tvpl

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

and lZ^) is the ( I x r ) column vector of control source radiation transfer vectors, [Zroono],

(defined in equation (3.45)) to the ¡ error sensing locations. As stated previously, the only

difference between the expressions for sound radiation into free space and sound

transmission into an enclosure are the elements of lZ^).

Following the same procedure as used for vibration control sources, the "optimum" control

source volume velocity matrix is (Nelson et al, 1985, 1987):

rQl opt

producing the minimum sum of squared error location sound pressures:

H -1icl tbl T- lLdt tbl (3.65)

The procedure for calculating the control source volume velocity or force matrix that

minimizes the acoustic power related funcúons outlined in the previous section is much the

same as that outlined for minimizing the sound pressure at a discrete point or points. The

difference is that the matrices [a], [b], and [c] must be modified to include the surface

inægration necessary in sound power caicuiations. For radiation into free space, the

modificaúon is:

n/2

= -¡a1-1 ¡bl

mr_n

z1
zpl

I
f-f

If,
+
T

0

r^
[<1 opt

Í
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The same relationship applies for [b] and [c].

For control of sound transmission into an enclosure, these become

r-
Ld

_-)dx (3 .67 )
op

Again, the same relationships hold for [b] and [c]

It should be noted that the "optimal" control forces or volume velocities that produce a

pressure minimum at the acoustic "error" sensing locations are not necessarily optimal from

the standpoint of minimizing the radiaæd acoustic power error criteria.

3.6. OPTIMIZATION OF TTIE CONTROL SOURCE / ERROR SENSOR

PLACEMENT AND PROBLEMS \ryITH THE QUADRATIC

OPTIMIZATION THEORY APPROACH

Equations (3.52) and (3.60), formulated using quadratic optimization theory, allow the

determination of the cont¡ol forces or volume velocities, for a given conffol source

arangement, which minimize the sound pressure at a point or points. Using the integrations

of equations (3.ó6) and (3.67), the forces or volume velocities that minimize the total

radiated sound power or acoustic potential energy can also be found. Knowing these forces

or volume velocities, numerical inægration can then be used to find the actual decrease in

the acoustic power flow quanúties for a given control source or control source / error

t J"
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microphone arrangement. This procedure can be used to assess the performance of a given

arangement of control sources and error sensors.

Increasing the number of control sources will generally increase the levels of acoustic power

flow reduction that can be achieved. This is not, however, a linear process. Ofæn a few

strategicaliy placed control sources will provide levels of sound attenuation comparable to a

Iarge array of "randomly placed" sources. (Noæ that this is different from modal control,

where it is often stated that one control source is needed per mode (albeit for mathematical

simplicity (Mei¡ovitch et al, 1983)); as will be shown in chapter 4, for a lightly damped

structure, even a single control source can ofæn provide substantial levels of sound

attenuation.) If the complexiry of the electronic control system required to drive the

specified number of sources and sensors and the practicality of providing the control effort

(in terms of force or volume velocity) is incorporated into the assessment criteria, then it

will usually be concluded that the former (spa¡se) control source arrangement is superior.

However, for a given numbe¡ of control sources it is often diffrcult to determine the

optimum piacement. This must be done on a "trial and error" basis using a numerical search

routine (such as described in Press et al, 1986), using the previously discussed maximum

acoustic power flow reductions as error criteria. This highlights one problem associated

with the previously outlined analytical approach; that is, the extensive computational

requirements for assessing the quaiify of a given control source placemenl For free space

radiation four numerical integrations are required, while for enclosure transmission six

numerical integrations are required. The integrals of equations (3.66) and (3.67) are not
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only a large computational load, but may also be difficult to evaluate for multiple cont¡ol

sources.

Once the control source amangement has been specified, the problem remains of

determining the optimum number and location of error sensors. Generally, there must be at

least as many error sensors as control sources to satisfy observability / controllability

requirements. Mo¡e emor sensors result in the achievable sound power or poæntial energy

reduction being closer to the maximum achievable with the particular control source

arangement. However, as with the control sources, this is not a linea¡ process. It is often

more efficient (when the electronic controller performance is taken into consideration) to

use a few optimally placed error sensors than a random aray. If the number of error sensors

is specified, then thei¡ optimum locations can be found using a numerical sea¡ch routine,

again a time consuming process using standard quadratic optimization theory.

With these limitations, it is clea¡ that an aiærnative procedure is needed for the formulation

of a practical design methodology

3.7. DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMUM CONTROL SOURCE

AMPLITUDES AND PHASES USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION

One alternative method to quadratic optimization, which can overcome these problems, is

muitiple regression. This is a generalized linea¡ least-square s technique, where severai

independent variables are used to predict the dependent variable of inte¡est. Here the

dependent variable of interest is the 180' inverse of the primary sound field (which will
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provide the greatest level of acoustic power flow attenuation), while the independent

va¡iables a¡e the cont¡ol source transfer functions and volume velocities or forces.

Referring to equations (3.1) and (3.2), it can be concluded that minimization of the acoustic

power error criterion, used for deærmining the maximum possible attenuation with a given

control source arangement" is equivaient to minimizing the average squared sound pressure

over a hemisphere enclosing the source for free-field radiation, or the avorage square sound

pressure in the enclosed volume for the case of sound transmission into an enclosure.

The power related error criterion using a finite number of points is thus equivalent to

minimizing:

N
E

i=1 cr l

ôz
p*

IJ
+ p (3.68)

(3.70)

(3.71)

t

where the number of points N should be chosen so that equaúon (68) is representative of the

radiated acoustic powe¡ or acoustic potential energy as the case may be. For vib¡ation

control sources, the control goneratod sound pressure at any point i can be expressed as:

lz T (3.69)Þ", i tFlvt, i

whe¡e:

lzrt,ifT =¡zru¿JT t zI l-1 t *c l

for free space radiaúon, and

lzv\ilT = [ Õ ]T lzall.zr l-1 t *c l

for transmission into an enclosure.
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For acoustic control sources, pc,i is defined by equations (3.44) or (3.48). The primary

generated sound pressure can either be calculaæd using the previously outlined analytical

methods, or measured in situ.

Substituting these relations into equation (3.68), and introducing a measurement error, o,

the optimization criterion for vibration control sources is that the following expression

should be minimized:

z

L
E

.ì=l

)

L
t

i -'lJ-L

o

N

E
:4
I-I

z
p + f

P, t vt lJ'L
l_

(3.72)

(3 .73 )

and for acoustic control sources, the following should be minimized:

)

N

E

i=1

z q
monol_

nn +

),!
o

I

where the subscripts 
¡,¡ 

denoæ the transfer function between the jth conffol source and the

ith mea-surement point. Expressions (3.72) and (3.73) can be written in matrix form. For

vibration control sources, expression (3.72) becomes:'

I t z )l F I - [ -P ] | (3.14)vp

and for acousLic control sources, expression (3.73) bscomes:

I t z )l o I - t -p I | (3.75)IÌu-r p

where the matrix elements are given by:
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-p
-P Prt

p o
].

VT
z

1, ]
V o

L') l_

z
mono

z
nìn

l-

(3.76)

(3 .77 )

(3.78)

z

Lr)

i, j o,
I

Equations (3.74) and (3.75) can be solved by various methods, such as by the use of

singuiar value decomposition, or by using one of many commercially available mulriple

regression software packages. The control forces and/or control volume velocities that

result are those which are optimal (those which minimize the power flow) for the given

control source positions. Note also that a combination of acoustic and vibration control

sources can be optimized in the same manner.

The level of power attenuation achieved using active noise control can be estimated as:

N

E

f-r

¿(nn,' * Þ", i)
ÀW = -10 fog

t_0 N

E

i=1

t'2 ?o\

From equations (3.74) and (3.75), it can be seen that the conúol source sound prêsSüre, p.,i:

desi¡ed is actually the estimaæd inverse of the primary source sound pressure: -p',i.

Therefore, equation (3.79) can be written as:

, .2(p .)-Þ,1
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N
E

(3.80)AW = -10 log
10 N

E

r-r

where ' dsnotes estimate. For periodic sound, the mean (complex) sound pressure is zero

(for both the real and imaginary parts). Thus, equation (3.80) can be expressed as:

' .2Pp,i)

)(p .)-Þrt

N
E

l-=l-
(nn,, D .)-Þ,1'

2

AW = -l-0 1og
L0 N

E

(3 . 81)

The denominator of equation (3.81) is equivalent to the sum of the squares of the measu¡ed

dependent variable, SSO, while the numerator is equivalent to the sum of squares of the

residuais, SSr., (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1989). Using this, the estimated acoustic power

reduction for the given control source arangement can be written:

SS

(nn, t
_.>

\oP,i'

res
AW = -10 log

10
(3.82)

p

= -10 ]oq- ^ ( t- - R2 ) (3.83)_-LU

where R is the multiple conelation coefficient (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1989). Therefore,

the multipie correlation coeff,rcient can be used to estimate the acoustic power reduction

under optimum control for a given control source aÍangement. As the number of

measurement points increases, so does the accuracy of the estimate. For a very large

numbe¡ of points, this method becomes equivalent to the integration methods of the

previous section for determining the optimum control source volume velocities or forces fo¡

a given control source and error sensor arrangement. The main advantages of this method

'a
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are the speed of calculation, and the ability to easily incorporaæ combined vibration and

acoustic control sources. This makes it well suiæd to practical implementation in a multi-

dimensional optimization routine. It should be noted that this æchnique is also suitable for

determining the control source volume velocities or forces which minimize the sum of the

squared sound pressure at a specific point or points. In this case, only the error sensing

locations would be used as measurement points in the equations.

One point to note concerning the implementation of the outlined multiple regression routine

is that the majority of terms (acoustic pressures, forces, volume velocities, and impedances)

are complex, and therefore cannot be directly incorporated into a commercial package.

Rather, the real and imaginary components of the acoustic pressure at each location must be

considered separately, doubling the size of the probiem. Consider, for example, equation

(3.77). Fo¡ one pressure point and one control source, this can be written as

vf (-P iP (3.84)
pR pI

where the subscripts p and J refer to real and imaginary components, respectiveiy. Equation

(3.84) can be written in a matrix form suitabie for implementarion as

l-
(F.RvR

z +LZ + iF. )

z

z

-zvR vI
z

F
R

FTT
vRvI It l=l

-PpR

-Ppï
(3.8s)

Thus, to implement the multþle regression routine with complex numbers, the problem can

be separated into real and imaginary components as in equation (3.85), and the problem

simply becomes nvice as big.
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There is one other advantage to using multiple regression which will become apparent in the

next chapter (chapter 4). It will be shown there that the optimum error microphone

locations are at the points of minimum sound pressure in the optimally controlled residual

sound field. These points can be deærmined directly using a commercial multiple

regression package. These packages usually produce, as part oftheir output data, avector

of residuais. These residuals are the difference between the measured quantity (pressure

here), and the value predicted by the regression equation. The point of minimum acoustic

pressure in the residual sound freld will be the point with the smaliest residual value.

3.8. SUMMARY

Analyticai models have been presented that allow the assessment of the optimum

performance acheivable with a particular physical arrangement of control sources and error

sensors for actively controlling sound radiation from vibrating structures. The analytical

techniques can be used with either acoustic or vibration control sources, and for either

transmission into an enclosure or sound radiation into free space. Only the transfer

functions change. The required terms can be determined analytically for simpie systems, or

numerically or experimentally for more complex ones. The models can be used to

formulate the error criteria for use in a multi-dimensional optimization routine for

determination of the "best" control source / error sensor location(s).
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CHAPTER 4.

THE ACTIVE CONTROL OF SOUND RADIATION FROM A

RECTANGULAR PANEL TNTO FREE SPACE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapær (3), generalized analytical models were deveioped that couid be

implemented in a numerical sea¡ch routine to opúmize the physical control system pa-rameters

for controlling periodic sound radiation from planar surfaces into free space and for controliing

sound Íansmission into weakly coupled enclosed spaces. This chapte¡ is concerned with the

fi¡st of these models, exarnining the active cont¡oi of periodic sound radiation from a planar

surface into free space.

There are three aims to the work presented in this chapter. The fi¡st is to provide experimental

data to verify the analytical models presented in chapær 3 concerned with appiying active

control to attenuate periodic sound radiation from a planar surface into free space. The second

aim is to use the analytical models to examine the important physical noise control mechanisms,

which a-re still not fully understood (Thomas et al, 1990). The thi¡d aim is to analytically

examine the effects which physical system variables, such as control source and error sensor

type and location, structure size, damping, and moda-l density, have upon the ability of the

active system to attenuate the total radiaæd sound power. This thi¡d aim will iead to the

development of a methodology for designing the physical part (arrangement of control sources

and error sensors) of active noise control systems for this class of structural radiation problem.
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To achieve these aims, the control of periodic sound radiation from a baffled, rectangular panel

will be studied. This chapter first summarizes the equations necessary to specialize the

generalized models of chapter 3 to this application. Following this, the physical control

mechanisnrs will be outlined to provide a basis from which to view the experimental model

verification and analytical studies, presented in the sections which follow.

4.2. EQUATTONS FOR THE RECTANGULAR PANEL

The general equations for modelling periodic sound radiation from a planar, vibrating structure

into free space have been presented in the previous chapter. These same models will need to be

specialized for a study of the active control of periodic sound radiation from a baffled

rectangular panel. The following is a summary of the equations which are required for this

application.

I

z

0

X

Figure 4.1 Panel geomerry
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Chapter 4. Control offree space radiation

What is required initially is the mode shape function of the roctangular panel, which when

referenced (x=y-0) to the panel lower left comer, is for mode number m,n:

* sln (4.r_)
mn

v

where L*, Ly a¡e the panel dimensions (the panel geometry is outlined in Figure 4.1).

The resonance frequencies (in radians per second) ofthese panel modes are found from the

equation (Junger and Feit, 1982):

0.5

mTIX
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ltYn
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æ
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X

nrl
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z
(/)

where the bending stiffness, D, is given by:

Eh 3

Lmn
(4.2)

(4.3)D=EI= )
i2 (1-v)

and p. is the structural maærial density, h is the panel thickness, E the modulus of eiasticity,

and v the Poisson's ratio.

Using the mode shape of equation (4.1), the modal mass for mode (m,n) is:

M *2 dS = psh: A / 4 (4.4)ÍìnP"hJ.nìn

where A is the panel area.

Finally, the sound pressure due to structural mode !P,on at a point (r,0,ó) in the farfield of the

panel can be approximated by (lilallace, 1972):
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rr kp
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where

cr=kl-x sin9 cos{ (4.6)

0=kly sin0 sind (4.7)

i*n is the modal velocity amplitude, k is the acoustic wavenumber, and po is the density of the

fluid medium (air is being considered here). Note also that harmonic time dependence of the

form (eiot) is assumed here.

4.3 O\¡ERVIEW OF PHYSICAL NOISE CONTROL MECHANISMS

When the noise source to be quieæned is a vibrating structure, either acoustic or vibration

control sources can be used effectively in an active noise control system. Similar to the case of

controlling plane wave sound propagation in an ai¡ handling duct" discussed in chapter 2,

acoustic control sources provide a reduction in the totål acoustic power flow by reducing the

radiation impedance "seen" by both the vibrating structure and control source(s).

However, the physical noise control mechanisms invoived when vibration control sources are

used are more complex than those at work with the use of acoustic control sources. When

vibration sources are used to control sound radiation from a vibrating structure, there are two

It
d.

m

(-1) 1

TTÍ
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possible mechanisms by which attenuation of acoustic power flow can be achieved. The fi¡st is

an increase in the input impedance of the primary offending structural modes, resulting in a

decrease in their amplitude (modai control). The second is an alæration in the relative

amplitudes and phases of the structural modes (modal re¿urangement). This has two possible

effects; the overall vib¡ation levels ofthe structure can be reduced, and/or the radiation

efficiency of the structure can be reduced. These two mechanisms, modal control and modal

rearrangement, can coexist, and do so in varying degrees for the same structure when vibration

control sources are attached at different locations.

These noise control mechanisms will be discussed in more depth in the sections that follow

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL MODELS

4.4. I Experimental Arrangement

Experiments were conducted to verify the theory outlined in the preceding sections fo¡ the case

of sound pressure minimization at a single point in the fa¡ freld of the noise source using both

acoustic and vibration control sources. The tests were undertaken in an anechoic chamber using

a rectangular steel panel of (x,y) dimensions 380mm x 300mm mounted in a heavy steel frame.

Two panel thicknesses,Zmm and 9.5mm, were used in the experiments. The steel panel was

placed in the center of a large, rigid wooden baffle of dimensions 4.8m x2.4m x 19mm thick as

shown in f,rgure 4.2. Simply supported boundary conditions were implemented by using thin

shim spring steel strips. One edge of each strip was attached to an edge of the panel by glue

and small set screws while the other edge was bolted to the heavy steel frame. This approach
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gives a good approximation to the simply supported boundary condition as the shim is stiff for

in-plane motion but flexible for rotation (Ochs and Snowden, 1975).

The panel'*'as excited by a non-contacting electro-magnetic exciter (primary source) located

3mm from the plane of the panel, adjacent to the panel centre at the rear. This driver consisted

of a copper coil wound a¡ound an iron core (connected to the driving amplifier) surrounded by a

permanent magnet. When a vibration control source was used, the control force was applied

using an electrodynamic shaker connected to the panel with a 6mm diameær by 250mm long

aluminium rod as shown in figure 4.3. When acoustic control was used, each control source

consisæd of a horn driver attached to a 30 mm diameter tube with a 90 degree bend and a fla¡e

to 50mm at the open end, as shown in figure 4.4. This allowed the sound delivery to be

positioned 20mm away from the face of the panel with the minimum possible interference to

the acoustic field.

The panel response was measured by using 17 accelerometers placed in two lines along the

panel. Modal decomposition of the panei response was conducted by fîtting the simply

supporæd mode shape functions to the data, using a method similar to that described in (Moore,

1979; Silcox and Lester,1982). The radiated sound field was measured using a Bruel and Kjaer

one-inch microphone mounted on an arm attached to a turntable. This rotated through 180"

such that the microphone traversed a horizontal arc of 1.8m radius around the panel center

(using the criteria in Beranek (1986, p.100), this is in the fa¡freld, as will be evidenr by the

uniformity of the radiation patterns to be presented), in a plane perpendicula¡ to the plane of the

panel, allowing the panel sound radiation directivity to be measured in one horizontal plane
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with a single microphone. The measurements were recorded as a polar plot using a Bruel and

Kjaer level recorder.

0.38mx0.3mx1.96mm
panel

0.38mx0.3mx9.5mm
panel

Mode Theoretical
Resonance
(Hz)

ExperimentaJ
Resona¡ce
(Hz)

Theoretical
Resonance
(Hz)

Experimental
Resonance
(Hz)

( 1 I ) 86.3 88 418.5 444

(2,t) 18s.8 187 900.6 920

(1,2) 245.9 244 1191.9 I 196

(2,2) 345.4 343 16'74.0 1 688

(3,1) 351.6 349 1703.9 1692

(3,2) 511.1 2477.4

(1,3) 51 1.9 501 2481.0 2456

(4,1) 583.6 581 2828.8 2796

(2,3) 6r 1.3 595 2963.0 2928

(4,2) -Ì43.0 /3! 3602.2

Table 4.1. Theoreúcal and experimental resonance frequencies.

Figure 4.2 Experimentaì arrangement.
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Figure 4.3 Vibration conrrol arransement

r0s -

Figure 4,4 Acousi jc controì arrAnsenrenr
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The electromagnetic exciær was driven by a pure tone reference signal. The same reference

signal was used to drive the control source (vibrational or acoustic) after being fed through a

separate power amplifier and manually operaæd phase shifær. With both the primary exciter

and control source(s) operating simuløneouslv, the amplitude and phase of the driving signal to

the control exciter was adjusted to produce a minimum sound pressure level at a particular

position of the traversing microphone. The residual panel radiation field and piaæ response

were then mea-sured.

The theoretical sound pressure distributions were calculaæd using the anaiytical models of

chapter 3, specialized by using the equations of section 4.2. The electro-magnetic actuator was

modelled as a point force input at the panel center. This introduce d some er¡or into the results,

as the forcing function contains a perrnanent distribuæd magnetic force component, as will be

described later in this chapter. For the particular control source arrangement, the sound

pressure ievel at the error microphone position was minimized using equation (3.58) for

vibration control sources or equaúon (3.64) for acoustic controi sources. The theoretical sound

pressure plots were calcuiated from equation (3.16) for the primary source disturbance, and for

the controiled sound held by evaluating oquation (3-52) fo¡ vibration control sources, or

equation (3.60) for acoustic control sources, at all points. The theoretical pdmary source

structural modal amplitudes were ca-lculated from equation (3.11) and the controlled results (for

vibration sources) from adding to this the results obt¿ined for the modal generalised force of

equation (3.38). The theoretical resonance frequencies for the dominant structural modes used

in these calculations are shown in Table 4.1, compared with the experimentally measured

values. The modal loss factors of the panel were determined by examination of the resonance

peaks (as the resonances a¡e well spaced and the panel is lightly damped) on a spectrum
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analyser. For convience, the average value of 0.039 so deærmined was used for all panel

modes.

For ease of comparison, the theoretical results were normalized to best f,rt the experimental data.

This was done by fi¡st matching the experimental and primary sound pressure helds by adding

or subtracting some constant value from each of the theoretically calculated data points. This

same value was then added or subtracted from the theo¡etical controlled levels, allowing a di¡ect

assessment of the ability of the theoretical model to predict the residual controiled sound field.

(This procedure was necessary as it was not possible to measure the input force of the

electroma-cnetic shaker, hence draw a comparison between predicæd and measured primary

source sound fields. However, as it is the ability to predict sound attenuation which is of

interest here, this is not considered detrimental to the analysis.) Further, for the theoretical

results presented, the sound pressure reduction at the error microphone was limited to a value

comparable to that achieved experimentally, and not reduced to the maximum level

theoreticaliy possible, to better simulate the practical sysrem. This was done by flrst compietely

analytically minimising the error location sound pressure(s) using equation (3.58) or (3.64), and

then decreasing the amplitude of the complex control force or voiume velocity (maintaining the

optimum phase) until the desired levels of attenuation were reached. Finally, note that all of the

radiation plots to be shown are in the cenæ¡Iine of the plate.

4.4.2 Yibrution Control Sources

Initially, vibraúon control was applied to the 2mm thick panel, vibrating ar 338 Hz. ata location

of (x=0, Y=-70)mm relative to the panel cenæ¡. This frequency is slightly below the (2,2) and
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(3,1) mode resonances, as shown in Table 3.1 (noæ that the (1,1) mode is the fundamental

vibration mode of the panel). A plot of the theoretical and measured primary radiated and

controlled residual sound pressure levels achieved by minimizing the sound pressure at an

azimuthal an-eular location of 90' is given in Figure 4.5.

90

bo
J,o

/so 50

180
50 40 30 20 10 0 0 10 20 30 40 50

RELATIVE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

Figure 4.5 Radiation pattern from 2mm panel, 338 Hz, vibration control at (0,-70) mm, error

sensor at 90',-= theo¡etical primary, - - = measured primary, - - - = theoretical cont¡olled,

- - = measured controlled.

In viewing figure 4.5, it can be seen that the general agreement between theory and experiment

is good. There are two main sources of experimental error, however. The fust is the mass

loading effect caused by the asymmetric placement of the accelerometers. This has the effect of

slightly skewin-e the radiation plot. The second source of error is the distributed nature of the

primary forcing function, which has the effect of slightly reducing the levels of attenuation

achieved. This effect will be discussed in more detail late¡.
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90

40 30 20 10 0 0 10 20 30 40

RELATIVE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

50 40 30 20

RELATIVE

10 0 0 10 20 30 40 50

(oo
Po

,SO jo

180 0

0

50 50

Figure 4.6 Radiarion pat¡ern f¡om 2mm panel, 338 Hz, vibrarion control at (-150,0) rnm, error

sensorat90'¡-Etbeoreticalprimary,- ' =measuredprimary, -. -=tbeoretical controlled,

measured conu'olied.

90

,SO jo

180

-o(o'o

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

Figure 4'7 Radiation pattern from 2mm panel, 338 Hz, vibrarion conrrol at (-150,0) ûrm, error

sensorat40", 
-3theoretical 

prima4,, - -=measuredprimar¡,, - -,=theoretical controlled,

aa'+

/.'

I
I

/

- - = measured controlled.
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Next, the vibration control source was moved to an (x,y) position of (-150,0) mm relative to the

panel center. Plots of the theoretical and measured primary radiated and residual connolled

sound fields generated by minimizing the sound pressure at an azimuthal angular location of

90' and 40" , are given in figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. In viewing these figures, it is again

clear that the agreement between theory and experiment is good. However, a notabie feature of

both plots is that there is a 2 to 3 dB difference beween the theoretical and measured residual

sound fields, with the amplitudes of the measured residual sound fields being less than those

predicted theoretically. This error is due predominantly to the distribuæd nature of the primary

forcing function, as wiil be discussed shortly.

It is clear from viewing figures 4.5,4.6, and 4.7 that significant levels of reduction in the total

radiated sound power have been achieved, with the vibration control source at two different

Iocations. As outlined in section 4.3, there are two possible mechanisms of control when

vibration sources are used; modal control, where the amplitudes of the dominant radiating panel

modes are reduced, and modal rearrangement, where the relative ampiitudes and phases of the

dominant panel modes are altered so as to reduce the overall radiation efficiency of the panel.

These two mechanisms can coexist. and do so in varying degrees, for any given location of the

vibration conEol application. It is useful, therefore, to examine the panel modal amplitudes

associated with the radiation plots of figures 4-5 and 4.6.

Consider fi¡st the modal amplitudes resuiting from the application of vibration conrrol at (x=0,

y=-70)mm, with the sound pressure minimized at 90' (associated with the radiation plot of

figure 4.5), shown in figure 4.8. In viewing these it is clea¡ that the principal mechanism he¡e is

one of modal amplitude control, where the amplitudes of the primary offending panel modes are
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significantly reduced. The effect upon the modal amplitudes of applying vibration cont¡ol at

(x=-150, Y=O)mm, and minimjzin-e the sound pressure ar 90' (corresponding to the radiation

plot of

60

0
1,1 2,1 1,2 2,2 3,1 3,2 i,3 4,1 2,3 4,2

PIcJe Mode

Figure 4-8 Measu¡ed modal amplitudes fronr inrm paneì. r,ib¡arion consol ar (0,-70) mm. error

sensor at 90', ¡= pdmaÐ,, @= conÛolled.

60

0
'1,1 2,1 1,2 ?.2 3,1 3.2 i.3 4,1 2,3 4,2

llcie Mooe

Figure 4.9 Measured modal anrpìitudes fronr l;ilni ranel. r'ibiaiion conrrol ar (-)-50.0) mm,

error sensor at 90 " , ¡= prima4 . iT = i:oniioiìed
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figure 4.6), shown in figure 4.9. In viewing figure 4.9, it can be seen that the amplitudes of the

panel modes have not been reduced markedly. This is especially true of the (1,1) mode, which

is one of the dominant radiators. To achieve the levels of radiated sound pressure (hence

power) attenuation seen in figure 4.6, rea¡rangement of the modal phases must be the principal

mechanism at work.

Before considering the theoretical results for the two cases, it wiil be useful to consider the

effect of using a distribuæd primary source in the experiment, rather than a point force as

modeled. The action of the pennanent magnetic force wili ænd to increase the input

impedance of the panel modes for which it is not anti-symmetrically located (there is no nodal

line passing through the center of acúon of the magnetic force). For the results considered here

it will be worst for the (1,1) mode, as the magnet is situated over its antinode. Thus, the (1,1)

mode will have an increased input impedance, making it more resistant to change under the

action of the vibration control source. Thus, if the amplitude of the mode should go up, it will

go up less than expected if the primary excitation were a point force; if it should go down, it

will go down less than expected.

Consider now the theoretical results for the case of vibration control appiied at (x=0, y=-

70)mm, with the sound pressure minimized at 90' , shown in figure 4.10. The anatytical

models predict that control should be achieved by a reduction in the panel modal amplitudes.

Comparing this result to the corresponding experimental case of figure 4.8, it can be seen that

experimentaliy the (1,i) mode has not decreased as much as predicted, owing to the distributed

nature of the primary force. This accounts for the 2-3 dB error in the radiation plot of figure
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4.5, where úre measured residual field is greater tha¡ that predicted theoretically. Despite this

slight error, the agreement is -eood.

I

¡
1,i 2.1 ',t,2 2,2 5,1 3,2 :,3 4,1 2,5 4,2

Plole Mode

Figure 4.10 Theorerical modal amplitudes and phases for 2mm panet, vibradon conrol ar (0,-

70) mm, error sensor at 90', I= primary, W= conuoiled.
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Figure 4.11 Theoredcal modal amplitudes and phases for 2mm panel, vibration conuol ar (-

150,0) mm, crror sensor at 90', ¡= primary, E= conrolled.
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Consider now the theoretical results for the case of applying vibration cont¡ol at (x=-150,

Y=O)mm and minimizing the sound pressure at 90' , shown in figure 4.lL Itcan be seen that

theoretically, the amplitude of the (3,1) mode should be reduced, but that the amplitude of the

( 1,1) mode should be increased. Here it is the mechanism of rearrangement of the amplitudes

and phases of the panel modes which is providing sound control. Comparing this to the

associated experimental result of figure 4.9, itcan be seen that while the mechanism is stitt

mainly one of modal amplitude and phase re¿urangement, the predicæd increase in the

amplitude of the (1,1) mode did not eventuate. This is again due to the influence of the

distributed nature of the primary source, and accounts for the 2-3 dB error in the experimental

radiation plots of hgures 4.6 and 4.7 , where the measured sound pressure level is less than that

theoretically predicted. Despite this, the principat theoretical features can be seen clearly in the

experimental dat¿.

To betær understand how the modal amplitude and phase rearangement mechanism provides

global farfield sound attonuation, it is useful to consider the theoretical primary and controlled

sutface velocity amplitudes and phases associated with the modal plot of figure 4.11. These

amplitudes and phases are shown in figures 4.12 - 4.15. Comparing the primary and controlled

velocity distribution plots of figures 4.12 and 4.13, it can be seen that the surface velocity does

decrease under the action of active vibration control, but only by approxim arely 2 dB. This is

not, however, enough to account for the large reduction in the radiaæd sound pressure.
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Chapter 4. Control of frce space radiation

Figure 4.12 Theoretical primary mean square velocity levels (dB) for 2mm panel, 338 Hz.

Figure 4.13 Theoretical controlled mean square velociry levels (dB) for 2mm panel, 338 Hz,

vibration control at (- 150,0) mm, etror sensor at 90' .
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Figure 4.14 Theo¡etical primary phasing (deg) for 2mm panel, 338 Hz'

Figure 4.15 Theorerical controlled phasing (deg) for 2mm panel, 338 Hz, vibration control at (-

150,0) mm, error senso¡ at 90 "
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When this result is viewed in light of the change in the phasing of the surface velocity, found by

comparing the primary phasing of figure 4. 14 with the controlled phasing of figure 4. 15, the

total effect can be deduced. Under the action of vibration control the "high velocity" center

region of the panel, which is approximately 180' out of phase with each side, has increased in

size relative to ttre two edge regions. Thus the center region has become more of an acoustic

sink, reducing the overall radiation efficiency of the panel.

Two other vibration control cases wiII be considered experimentally here. The fust is the effect

of increasing the panel thickness from 2mm to 9.5mm, altering the excitation frequency from

338 to 1707 IJrz, and applying vibration control at (x=0, y=-70)mm while minimizing the sound

pressure at 90' . This result, comparable to the thin plate test of figure 4.5, is shown in figure

4.16. In viewing this result, it can be deduced that there is a significant interference problem,

possibly arising from the higher frequency, shorter wavelength sound field being more affected

by reflection from foreign objects and the floor grating in the anechoic room. Despite this,

there is general agreement between the shapes of the theoretical and measured plots.

Finally, the use of a (25 x 30)mm piezoelectric ceramic patch as a control source was

considered. For this test, conducted on the 9.5mm plate vibrating at 1685 Hz, the primary force

was moved to a position of (x=-126, y=O)mm and the control force was mounted in the panel

center. The sound pressure was then minimized at an azimuthal angular location of 40' . A

comparison of the experimental results with those obtained theoretically by modeliing the

piezoelectric parch as a point force is shown in figure 4.I7 . T\e general agreement is good,

even though this is an extremely simplifred analytical model

a
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RELATIVE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

Figure 4.16 Radiation pattern from 9.5mm panel, 1707 Hz,vibration control at (0,-70) mm,

error senso¡ at 90'r 
-E 

theoretical primary, - -= measured primary, - - ' = theoretical

controlled, - -= measured controlled.
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706050403020100 0 1020 3040 506070

RELATIVE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

Figure 4.17 Radiation pattern from 9.5mm panel, 7707 Hz, piezoelectric ceramic actuator

control at (0,0) mm, e¡Tor Sensor at 90", 
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theOretical primary, - -= measured primary, - ' -

= theoretical controlled, - -= measured controlled.
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4.4.3 Acoustic Control Sources

The use of acoustic control sources was examined next. Initially a single horn driver,

discharging at the panel center, was used to control the acoustic pressure radiated from the 2mnl

thick panel vibrating at 338 Hz. The comparison between theory and experiment for the cases

of minimizing the sound pressure at angulil locations of 90' and 40' is shown in figures 4.18

and 4.19, respectively. In viewing these it can be seen that the general agreement between

theory and experiment is good, although diffraction a¡ound the horn driver has slightly altered

the acoustic field, introducing an interfe¡ence pattern into the result-

90

,SO 50

180 0

(oo
J,o

50 0 10 20 30 40

PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

50

Figure 4.L8 Radiation pattern from 2mm panel, 338 Hz, acoustic control at (0,0) mm, error

sensor at 90'r 
-E 

theoretical primary, - -= measured primary, r D -= theoretical controlled,

- -= measured controlled.
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s0 40 30 20 10 001020504050
RELATIVE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB)

Figure 4.19 Radiarion pattern from 2mm panel, 338 Hz, acoustic control at (0,0) mm, elror

sensor at 40" ¡ 

-i 
theoretical primary, - -= measured primary, - ¡ - = theoretical controlled,

- -= measured controlled.

Next, the panel thickness was increased to 9.5mm, the frequency of excitation to 1707 Hz, and

the tesrs repeated. The primary sound field for these tests is shown in hgure 4.20, with the

residual sound fields corresponding to pressure minimization at 90' and 40' shown in f,rgures

4.2I and 4.22, respectively. Here again the general agreement is good, although the diffraction

problem is again evident, especially in figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.20 Primary soulce radiation pattern for 9.5mm panel, 1707 Hz, theoretical,

measured.
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Figure 4.21 Controlled radiation pattern f¡om 9.5mm panel, 1707 Hz, acoustic control at (0'0)

mm, elror sensor at 90' ¡7= theoretical, - -= measured'
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Figure 4.22 Controlled radiation pattern from 9.5mm panel, 7707 Hz, acoustic conrol at (0,0)

mm, elror sensor at 40 " r 

-E 
theoretical, - -= measured'

Finally,2morehorndriverswereadded,at(x=t100'y=Q)¡¡m'Themagnitudeofeachofthese

was consrrained to be equal, with the relative phases varying 0 " /180 " /0' across the panel. The

residual sound f,relds resulting from minimizing the sound pressure at angular locations of 90'

and 40' are shown in figures 4.23 and 4.24,respectively. Here the interference pattern has

become markedly worse, owing to the introduction of two new horn drivers. However, the

average amplitudes of the predicted and measured residual sound fields match quite well.

,ooJ,o
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Figure 4.23 Controlled radiation pattern from 9.5mm panel, 1707 Hz' 3 acoustic controls at

(0,0), (t100,0) mm, elror sensor at 90" s-3 theoretical' - -= measured'
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Chnpter 4. Control offree space radiation

4.4.4. Discussion of results

The experimental work outlined in the previous section demonstrates tbe ability of the

analytical models presented in Chapær 3 to predict the effect of applying active noise cont¡ol,

via either vibration or acoustic sources, to attenuate periodic sound radiation from a baffled,

vibrating panel into free space. The experimental resuits (and the corresponding analytical

models) were limited to a relatively simple single cont¡ol source / single elror sensor

arangement for ease of evaluation of the theory presented. However, the models can be

extended to muitipie source / multiple sensor arrangements.

It was shown that vibration sources provide giobal sound cont¡ol by modifying the velocity

distribution of the vibrating panel. This modification can have two effects; a ¡eduction in the

amplitudes of the primary offending structural modes, and/or an alteration in the ¡elative

amplitudes and phases of the structural modes. The first of these two effects provides sound

control by reducing the velocity of the panel, the second by reducing the overall radiation

efficiency of the panel. The results presented here show that, for a given panel and primary

exciúng force, the employment of these two mechanisms can be combined in varying degrees at

any given vibration control application poinr Also, a single vibration control source can utiiize

effectiveiy either or both of these mechanisms in some instances. Further, it was shown that a

single vibration cont¡ol source can provide global sound cont¡ol when the primary radiated

sound field is simple (unlobed) or complex (Iobed) in nature.

It is interesting to consider that a single vibration control source can ¡educe the ampiitudes of a

numbe¡ of structural modes simultaneously, without causing a¡ increase in the amplitudes of
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radintion

orher structural modes for this particular arra¡gement. This can be explained by considering

that for a lightly damped, mechanically exciæd panel there will be regions where the majority

of the ransfer functions between the control force and the radiating section of the dominant

structural modes will be in phase. In these regions, a single vibration source can effectively

control the acoustic radiation from all of the in-phase modes simultaneousiy to some degree,

dependent upon the relative vibration amplitudes of the modes. Conversely, it is the use of a

control source at locations on the panel where the transfer functions between the control force

and the radiating section of the dominant structural modes are out of phase which ¡esuits in the

structural modal rearangement control mechanism being important in providing sound

atænuation.

It was demonstrated in Chapær 2, both analyticaily and experimentally, that acoustic sources

provide globat noise control in active systems for controlling plane wave sound propagation in

air handiing ducts by reducing the radiation impedance seen by both the primary and control

noise source. This mechanism has also been demonstrated analyticaily for the case of

controlling free held sound radiation from monopole sources (lrIelson et al, 1987). It can be

deduced that the same mechanism is at work here in light of there being a negligible ¡eduction

in volume velocity for both the primary and cont¡ol noise sources. This was an expiicit

assumption in the analytical models developed in chapter 3. Also, moasurements of the panel

velocity ieveis during the experimental investigations of acoustic active control (not presented)

confrrm this to be the case.

It was shown in the results that the primary excitation radiation pattern has a significant

influence upon the number of acoustic cont¡ol sources required to provide global sound control.
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Chnpter 4. Control offree spaceradiation

This has been discussed previously for acoustic wavelengths much longer than the panel

dimensions (Deffayet and Nelson, 1988). It was seen that where the radiation pattern is largely

uniform (unlobed), a single acoustic control source can provide global sound control. For a

more complex radiation patt€rn, however, multiple sources are required.

4.5. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SYSTEM VARHBLES . USE OF YIBRATION

CONTROL SOURCES

When the noise source targeted for active control is a vibrating structure, a small number of

vibration sources may be used to provide globai sound attenuation. As outlined before, these

can achieve noise reduction in two different ways; the amplitude of the primary radiating

structural modes ca¡ be reduced (modal control), and'/or the relative amplitudes and phases of

the structural modes can be altered (modal rearrangement). For the case of a simply supported

panel the relative phase rearangement is in the time domain, as the spatial phases remain fixed

due to the boundary constraints. The relative phase difference between the modes is achievable

(aithough not immediateiy obvious) because of the damping inherent in the panel and because

of the relative phase difference between the primary and control source excitation. This latær

mechanism can result in a reduction in the radiaæd sound power by causing a reduction in the

structure's overall velocity levels, and/or by reducing its radiation efficiency. The fust of the

two mechanisms is most likely to occur when the system is radiating at a frequency near a

structural resonance: the second is most likely to occur when the panel response is forced (that

is, the excitation frequency is not close to any ofthe panel resonance frequencies). Each of

these mechanisms is affected differently by various structurai / acoustic parameters. The aim of

this section is to investigate analytically these effects
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Chnpter 4. Control of ftee space radiation

What witl be exami¡ed fi¡sr is the "base case" of conrolling sound radiation from a li-ehtly

damped (a = 0.04), mechanically excited panel using a single vibration control source.

Included in this examinarion wili be a study of the effect of cont¡ol source and error sensor

locarion. Followine this, several structural / acoustic and geometric parameters will be varied to

examine the influence which they have on both the physical mechanisms at work, and on the

ability of rhe control source to achieve signifrcant levels of sound power attenuation.

4.5.7. Examination of the base case

The base case panel, shown in h-eure 4.25, is 0.38 x 0.30 meters on edge, and 2mm thick. It is

excited in the four corners by point forces, at x = t0.171, y = È0.135, with all forces equal in

amplitude and phase (note that all coordinate iocations are given ¡eiative to the panel cenær).

This is similar ro the form of excitation that may be found on a rotatin-s machinery cover plate.

The exci¡arion frequency is 350 Hz, which lies slightiy below the founh and fifth panel modes.

the (2,2) and (3,1) modes, as shown in Table 4.2. This frequency was chosen for its ability to

readily demonstrate a-11 control mechanisms, as will be shown. The cont¡ol source is a single

point force that can be applied to any location on the panel.

l, = 0.380m

0.171m

o a
I

primary point
O

forces
O

ll

P
Cr)oo
3

I
C¡)(¡
3

Figure 4.25 Base case panel geometry
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Clwpter 1. Control of free space radiation

0.38mx0.3mx2mm
panel

1.075m x 0.8485m
x 4mm panel
(from secdon 4.5.4)

Mode Resonance
(Hz)

Radiation
Efficiencv
(x t0-3¡ 

'
vk¡ Radiation

Efficiencv
(x to-s; 

'
k/kb

(1 I ) 88. l 42r.4 0.481 1297.8 1.359

(2,1) 189.6 52.r 0.328 1156.2 0.927

(r,2) 250.9 33.2 0.285 889.0 0.80s

(1 )\ 352.4 2.4 0.2q 484.0 0.680

(3,1) 358.7 33.1 0.238 37r.3 0.674

(3,2) 52r.6 3.0 0.198 112.0 0.559

(1,3) s22.3 37.4 0.197 150.2 0.558

(4,1) 595.5 i 1.3 0.1 85 82.6 0.523

(2,3) 623.8 5.1 0.1 81 85. 1 0.511

(4,2) 758.4 0.6 0.1 64 51.6 0.463

Table 4.2. Resonance frequencies and radiation effìciences of simulaúon

panels. ko is the sn¡cilral wavenumber, kb =

The effect which location of the source has upon the level of attenuation of ¡adiated sound

power that can "ideally" be achieved is shown in irgure 4.26 (note here that "idea1ly" refers to

the maximum sound Power attenuation that can be achieved with the specified cont¡ol source

arrangement assuming that the elTor sensor arangement was capable of measuring total

radiated sound power, as opposed to the attenuarion that can be achieved by minimizin-e the

sound pressure at a point or points). The figure shows the opúmal achievable sound power

attenuation as a function of cont¡ol source location on the panel. Here th¡ee optimum cont¡ol

source iocations can be seen, on the (y=Q) centerline, at the two edges and in the middle. The

fact that there is not a sin-ele optimum location has implications for the form of search routine

used to determine the control source placement. If a gradient-based method is used, the startin_e

point wilì determine which optimum is arrived at. One possible means of overcomin-e this
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Chapter 4. Control of t'ree space radiøtion

problem is to consider "control effort", or the amount of force required to achieve the maximum

levels of sound power attenuation. The usefulness of this, however, is very much case

dependent.

Figure 4.26 Maximum achievable levels of sound powel attenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibration source location on the panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002 m, with light damping and harmonic

excitation at 350 Hz.

As outlined earlier, there are two possible mechanisms which can provide radiated sound power

attenuation when active vibration control sources a¡e used; modal amplitude reduction and

modal relative phase rearrangement. These two mechanisms can coexist, and do so in varying

deglees for the same structure when a vibration control source is attached at different locations.

Therefore, it is possible that the different optimum control source locations produce control in

different ways.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

The effect of controlling the panel radiation at the optimum location of (0' 17'0'0) upon the

anrplitudes and relative phases of the first 10 panel modes is shown in figure 4'27 (note that the

phases are referenced to motion of the panel center). Here it can be seen that the amplitudes of

the nearly-resonant (3,1) mode and the (1,1) mode are substantially reduced' These two modes'

based on their velocity levels and radiation efficiencies at this frequency, have the greatest

potential for sound power generation. Their reduction will cause a significant reduction in the

total radiated sound power, which is the primary control mechanism producing the 19'9 dB

atten uation achieved here.
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Figure 4.27 Comparison of modal velocity levels on the lightly damped panel' 0'38 x 0'3 x

0.002m,harmonicallyexcitedat350Hz,beforeandaftercontrol'I=primaryexcitation'

= vibration control at (0'17' 0'0)'
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

One additional point to note concerning figure 4.27 is the lack of excitation of any even

numbered modes under the primary forcing function. This is due solely to the symmetric nature

of the primary forcing function.
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Plole Mode

Figure 4.28 Comparison of modal velocity levels on the lightly damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x

0.002 m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, before and after control, I = primary excitation,

W =vibration control at (0.0,0.0).

The effect which using a vibration source at (0.0,0.0) to control sound power radiation has upon

the first 8 non-zero amplitude panel modes is shown in figure 4.28. Here the nearly resonant

(3,1) mode, as well as the (1,3) mode, both have a reduction in amplitude of approximately 10

dB. This would appear to be offset, however, by an increase in the amplitude of the (i,1) mode

of approximately 10 dB. Just in viewing these results, it would seem unlikely that ¡he 22.7 dB

reduction in radiated sound power would be achieved only by a reduction in the modal vibration

amplitudes of the radiating modes. However, it can be seen in figure 4.28 that the relative
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Chapter 4. Control of f ee space radintion

amplitudes and phases of the modes (and thus the overall radiation efficiency of the panel) have

changed signifrcantly and this is responsible for the extent of the sound power reduction

achieved.

As mentioned previously, this alteration can have two possible effects; the total panel velocity

levels can decrease, and/or the radiation efficiency of the panel can be reduced. The

uncontrolled and controlled panel velocities and phases for the case being considered here are

shown in figures 4.29 to 4.32. A comparison of the moan square panel velociry levels before

and after control, shown in figures 4.29 and 4.30, depicts an overall reduction in amplitude of

approximaæly 6 dB. This is because the reduction in amplitude of the (3,1) and (1,3) modes is

greater than the increase in amplitude of the (1,1) mode. This, however, is not enough to

account for the 22.7 dB of radiated sound power attenuation. The remainder of the sound

attenuation must therefore be due to modal reaJTangement.

To examine this possibility, conside¡ first the radiation cha¡acteristics of the two dominant

radiating structural modes. At these low frequencies, the (3,1) mode witl be principatly edge

radiating, whiie the (1,1) mode will radiaæ everywhere on the panel. Therefore, for

rearrangement of the (1,1) and (3,1) modes to provide sound attenuation, the edges of the (3,1)

mode should be out of phase with the (1,1) mode, and be of greater amplitude than the (1,1) to

compensate for its ¡educed radiating a¡ea. From figure 4.28, this is exactly what happens. This

is modal reaffangement. A comparison of the panel phases, illustrated in figures 4.3I and 4.32,

shows that under modal rearangement the "edges" become reduced in size, while the out of

phase "center" region expands. The resulting drop in radiation effirciency is largely responsible

for the radiated sound power attenuation.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

It should be noted thar in both of ¡he examined conuol source positions, the force required to

achieve maximum control is less than any single primary force (of which there a¡e four). For

the conrrol source placed at (0.17,0.0), it is approximaæly 64Vo of a si¡-ele prima¡y cont¡ol

source, and approximately 23Vo of this value when the control source is placed at (0.0,0.0).

Figure 4.29 Prima4' exci¡a¡ion mean squale velocity levels (dB) on rhe (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m)

panel surface for ha¡monic exciøtion at 350 Hz and light ciamping.

Figure 4.30 Conrolied mean square velocit¡' leve)s (dB) on the (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m) panel

surface for harmonic exci¡arion at 3-50 Hz and light damping. vibra¡ion conuol a¡ (0.0, 0.0).
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

Figure 4.31 Relative phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under primary excitation

only for the lightly damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz'

Figure 4.32 Relative phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under controlled conditions

for the lightly damped panel,0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, vibration

control at (0.0,0.0).
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Chnpter 4. Control of free space radiation

It is interesrin_s ro nore the ditlèrences in phasing between the primary radiating st¡uctural

modes at the two cont¡ol source locations in light of the differences in the control mechanisms.

At rhe (0.17,0.0) position, the transtèr t-unction berween the cont¡ol source and the radiating

sectionofthetwodominantmodes,the(3,i)and(1,1),areinphase. Therefore,asin-slecontrol

source can reduce both of their amplitudes simulta¡eously. This produces the reduction in

radiated sound power. At the (0.0,0.0) location, however, the (3,1) and (1,1) transfer t'unctions

are out of phase. Therefbre, the amplitudes of these cannot be reduced simultaneouslv. A

decrease in one wiil cause an increase in the otber. Hence, sound Power attenuaúon must come

as a result of ba-lanci¡g the modes in such a way that the to¡al radiation efficiency is reduced.

90
J,o

,SO

180 0

(oo

10

60

Figure 4.33 Sound pressure levels (dB) before conrrol and after "ideal" conrrol as a function of

azimuthal angle in a horizontal plane normal to the mid point of the panel surface; and the

maximum achievable reductions (dB) in radiated sound Po'!wer as a function of angular location

of a single error microphone in the same plane. The panel size is 0.38 x 0-3 x 0.002m, lightly

damped, harmonically excited at 350llz, and the single vibration control source is located at

(0.17, 0.0), - - - - = primary radiated, '= residual radiated, = sound power

reduction for a given single error microphone placement'
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Chnpter 4. Control of free space radiation

From figure 4.26, it is clear that the choice of control source location will determine the

maximum sound power attenuation possible under ideal conditions. The placement of the error

sensor (providing feedback of the residual sound freld) will determine how close to this value

the achievable level of attenuation is. The influence of the angular location of a single

microphone error sensor located at a radius of 1.8 meters (the sound pressure is minimized at

this location), upon the sound power attenuation possible when the cont¡ol source is located at

(0.17,0.0) is shown in figure 4.33, plotæd with both the primary radiated sound pressure field

and the residual controlled sound pressure field under "ideal" control (maximum achievable

control of total radiated sound power for the specifred conrol source amangement, which is

19.9 dB in this case). Note that this radius will be used for all radiation plots throughout this

section (4.5) and the one that follows (4.6), unless otherwise stated. As can be seen, the

location of the error mic¡ophone greatly influences the maximum achievabie level of sound

power reduction. The optimum angular location is at the point of minimum sound pressure in

the cont¡olled residual sound field. In this case, the residual sound field is dominated by the

(2.1) panel mode, so the optimum error microphone angular location is nearly norma.l to the

panel center. (This point wiil be discussed further for the case of multiple control sources /

error microphones in a later soction). Minimization of the sound pressure at this iocation results

in the maximum possible sound power attenuation of 19.9 dB being achieved.

A simila¡ plot for the control source locaæd at (0.0,0.0) is given in frgure 4.34. As discussed

earlier, the action of the control force causes the panel to radiate like a longitudinal quadrupole,

a fact borne out by the controlled radiation plot in figure 4.34. Agun the optimum error

microphone angular location is at the point(s) of minimum sound pressure in the ideally

controlled sound frelds.
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Figure 4.34 Sound pressure levels (dB) before conrrol and after "ideal" control as a function of

azimuthal angle in a horizontal plane nornral to the mid point of the panel surface; and the

maximum achievable reductions (dB) in radiated sound power as a function of angular location

of a single error microphone in the same plane. The panel size is 0.38 x 0'3 x 0'002m, lightly

damped, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, and the single vibration control source is located at

(0.0,0.0), = primary radiated, = residual radiated, '= sound power

reduction for a given single error microphone placement'

Figure 4.35 Maximum achievable reductions in radiated sound power (dB) as a function of

location on rhe lightly damped, harmonically excited (350 Hz), 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m panel of the

point at which the panel velocity is minimized for a vibration control source location of (0.17,
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

When using vibration sources to control structural sound radiation, it may be possible to use a

vibration sensor, such as an accelerometer, to provide an error signal. The reduction in radiated

sound power achieved by minimizing the vibration at a single point on the panel when the

conÍol source is located at (0.17,0.0) is shown in figure 4.35, where the maximum achievable

reduction in sound power under control is shown as a function of location of the vibration error

sensor (or minimization point) on the panel. Here there are Íìreas where the sound power

artenuarion approaches the maximum achievable level of 19.9 dB. This is not surprising, as the

primary control mechanism here is a reduction in the modal amplitudes of the offending

structural modes.

Figure 4.36 Maximum achievable reductions in radiated sound Power (dB) as a function of

location on the lightly damped, harmonically excited (350 Hz), 0'38 x 0'3 x 0'002m panel of the

point at which the panel velocity is minimized for a vibration control source location of (0'0'
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Chapter 4. Control offree space radiation

A simila¡ plot for the cont¡ol source locaæd at (0.0,0.0) is given in figure 4.36. Here, the

achievable sound power attenuations are well below the maximum22.7 dB possible under ideal

conditions. This reflects the fact that control is achieved primarily by a reduction in the panel

radiation efhciency, not by a reduction in panel velocity level. It is likely that more vibration

sensors would not improve this result because the overall vibration levels are not ¡educed under

control.

The preceding results will constitute a base case for the use of a vibration control source. I¡ the

following sections several geometric and structural / acoustic system paramoters will be varied

to study the effect which they have upon the control mechanisms and ¡adiaæd sound power

âttenuation levels.

4.5.2. Effect of structural damping

The addition of structural damping to a mechanically exciæd panel has the effect of reducing

the amplitudes of the resonant or nearly-resonant panel modes, but has little effect upon the off-

resonant modes (Bies and Hansen, 1988). Based on the results of the previous section, this

would appea¡ to have the same effect as the frst of the two vibration control mechanisms,

modal vibration amplitude control. Therefore, it would be expected that if this were the

principal mechanism by which sound power attenuation was produced with light structural

damping, an increase in damping would greatly reduce the ability of the active source to

achieve substantial levels of control.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

Figure 4.37 Maximum achievabie levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibration source location on the panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002 m, with heavy damping and harmonic

excitation at 350 Hz.

A plot of the maximum possible levels of sound power attenuation by application of a single

vibration conrrol at a given point for the previous panel with greatly increased damping (4 =

0.4) is shown as a function of vibration control source location in firgure 4.37. The previously

seen optimum locations on the panel ends, where control was achieved primarily by a reduction

in modal amplitudes, have been substantially reduced in terms of maximum possible sound

power attenuation. The center optimum location, however, which achieved control principally

by an alteration in the panel radiation efficiency, is still present with the level of reduction

slightly smaller than with lower damping.
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Figure 4.38 Comparison of modal velocity levels on the heavily damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x

0.002 m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, before and after control, I = primary excitation,

W = vibration control at (0.0,0.0).

For this damped case, the effect which ideally controlling panel sound radiation by placing a

control source at (0.0,0.0) has upon the amplitudes and phases of the first 8 non-zero amplitude

panel modes is shown in f,rgure 4.38. Comparing this with the previously considered lightly

damped sase, shown in figure 4.28,it can be seen that although the primary forcing function is

unchanged, the amplitude of the nearly resonant (3,1) panel mode is greatly reduced under

primary excitation. The amplitudes of all of the significant modes increase under the action of

the control source, although there is a 16.3 dB ¡eduction in the totalradiated sound power.
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Figure 4.39 Primary excitation mean square velocity levels (dB) on the (0.38 x 0'3 x 0'002m)

panel surface fo¡ harmonic excitation at 350 Hz and heavy damping.

Figure 4.40 Controlled mean square velocity levels (dB) on the (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m) panel

surface for harmonic excitation at 350 Hz and heavy damping, vibration control at (0.0, 0.0).
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

Figure 4.41 Relarive phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under primary excitation

only for the heavily damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz'

Figure 4.42 Relative phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under controlled conditions

for the heavily damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, vibration

control at (0.0,0.0).
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Chapler 4. Control of free space radiation

The panel velocities and phases before and after control are shown in figures 4.39 - 4.42.

Comparing fîgures 4.39 and 4.40, it can be seen that the overall velocity levels under controlled

conditions increase. Importantly here, the velocity level in the center region, and the area it

encompasses, both increase. 'When this is viewed in light of the controlled phases, plotted in

figure 4.42,itcan be deduced that the center has become an acoustic sink. The panel is again

radiating like a longitudinal quadrupole under controlled conditions, with the associated

reduction in radiation efficiency. Thus in this case the sound power reduction is achieved solely

by the nrodal phase rearrangement mechanism.

90

,SO

180
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0
50 40 30 20 10 0 0 10 20 30 40 50

Sound lower ond Pressure Level (dB)

Figure 4.43 Sound pressure levels (dB) before control and after "ideal" control as a function of

azimuthal angle in a horizontal plane normal to the mid point of the panel surface; and the

maximum achievable reductions (dB) in radiated sound powe¡ as a function of angular location

of a single error microphone in the same plane. The panel size is 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, heavily

damped, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, and the single vibration control source is located at

(0.0, 0.0), - primary radiated, = residual radiated, - = sound power

reduction for a given single error microphone placement.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

As the conrrolled vibration cha¡acteristics are similar for both the lightly and heavily damped

cases when the vibration source is attached at the panel center, it would be expected that the

influence which the angular location of a single error microphone has upon the maximum

achievable sound power attenuation would also be simila¡. This influence is shown in figure

4.43, agunploned with the primary radiated and ideally controlled sound fields. The results

can be compared to figure 4.34, for the lightly damped case. Indeed, both the ideally controiled

sound field, and the influence of error microphone placement, a¡e similar for both the lightly

and heavily damped cases.

One point of interest when comparing figures 4.34 and 4.43 is that both the controlled sound

pressure levels and power reductions of the lightly damped case (figure 4.34) are reduced by

approximately 6 dB from the heavily damped case (figure 4.43), yet the patterns are

approximately the same. This attenuation "bias" is that portion of the control that resulted

primariiy from a reduction in the amplitude of the nearly-resonant (3,1) mode, seen by

comparing the panel velocity plots of figures 4.29 and 4.30. The addition of the structural

damping has removed this bias.

The frnal point to consider is the ability of a single vibration error sensor to produce sound

power attenuation. The levels of maximum sound power attenuation which are possibie as a

result of minimizing the vibration at a single error sensor point on the heavily damped panel are

plottedinfigure 4.44as afunctionof location of theminimizationpoint. Fromthefigureitcan

be deduced that the use of a vibration error sensor is in this case ineffective, regardless of where

it is located. Indeed, minimizing the vibration level in the majority of locations will produce an

increase, rather than a decrease, in the total radiated sound power level. This is not surprising,
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

however, as it has already been shown that optimum sound power attenuation with the control

source located at (0.0,0.0) is achieved with an increase in the panel velocity levels and an

alteration in the relative modal phasing, causing a reduction in the overall panel radiation

efficiency.

Figure 4.44 Maximum achievable reductions in radiated sound porwer (dB) as a function of

location on rhe heavily damped, harmonically excited (350 Hz), 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m panel of

the point at which the panel velocity is minimized for a vibration control source location of (0'0,

0.0).

4.5.3. Influence of modal density

The previously considered panels have a relatively low modal density. To determine whether

or not a single vibration control source could produce significant levels of sound power

attenuation with an increased modal density, the thickness of the original (lightly damped)

panel was reduced from 2.0 mm to 0.5 mm, with the edge dimensions kept constant. Results
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

showing maximum possible sound power attenuation levels as a function of control source

locarion on rhe 0.5 mm thick panel are given in figure 4.45. From this figure, it can be seen that

there a¡e areas on the panel where the application of a single vibration control source can

produce significant levels of sound power attenuation, even with the increase in modal density.

Figure 4.45 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibration source location on the panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.0005 m, with light damping and harmonic

excitation at 350 Hz.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

The change in tbe velocity amplitudes and phases of the first 8 non-zero panel modes which

resulr when vibration control is applied at (0.0,0.0) are illusffated in figure 4.46. There is an

increase in the amplitude, and a change in phase, for many of these modes (note especially tbe

efficient radiating (1,1), (3,1), and (1,3) modes). The associated panel velocities and phases

before and after control are illustrated in figures 4.47 - 4.50. Comparing the before and after

panel velocity levels shown in f,rgures 4.47 and 4.48, it can be seen that the action of the control

source increases the overall panel velocity levels. The key to the control mechanisms at work

here, though, can be seen in the "before" and "after" phase plots of figures 4.49 and 4.50. The

application of vibration control has caused the panel to "break up" into many small areas of in

phase and out of phase vibration. The radiation efficiency of such a pattern is poor, resulting in

the 19.3 dB attenuation in radiated sound power.
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Figure 4.46 Comparison of modal velocity levels on the lightly damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x

0.0005 m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, before and after control, I = prima¡y

excitation, = vibration control at (0.0, 0.0).
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Chapter 4. Control of frce space radiation

Figure 4.47 Pnmarry excitation mean square velocity levels (dB) on the (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.0005m)

panel surface for harmonic excitation at 350 Hz and light damping.

Figure 4.48 Conrrolled mean square velocity levels (dB) on the (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.0005m) panel

surface for harmonic excitation at 350 Hz and light damping, vibration control at (0.0, 0.0).
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

Figure 4.49 Relative phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under primary excitation

only for the lightly damped panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.0005m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz.

Figure 4.50 Relative phases (degrees) of the panel surface velocity under controlled conditions

for the lightly damped panel,0.38 x 0.3 x 0.0005m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, vibration

control at (0.0, 0.0). 
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Chnpter 4. Control offree space radintion

4.5.4. Effect of panel size

As the modal phase rearrangement mechanism achieves sound power reduction by changing

how the structure inæracts with the (nearheld) acoustic space, it would seem reasonable to

suggest that the size of the structure relative to the acoustic wavelength at the frequency of

interest would have an influence upon the effectiveness of this mechanism. To examine this,

the base case panel was extended proportionally in size (to keep the same mode order). The

panel thickness was increased, and the material density decreased, to maintain the same modal

density and modal overlap. The relationship bet'ween the the panel a¡ea, thickness, and material

density required to do this is:

h 4/3
p

s1 (4.8)
Ps2

4
)A

A
2

h
L 1

The frnai dimensions considered here a¡e 1.075m x 0.8485m x 4mm, resuiting in a panel size of

approximately one wavelength across at the frequency of interest (350 Hz), in contrast to almost

three for the original panel. It should be noæd that these alærations have the effect of reducing

the panel critical frequency (Bies and Hansen, 1988), and thus increasing all of the modal

radiation efficiencies as shown in Tabie 4.2. This, too, will influence the results, as discussed

shortly. The primary point forces we¡e relocated (proportionally) to x = 10.484Ít, y =

t0.382m. The maximum levels of sound power attenuation plotted as a function of control

source position are given in figure 4.51 for this panel.
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Chapter 4. Control of t'ree space radiation

Figure 4.51 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibration source location on rhe panel, 1.075 x 0.8485 x 0.004 m, with light damping and

harmonic excitation at 350 Hz.
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Figure 4.52 Cornparison of modal velocity levels on the lightly damped panel' 1'075 x 0'8485

x 0.004 m, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, before and after control, a = pnmafy

excitation, = vibration control at (0'0' 0'0)'
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radintion

In comparing figure 4.51 to the base case figure 4.26, it is apparent that the pattern of optimal

attenuation contours is similar, but that the levels of attenuation are significantly reduced. This

reduction is due, in part, to the increase in radiation effrciency of the even indice panel modes,

especially the (2,1) mode, as shown in Table 4.2. These modes are not excited by the prima¡y

disturbance, but wiil be excited by a non-symmetric placement of the control source. As these

modes are now efficient radiators this will have a dterimental effect upon the levels of

attenuation achieved.

Consider now the effect upon the modal amplitudes and phases of minimizing the radiaæd

sound power caused by applying a control force at the panel center, which will not excite any of

these even indice modes, shown in figure 4.52. It is clea¡ that the amplitudes of the (3,1) and

(1,3) modes have been reduced by al amount much greater than the increase in the (1,i) modal

amplitude. This indicates that the principal mechanism of control has now changed from modal

phase rearrangement to modal amplitude control, due to the increase in the size of the structure.

4.5.5. Effect of frequency upon ¡¡6rìeì rearrangement

It was shown in the base case examination that modal rearrangoment was the principal

mechanism by which sound power attenuation was achieved when a vibration control source

was placed at the panel center. This was due to the fact that the two principal radiating modes,

the (3,1) and (1,1), were out of phase at this point. At 350 Hz (the frequency examined in the

base case) the (3,1) mode had not yet passed through resonance. When this does happen, the

(3,1) and (1,1) modes wili no longer be out of phase, but rather in phase. This should have a
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Clnpter 4. Control of free space radiation

si-enit-rcant et'fect upon the sound power attenuadon achieved by applying vibration control at

the panel center

Theetfectofincreasin-qthefrequencyto400Hz(abovethe(3,1)resonanceofapproximately

359 Hz) can be deduced by viewing tì-eure 4.53 which shows the maximum sound power

atænuation as a function of control source location. The optimum control source iocations on

the panel edges. where attenuation was achieved mainly through modal amplirude control. a¡e

sdll present. The optimum iocation in the panel centef, however, where the principai

mechanism was modal phase reafiangement, has disappeared. This is principally because the

(3,1)and(1.1)modesarenowinphaseatthispoint. ItisalsoPartlyduetothefactthatthe

(3.1) modal ampliude under prima¡y excitation has decreased, as it is further removed from ia

resonance frequencY.

Figure 4.53 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibration source locarion on the panel,0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002 m, with light damping and harmonic

excitation at 400 Hz.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

Figure 4.54 Maximum achievable levels of sound power anenuation (dB) as a function of the

vibradon source location on the panel, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002 m, with light damping and non

symmetric prima¡y harmonic excitadon at 350 Hz.

4.5.6. Effect of a non-symmetric forcing function

The primary forcing functions of the previously examined cases are aII symmetric with respecr

to the panel geometry. As a result, only odd-odd panel modes a¡e excited under the acdon of

the primary forcing function. Although these modes represent the dominant radiato¡s at this

frequency (350 Hz), a change in the nature of the primary forcing function may alter the ¡esults

The effect which moving one of the four prima¡y point forces by 10 mm in both the positive x

and y di¡ections (from (-0.17i,-0.135) to (-0.161,-0.125)) has upon the maximum radiated

sound power attenuations at any point can be found by comparing this case, shown in frgure
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Clwpter 4. Control of free space radiation

4.5.1, with the base case of f,rgure 4.26. Comparing these, ir can be deduced rhat this shift

produces a skew in the plot of maximum achievable power attenuation as a funcrion of cont¡ol

source location, but no other si-enificant result. This is not surprisin,q, as the volumetric (3,1),

(1.1). and (1.3) modes dominate rhe sound radiation in this tiequency ran_se.
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Sound Pressure Level (dB)

Figure 4.55 Sound pressure levels (dB) belore and after cont¡ol for the 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m

lightly damped panel excited hannonically at 350 Hz for two cases olconrrol by a single

vibration control source ar (0.0, 0.0); one with the sound field minimized at the error

microphone location (the optinrunr location for this source location) and the second with the

sound Freld only reduced by 30 dB at rhe error microphone location. . . .. ! = primary

radiated, = residual with maximum pressure reduction, - , - = residual with 30 dB

pressure reduction.

4.5.7. Effect of reduced sound pressure attenuation at the etror microphone

Thus far it has been assumed that it is possible to completely minimize the sound pressure at the

error mic¡ophone position. In theory, this means perfecr cancellation. In practice. however,

such levels of reduction a¡e not achievable by the electronic cont¡ol sysrems. For periodic

sound aEenuation, reductions at a point of the order of 30 dB are more reasonable. The effect
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Chnpter 4. Control offree space radiation

which this will have upon the total radiaæd sound power attenuation needs to be considered.

This can be done tleoretically by using equation (3.58) to fi¡st find the complex control force

which will provide the maximum levels of sound attenuation, then reduce the control force

while maintaining the optimal phase (be¡veen the complex components).

Figure 4.55 depicts the primary radiated sound field for the base case 2 mm panel, and two

residual sound fields produced by minimizing the sound pressure at an azimuth angle of 50 "

(near an optimum location) at a radius of 1.8 metÊrs. One residual sound field is produced by

perfect cancellation at the error microphone location, the other by only a 30 dB reduction at this

point. The two residual sound field panerns a¡e simila¡ in shape, with the 30 dB case slightly

greater in the front lobe, and slightÌy less on the sides. In fact, the 30 dB case has produced a

sound power attenuation level of 20.8 dB, while the perfect cancellation case has achieved22.7

dB of sound power control. Thus, the global effect of reduced control at the error microphone

location is minimal, as the dramatic pressure reductions ât this location a¡e due only to local

ca¡cellation.

4.5.8. Tolerance to phase error

When the noise source is periodic in nature, it may be advantageous to implement the electronic

control system in the frequency domain. Uniess the sampling rate of the cont¡oller is

synchronized with the (acoustic) frequency of inærest, there will be phase errors associated with

the bandwidth of the bins of the Fourier transform. If a frequency domain scheme is to be

viable, the effect of phase errors on the sound power reduction must be known.

'(
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Chapter 1. Control offree space radiation

The etTect which holding the optimum control force amplitude (found from equation (3.58))

t-rxed, but deviating the phÀse (for the complex force), of the cont¡ol source vibration signal has

upon the maximum levels of sound power attenuation is shown in fi_eure 4.56, and upon the

levels of sound pressure ¡educrion ar rhe error microphone in fi-eure 4.57.

-10 -E -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 I r0
viotion (degrees)

Figure 456 Maximum achievable sound power¡e¡iucdon (dB) as a funcdon of phase errorin

rhe signal used ¡o drive rhe conrol source fo¡ a lighrly damped panel (0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m)

harmonicaliy excired at 350 H4

conrol at (0.1?,0.0), --- = acous¡ic conuol at (0.0,0.0,0.02).

50

10 r0-8-6-4-20 2 4 6
Devioiion (degrees)

I 10

Figure 4.57 Maximum achievable sound pressurereducrion (dB) ar rhe error microphone as a

func¡ion of phase error in the signal used ¡o drive the conrol source for a lightJy damped panel

(0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m) harmonically excitcd at 350 Hz, = vibradon conrol at (0.0, 0.0),

- - - =vibrarioncon¡rol at(0.17,0.0). ---=acousricconrrola¡(0.0,0.0,0.02)
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Chnpter 4. Control of free space radiatian

In comparing these, it is obvious that the pressure reduction at the error microphone is much

more sensitive to phase errors tha¡ the overall reduction in radiated sound power. This further

indicaæs that the dramatic leveis of sound pressure reduction possible at the error microphone

are due to local cancellation. It would also appear from figure 4.56 that the modal

rearrangement mechanism, which is dominant when the cont¡ol source is placed at (0.0,0.0), is

more sensitive to phase errors than the modal control mechanism, which is dominant when the

control source is placed at (0.17,0.0).

4.6. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SYSTEM VARIABLES . USE OF ACOUSTIC

CONTROL SOURCES

It wa-s shown theoretically and experimentally in chapter 2, and theoreticaliy elsewhere(Ne1son

et al, 1987), that acoustic control sources provide global sound power attenuation by a reduction

in the radiation impedance of both the primary and control noise sources. Under the action of

active control, each source either emits a greatly ¡educed level of sound power, or becomes an

acoustic sink (using the "absorbed" acoustic energy to help overcome the mechanical input

impedance of the source).

For the analytical modeis presented here, it will be assumed that the fluid reaction force on the

panel is negligible. Therefore, the action of the active acoustic source has a negligible influence

upon the primary excited panel velocity distribution. This assumption was found to be valid

experimentally for the case being considered here, where the fluid medium is air.

-a
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Chaptcr 4. Control of free space radiation

4.6.1. Examination of the base case

The use of a single acoustic point source, located 20mm f¡om the su¡face of the same

mechanically excited panel considered in section 4.4.1, will be examined as a base case here

(note that rhis radial distance will be used throughout this section unless otherwise specified).

The effect which the connol source location has upon the level of total radiated sound power

attenuation is shown in frgure 4.58, where the maximum achievable sound Power attenuation is

plotted as a function of acoustic control source location in a plane 20mm in front of the panel

surface. For the case considered here the wavelength of sound in air is approximately 2.5 to 3

times the panel dimensions.

Figure 4.58 Maximum levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of location of an

acoustic control source in a plane parallel to the panel surface and 0.02m from it. The panel is

lightly damped, 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, and is harmonically excited at 350 Hz.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

In viewing figure 4.58, it can be seen that the optimum cont¡ol source location is at the panel

center, with locations coresponding to simila¡ levels of attenuation forming concentric rings

about this. This pattern results from the fact that the panel is radiating, under prima¡y

excitation, in a monopole-like fashion. This radiation pattern is concentric about the panel

center, due to the symmetric nature of the primary forcing function. The control of the total

radiated sound power for this case becomes simila¡ to the minimization of the total radiated

sound power from two freefield acoustic point sources having a sepa.ration dist¿¡ce much less

than a wavelength of sound (Nelson et aI, 1987).

As described in the previous section, the placement of the active control source(s) will set the

maximum levels of total radiated sound power attenuation. The placement of the error sensors

wili determine how close to this upper bound the morimum levels achievable by the electronic

control system a¡e. When acoustic control sources are used, the erro¡ sensor is constrained to

being acoustic in nature (such as a microphone), as the¡e is a negligible change in the panel

velocity distribution during the appiication of active cont¡ol.

The influence of the angular location of a single error microphone (at which the sound pressure

is minimized) upon the maximum achievable of reduction in total radiated sound power, for the

use of an acoustic control source iocaæd at the panel center, is shown in fi_eure 4.59. It is

plotted with both the primary radiated sound fieid and the optimally controlled residual sound

field. As with the use of vibration control sources, it can be seen that the optimum error

sensing angular location is at the point of minimum sound pressure in the optimally controlled

residual sound field.
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation
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Figure 4.59 Sound pressure levels (dB) before control and after "ideal" control as a function of

azimuthal angle in a horizontal plane normal to the mid point of the panel surface; and the

maximum achievable reductions (dB) in radiated sound power as a function of angular location

of a single error microphone in the same plane. The panel size is 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m, lightly

damped, harmonically excited at 350 Hz, and the single acoustic control source is located at

(0.0, 0.0, 0.02), = primary radiated, ' = residual radiated, = sound

power reduction for a given single error microphone placement.
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Chapter 4. Control of freespaceradiation
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Figure 4.60 Sound pressure levels (dB) before and after "ideal" control for the 0.38 x 0.3 x

0.002m lightly damped panel excited harnronically at 2O0Hz by an antisymmetric primary

force and controlled by two acoustic sources at (10.2, 0.0, 0.02m), . ' ' ' ' = primary radiated,

- = residual radiated.

It should be noted that this trend exists for multiple conrrol sources as well as for single control

sources. Figure 4.60 shows the primar5,radiated and optimally controlled residual sound fields

for the case of the base 2mm panel excited antisymmetricall¡' (the primary point forces at x =

+0.171 180" out of phase with those ât X = -0.i71) at 200 Hz, controlled by 2 acoustic sources

at (x,y,z) = (t0.20, 0,0.02) meters relative to the plate surface. Here it can be seen that there

are 3 pressure minima, at azimuth angles of 30",90", and 150'. To practicall)' implement this

two control source system a minimum of 2 error microphones are required to satisfy the

observabiliry / controllability constraints. Figure 4.61 shows the maxinrum achievable levels of

(ooþo
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

sound power reduction for a given microphone position pairing, calculated at a radius of 1.8

meters. Here it can be seen that the optinrum locations are at the pairings of residual acoustic

pressure minima, (30',90'), (30", 150'), and (90', 150'), aresult similar to that for the

single control source case. It is possible to nearly achieve the maximum possible sound power

reduction (43.3 dB) with this control source arangement by minimizing the sound pressure at

two locations corresponding to any one of the preceding pairs.
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Figure 4.61 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of

angular location in a horizontal plane normal to the mid point of the panel surface of two enor

microphones for the lightly damped 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m lightly damped panel harmonically

excited at 200 Hz by an antisymmeric primary force and controlled by two acoustic sources at

(ttJ.2,0.0, 0.002m).
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

4.6.2. Effect of panel / control source separation distance

The effect on the maximum achievable sound power reduction of moving an acoustic control

source, located at the panel center (the optimal location here), normally outwards from the panel

surface is shown in figure 4,62. Thepartern is that of the absolute value of a sinc function,

rotating through one cycle for a distance corresponding to one acoustic wavelength at the

frequency of interest (the wavelength is equivalent to a full cycle, approximately one meter in

this case). Thus at a wavelength from the noise radiating surface, the acoustic control source is

completely ineffective. This is the same result as that derived previously (Nelson et al, 1987)

for the separation of two freefield point sources, further supPorting the fact that the same

physical mechanism (a mutual reduction in the radiation impedances of both the primary and

control noise sources) is at work in both cases'
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Figure 4.62 Maximum achievable reduction in sound powel (dB) radiated by the 0'38 x 0'3 x

0.002m lightly damped panel harmonically excited at 350 Hz for an acoustic control source

located on an axis normal to the panel center as a function of axial distance of the control source

from the panel center. 
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

4.6.3. Effect of panel size

For the base case, only the odd-odd panel modes were excited, due to the nature of the primary

forcing function, and this coupled with the small plate size compared-to a wavelength of sound

resulted in the panel radiation pattern being largely monopole-like (see Figure 4.59). If the

panel dimensions were increased, this sound radiation pattern would signifrcantly alter,

reflecting more rhe velocity distribution of the dominant stn¡ctural mode(s). This would be

expected to influence the optimum location of the acoustic control source(s), and the maximum

levels of sound power attenuation that can be achieved for the same number of control sources.
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Figure 4.63 Sound pressure levels (dB) as a function of azimuthal angle in a horizontal plane

normal to the mid point of the panel surface before and after "ideal" control for the 1.075 x

0.8485 x 0.004m lightly damped panel harmonically excited at 350 Hz and controlled by one

acoustic source at (0.0, 0.0, 0'02) or three at (0'0, 0'0, 0'02), (t0'3, 0'0, 0'02)' - ' ' - - =

primary radiated, '= l acoustic control, ' = 3 acoustic controls'
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To study this effect, the panel dimensions were again increased to 1.075m x 0.8485m x 4mnl, in

accordance with equation (4.8) in section 4.5.4. This resulted in the panel dimensions

approximating one wavelength of sound and the critical frequency of the panel dropping by a

factor of 4, making the panel a much more eff¡cient sound radiator. The primary excited

radiation pattern, shown in figure 4.63, now has three main lobes, as opposed to the single lobe

for the smaller panel shown in figure 4'34.

Figure 4.64 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

acoustic control source location in a plane parallel to the panel surface and 0'02m from it' 1'075

x 0.8485 x 0.004 m panel with light damping and ha¡monic excitation at 350 Hz'
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The maximum levels of sound power attenuation for a single control source, plotted as a

function of control source location in a plane parallel to the plane of the panel and 20mm from

it, are shown in figure 4.64 for this enlarged panel. The two main points of interest are the

greatly reduced levels of attenuation, and the change in optimum control source location. These

changes have occurred because the separation distance between the radiating edges, and the

Iength ofthese edges, have increased. Ifthe acoustic control source is placed in the center of

the panel, it would be approximately one half of a wavelength from the radiating edges. At this

separation distance the amount of acoustic power control is small, as evidenced by the simila¡

effect of increasing the normal separation distance between the control source and panel

surface, as illustrated in figure 4.62. Also, the radiating edge itseif is nearly one wavelength

long. Therefore, the acoustic field generated by a source placed at its center (on the x-axis here)

would have a phase variation along the edge of nearly i 80 " in each direction, greatly reducing

the attenuation that can be achieved. Thus the best control that can be achieved is 2.6 dB, and

this is achieved with the control source located at one of the panel edges.

This effect is simila¡ to the effect of control source length on the attenuation of plane wave

propagation in ducts, discussed in chapter 2. In the latter case, there is a phase va¡iation across

the face of the source as the plane wave propagates downstream. This phase va¡iation causes a

reduction in the ability of the source to control the propagation, a reduction proportional to a

sinc function rotating through one cycle for a distance of one acoustic wavelength. Nea¡ a

source length of one haif of a waveiength or greater, the achievable sound power reduction

drops off markedly.
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The addition of a second acoustic control sourcs does help this problem. The optimal location

for the first and second control sources is now on each plate edge and the x-axis (that is, 10.51,

0.0). This provides a7 .4 dB sound power attenuation level, as opposed to the 2.6 dB level for

the optimally placed single source (at one edge of the panel).

The further addition of a third acoustic conüol source geatly improves these results. The

optimum locations here a¡e (10.30,0.0) and (0.0,0.0). The sound power attenuation that can be

achieved is 14.8 dB. Figure 4.63 shows the residual sound field for this case, as well as for the

optimized case of a single control source at one of the panel edges.

It is interesting to note that for 3 acoustic control sources, the optimal locations for two of them

are nor on the edges, as might be expected from the single and double source cases. If tbe th¡ee

control sources are placed in that arangement (one at the center and one at each edge of the

panel), the maximum possible level of sound power reduction is 9.9 dB, almost 5 dB short of

the optimum. This is also in contrast to the base case panel, where the optimal locations for

three control sources are at the edges and center, corresponding to a maximum achievable sound

powerattenuation of 27-5 dB. Clearly,thepanelsizecomparedtoawavelengthof sound

affects the optimal control source location not only for a single source but also for multipie

sources. It also affects the maximum achievable reduction in radiated sound power.
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4.6.4. Bffect of modal density and structural damping

As in sectio n 4.5.3, the modal density of the panel was increased, by decreasing its thickness to

0.5mm, to examine the effect of variations in this parameter. The levels of maximum

achievable attenuation plotted as a function of control source location for this case are given in

figure 4.65. This can be compared to the base case plot of figure 4.58.

Figure 4.65 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

acoustic control source location in a plane parallel to the panel surface and 0.02m from it, 0'38

x 0.3 x 0.0005 m panel with light damping and harmonic excitation at 350 Hz'

In comparing figures 4.65 and 4.58, it can be seen that the patterns are the same in both cases,

but that the levels of attenuation which can be achieved for the higher modal density case are
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greater than those achieved for the lower modal density case. The reason for this can be

deduced by comparing rhe primary source radiation plot for the high modal density case, shown

in figure 4.54, with the similar plot for the low modal density case, shown in frgure 4.34. T\e

increase in modal density has produced a more uniform (monopole-like) radiation pattern, as

the influence of the (3,1) modal radiation has been reduced. As the radiation patterns of the

primary and control sources ztre more similar, the levels of sound power attenuation that can be

achieved a¡e increased.

The structural damping was also increased, to 4 = 0'4, to examine the influence of this

parameter. The results were very simila¡ to those found by increasing the modal density, as the

radiation pattern also becomes more uniform with increased damping.

4.6.5. Effect of a non-symmetric primary forcing function

As discussed in sections 4.6.1, 4.6.4, and 4.6.5, the effect which the location of the acoustic

control source has upon the achievable reduction of total radiated sound power, is influenced by

the radiation pattern produced by the panel under the action of the primary forcing function.

The cases examined thus fa¡ have all had a symmetric primary forcing function, which produces

a symmetric primary radiated sound field.

To study the effect of altering this symmetric nature, one of the primary forces was shifted by

10mm in both the x and y directions (identicat to the case described in section 4.5.6). The

influence of this move can be seen by comparing the plots of maximum achievable sound

power attenuation for the symmetric case, shown in figure 4.58, with the non-symmetric case,
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shown in figure 4.66. By altering the symmeury of the prima¡y radiated sound ñeld' the levels

of nraximum achievable sound power attenuation for a given control source location have been

slightly reduced. Also, the pattern has been slightly skewed, similar to the results obtained for

the use of vibration sources, described in section 4'5'6'

Figure 4.66 Maximum achievable levels of sound power attenuation (dB) as a function of the

acoustic control source location in a plane parallel to the panel surface and 0.02m from it, 0.38

x 0.3 x 0.0005 m panel with light damping and non symmetric primary harmonìc excitation at

350 Hz.

4.6.6. Effect of reduced attenuation at the error microphone

As mentioned in the previous section, the results thus far have assumed that "perfect"

cancellation can be achieved by the electronic control system at the error sensing location. In
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Chapter 4. Control of free space radiation

practice, however, a 30 dB reduction in sound pressure at the error microphone would be more

realistic. The effect which this reduced sound pressure reduction has on the acoustic power

flow attenuation must be known.
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Figure 4.67 Sound pressure levels (dB) before and after control for the 0.38 x 0.3 x 0.002m

lightly damped panel excited harmonically at 350 Hz for two cases of control by a single

acoustic control source at (0.0, 0.0,0.02); one with the sound field minimized at the error

microphone location (the optimum location for this source location) and the second with the

sound field only reduced by 30 dB at the error microphone location. = primary

radiated, '= residual with maximum pressure reduction, - - - '=residual with 30 dB

pressure reduction.
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Figure 4.67 illustrates a comparison of the residual sound fields when a single control source,

locaæd in the center of the base case panel, is tuned to completely minimize the sound pressure

at an azimuth angle location of 20", at a radius of 1.8 meters, and then tuned to reduce the

pressure levels by only 30 dB. The difference between the sound fields is minimal. In fact,

complete local pressure cancellation at the error microphone achieves an overall acoustic power

reduction of 12.8 dB, while a reduction of only 30 dB in sound pressure level at the error

microphone achieves an acoustic power reduction of 12.6 dB. Clearly, the final dramatic level

of sound pressure reduction at the error microphone is due only to local cancellation.

One further interesting point to note is that with decreased pressure reduction at the error

microphone, the actual pressure minimum is not at the error microphone, but next to it. This

has also been noted experimentally.

4.6.7. Phase error tolerance

As discussed in section 4.5.8, it is important to know the phase toierance of the system when

impiementing the electronic controi system in the frequency domain. Figures 4.56 and 4.57

show the influence of phase errors on both the sound power attenuation and the reduction in

sound pressure at the error microphone, located at an azimuth angle of 50' , at a radius of 1.8

meters. As with the vibration control sources, the sound power attenuation is reasonably

tolerant, while the sound pressure reduction at the error microphone is intolerant. Again, this is

due to local cancellation at the error sensing location.
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4.7. SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL MODELLING

Vibration and acoustic control sources can both be used effectively in systems to actively

attenuate the sound power radiated from a vibrating surface into free space. Acoustic control

sources achieve this attenuation by reducing the radiation impedance seen by both the primary

and control sound sources. For vibration control sources, there a¡e two basic physical

mechanisms; modal amplitude control and modal phase rearrangemenl The relative

importance of these (in terms of overall sound power reduction) is greatly influenced by a

variety of geometric and structural / acoustic parameærs.

For vibration control sources applied to a lightly damped panel, where the panel dimensions are

smalier than approximaæly one acoustic wavelength at the frequency of interest, both vibration

control source mechanisms may provide global sound power attenuation. Here the location of

the control sourcô has a significant influence on both the levels of attenuation achieved, and the

physical means by which this occurs. A¡ increase in structural damping, which tends to reduce

the amplitudes of the resonant or near-resonant modos, increases the importance of the modal

phase reanangement mechanism. So too does an increase in the modal density. In contrast, an

increase in the panel dimensions relative to the acoustic wavelength results in an increase in the

importance of the modal ampiitude control mechanism.

As for vibration control sources, the location of the acoustic control source(s) has a significant

influence upon the levels of sound power attenuation optimally possible. Fo¡ a reiatively small

plaæ radiating in a monopole-like fashion, a single acoustic cont¡ol source can achieve

substa¡tial levels of sound power attenuation. Panels with less uniform radiation patterns
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require a greater number of sources. The physical size of the panel affects both the number of

acoustic control sources required to achieve attenuation, and the optimum (relative) locations of

the sources. These sources should also be placed as close as possible to the vibrating structure,

as a distance from the radiating surface of approximately one half wavelength or greater will

achieve very Iittle reduction in the total radiated sound power level.

It has also been shown that the placement of the error sensor, whether it is a microphone or

accelerometer, has a significant influence upon the levels of sound power att€nuation achievable

by using a closed loop control system. When microphones are used, the optimum placement is

at the points of minimum optimally controlled residual sound pressure. The optimum

placement of an accelerometer is less straightforward, requiring a more thorough investigation.

It is apparent, however, that if a¡ accelerometer is to be effective in providing feedback for

s)'stem optimization, the mechanism of modal amplitude control must be capable of providing

the required sound power reduction.

Finally, it has been shown that the maximum levels of ,elobal sound power attenuation achieved

by reducing local sound pressure levels at an enor microphone a¡e relatively tolerant to both

phase errors and reduced levels of performance of the electronic controller, resulting in higher

sound pressure levels at the error microphone locatton.

4.8. GENERAL DESIGN PROCEDURE

Chapter 3 presented analytical models that could be used in the design of systems to actively

cont¡ol sound radiation from vibraúng structures. This chapær has considered only the problem
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of sound radiation from a planar surface into free space. The previous th¡ee sections have

endeavoured to demonstrate the influence which several geometric and structural / acoustic

parameters have on the performance of the active noise control system. These influences must

be understood if the design is to be optimized.

Keeping the previously outlined results in mind, what will presented here is a series of 4 steps

that may be undert¿ken to optimize the arangement of the control sources and error sensors of

active systems to control freefield structurai sound radiation. It is not inænded to be taken as

the only way to design such a system, but rather a chronologicai progression that will aid the

exerclse.

4.8.1. Characterization of the system

Before beginning the design process, the system, and its response under prima¡y excitation,

must be ch'¿¡actenzed. The minimum requirement here is that the primary sound field

(amplitude and relative phase) on a test surface surrounding the structure in the fa¡field be

measured at the frequency of interest using an appropriate measurement location distribution

similar to that used when sound inænsity is used to estimate sound power. If vibration control

sources a¡e to be used, the structural response must also be measured and decomposed into in

individual contributing modes. This measurement inciudes an experimental modal analysis,

and the use of these results to determine the sound field radiated by each mode at the frequency

of interest.
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4.8.2. Selection of control source type

As demonstrated in the previous sections, the use of either acoustic or vibration control sources

can produce signifrcant levels of reduction in the overall sound power radiated by a vibrating

structure into free space. The mechanisms by which they achieve this attenuation, and the

influence which va¡ious geometric and structural / acoustic parameters have upon the

magnitudes of these reductions, a¡e different for the two control source types. In choosing the

control source type for a particular application, the following points should be remembered.

Acoustic control sources a-re the easier of the two types with which to design a system. No

information about the structural response is required, only measurements of the primary

radiaæd sound freld at the frequency of interest are necessary, and this is a very distinct

advantage for the free space radiation problem. One disadvantå-qe is that the system is

const¡ained to using an acoustic error sensor (such as a microphone) to provide feedback to the

electronic control system. Another disadvantage is that the levels of sound attenuation that can

be attained per source may be less tha¡ those attained with a vibration control source, especially

if the panel dimensions are approximately equal to, or larger than, the acoustic wavelength at

the frequency of interest, or if the panel is near resonance. Acoustic control sources can also be

more obtrusive than some vibration sources, such as peizoelectric actuators.

Conversely, vibration control sources are more difficuit to use than acoustic control sou¡ces for

system design. A detailed description of the structural response, and also the resulúng sound

radiation field, must be known if an optimized design is to be undertaken. However, if this can

be done, vibration control sources may exhibit an increased level of performance (on a per
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source basis) over acoustic control sources. The final system may also be more compact and

unobtrusive for vibration control sources, especially ifpiezoelectric actuators and vibration

error sensors can be used.

4.8.3. Optimization of control source location

Once the system has been characærized, and the type and number of control sources chosen, the

next step is to optimize the location of the cont¡ol sources. This can be a particularly diffrcult

exercise, as it is, in general, impossible to directly deærmine the optimum source locations due

to it not being a linea¡ function of sound power attenuation. Therefore, a numerical search

¡outine is required to optimize the control source locations. S¡hat is required for this is a means

to estimate of the maximum possible sound power attenuation for a given control source

arrangement. As described in chapær 3, multiple regression is a relatively easy technique to use

for this task.

One other problem with the use of a numerical search routine is that there may be iocal optima

(minima) in the error surface, as demonstrated in the previous two sections. In this case, the

starting point(s) for the sea¡ch algorithm will influence the final result. The designer must be

a\¡/are of this, restarting the procedure at several locations or using a random search technique to

determine the optimal starting location if it is not possible to choose a sta-rting point based on

"common sense". Such common sense guidelines would include initial placement of the

cont¡ol sources as close as possible to the antinodes of the modes contribudng most to the

sound radiation, and also placement of the vibration control sources in the least stiff parts of the

-a

structure so that control effort is minimized.
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4.8.4. Error sensor location and type

Once the control source location has been selected, the finai sæp is to select the type and

location of the error sensor(s). Regardless of the control source type, microphones sampling the

far fìeld will always be effective (provided there are no background noise problems from other

sources). They should be placed at the location of greatest pressure difference between the

primary radiated and ideatly controlled residual sound fields. If multiple regression is used to

place the control source(s), this location for the error sensor(s) can be determined directly by an

inspection of the residuals vector, as described in chapær 3.

If vibration control sources are used, and if the principal mechanism is modal amplitude control,

vibration sensors may be used to provide system feedback. The optimum sensor location is

harde¡ to specify in general, but if the primary mechanism is modal ampiitude controi the

vibration sensor should be placed at the location of greatest difference between the primary and

"ideally" controlled vibration levels.

¿1.9. SUMMARY

It has been shown analytically and experimentally that either vibration or acoustic control

sources may be used effectively to control freefreld sound radiation from a vibrating structure

The anatytical models presented in chapter 3, specialized for the case of controlling sound

radiation from a baffled, rectangular panel, have been shown to be able to predict the effect

which applying active control has upon the structural / acoustic system.

a
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It has been shown that acoustic and vibration control sources achieve sound attenuation by

different physical noise control mechanisms. Acoustic sources provide global sound

attenuation by reducing the radiation impedance of both the primary and control noise sources.

Vibration control sources can provide control in two different ways; by a reduction in the

amplitude of the primary offending mode or modes (modal amplitude control), or by altering

the relative phases and amplitudes of the modes (modal phase rearangement). This modal

phase rearrangement mechanism effectively reduces the radiation efFrciency of the radiating

structure

The location of the control source(s) has been shown to have a significant effect upon the levels

of sound power attenuation that can be achieved. So too do other geometric variables such as

the size of the structure relative to the acoustic wavelength at the frequency of interest and the

location of the system error sensor. Structural / acoustic variables such as damping, modal

ciensity, and the characteristics of the prima¡y forcing function aiso affect the final results, and

the mechanisms by which the attenuation is achieved.

The results also indicate that for the control of total radiated sound powor, the phase accuracy

requirement for the signal generated by the electronic controlier is not nearly as critical as it is

for minimizing sound pressure at a particula¡ location. This has important consequences for the

detailed design of the digital eiectronic controller, in particuiar the number of bits necessary to

obtain good results

!
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Based on the analytical models presentÊd in chapter 3, and the study of the effects of various

system parameters undertaken here, a general procedure has been formulaæd to assist in the

design of systems to actively control harmonic freefield sound radiation from planar structures.
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CHAPTER 5.

DEMONSTRATION OF GENERALÍZED FORMULATION FOR

MODELLING OF ACTTVE CONTROL OF SOUND TRANSMISSION

INTO A COUPLED CYLINDRICAL ENCLOSURE

5.l INTRODUCTION

In chapter 3, a generalized analytical formulation was presented which was suitable for

modelling the active cont¡ol of sound transmission into a weakly coupled enclosure. The

purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the use of this formulation for modelling the active

control of sound transmission into a cylindrical enclosure using vibration (point) control sources.

A thorough investigation of the effects of various sructural / acoustic and geometric variables, as

was undertaken in the previous chapter, wlll not be undertaken here. The work presented here

will be limited to a demonstration of the ability of the analytical model to predict the effect of the

application of the active control force for two simple, but fundamentally different, cases.

The use of vibration point sources to control sound transmission into a cylindrical enciosure has

been treated both theoretically and experimentaliy before (Fuller and Jones, 1987; Jones, 1987).

The previous analytical formulations, however. have used classical shell theory , and not modal

coupling theory as will be used here. A modal coupling formulation has the advantage of bein-e

appiicable (in theory) ro any weakly coupled enclosure, not simply those with a regular

geometry. It has been used in the past to analytically examine the effect of applying a vibration
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force to control sound transmission through a rectangular panel into a rigid rectangular cavity

(Pan et al, 1990), the results of which have been verifred experimentally (Pan and Hansen, 1990).

It has not, howevor, been used previously to examine the control of sound transmission into a

cylindrical enclosure.

The fust section of this chapær will specialize the previous general formulation for the

cylindrical enclosure system. Foilowing this some theoretical and experimental results will be

glven.

5.2 SPECIALIZATION OF ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR THE CYLINDRICAL

ENCLOSURE SYSTEM

The modal coupling theory used in the formulation presented in chapær 3 utiiizes ¡he in aacuo

mode shape of the structure, and the rigid walled mode shape of the enclosed space, to determine

the response of the coupled system. For the ci¡cula¡ cyiinder shown in figure 5.1, which is

assumed to be simply supported on the ends, the in aacuo structural mode shape function is:

*-^-(2,0) = =ir 
M3' 

[cos Ng + sin Ngl tt.tlI,DJ' L t - - 
)

where M,N a¡e the axial and circumferential modal indices, respectively, and L is the length of

the cylinder (note that capital letters will be used to denote the modal indices of the cylinder

structure). Note that both sine and cosine functions are required to define the cì¡cumferential

placement of the structural modes.
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Figure 5.1. Cylinder geometry.

where
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The resonance frequencies of associated with these mode shape functions can be found from the

cha¡acteristic equation (Leissa, L97 3):
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R, is the structure material density, v the Poisson's ration, E the modulus of elasticity, cs the

speed of sound in the material, h the thickness, and o¡4q the resonance frequency in rad s-i of

the (M,N)th mode. The constanß Ko, K1, and K2 in equation (5.2) a¡e from Donnell-Mustari

shell theory, defined as (Leissa, 1973):

K = 0.5 (1-v) ( (r-u2) tr4 * ñ (N2* x2)4 )
U

K = 0.5 (1-v) ( (3+2v) 12 * N2 * (tt2 * \2)2 +' 't-

1l-'Ì ; (N2 * À2)3 )(-L_v)

(3 -v ) (N2 +I +
)

h(N 2 2*2 = 1 + o'5

Mzrawhere 
^ = T

+I (s.5)

(s.6)

^Ko, 
AKl. and ÂK2 are the modifying constånts of Goldenveizer - Novozhilov / Arnold -

Vy'arburton, defined as (Leissa, 1973)

)
+À4

4
N

¿,
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2
N4\2AK = 0.5 (1-v) ( 4(1-v +

o
2 (2-v ) (2+v ) BÀ2

4
N

6
2N

= 2(1-v) ).
)

+N + 2 (1-v) d
À- (2-v) À N - 0.5 (3+v) N

2 22 4
AK

1

AK^ = 2(1-v) ).2 * N22 (5.7)

Goldenveizer - Novozhilov / Arnold - Warburton shell theory was chosen based on its previously

demonstrated abüity to accurately predict the modal response of a thin, ci¡cular finiæ length shell

of the type considered in a later section of this chapter (Pope er al, 1980, 1982).

The cubic cha¡acæristic equation (5.2) has 3 roots, corresponding to 3 resonance frequencies,

associated with motion predominantly in each of the radial, tangential, and axial directions. The
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first root is the one associaæd with the predominantly radial response (Junger and Feit, 1986),

and will be the only one used here as it is the flexure of the cylinder which is responsible for the

interior sound generation.

The modal mass associated with each structural mode (assuming the structure has uniform

material properties) is found from:

2
p hA

M (x) dS (s.B)e
M\]

N 0

where €

N>0

For the rigid walled circular enclosure, the mode shape function is:

Þ cos (n ( e- e' ) ) "ot 
(aT-=

Lqns

_12N-lt

N4
rP

J,
p^

Þ

(r,0,2) - J (l r/a)n 'ns

(zr.= )

) (s.e)

where q is the axial modal indice, n is the circumferential modal indice, Jn is a Bessel function of

the first kind of order n, 7rr. is the vaiue of the sth zero of the derivative of the Bessel function of

o¡der n:

J'
n

and ( 0- 0') describes the circumferential placement of the mode (note that lower case letters wiil

be used to denote the acoustic modal indices). The resonance frequencies of the acoustic modes

are found from:

0

(t
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_ot--qns ¿Í
,qî,2,il,) 0.5

+

The modal mass of the these is:
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2
Mqns =p Õ (x) dVqns

) )
,| )¡a L

2
(s . 11)

2
2

M
n

Í 2 Q,n - 0

wheree,€=lq n I r e,n > o

The modat coupling factor p, which describes the ability of a given structural mode to excite a

given interior acoustic mode, for the structural mode shape functions of equation (5.1) and the

acousric mode shape functions of equation (5.9), is found from (Pope et al, 1980, 1982):

I

2)
.ln'l rrsnNS

qePo e
n

p

where K

MN, qns
1

J (t
n NS

J. * (x) Õ (x)t\4}J' qns dS

M+q
K€ (1-(-1)nm (M+o )

- 

# r-ntegern=N,2L 2 )
(rc K

m q

0 otherwise (5.t2)

Mn qlt
Lq

KmL

Equations (5.1) - (5.12) can be used in the generaiized formulation for modelling the active

control of sound transmission into weakly coupied enclosures, presented in chapter 3, to study

the specific problem of active control of sound transmission into cylindrical enclosures. Vy'ith

this the interior sound pressure levels under primary excit¿tion can be caicuiaæd from equation

(3.35), and the controlled inærior sound pressure leveis at any interior point from equation (3.52)

using the oprimum conrol force derived f¡om equation (3.58). The following section will

present some initial theoretical models, with experimental verifìcation, to demonstrate the ability
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of rhe analytical model to predict the residual sound fields under the action of active vibration

sources.

5.3 PRELIIUINARY RESULTS FOR TIIE USE OF MODAL COUPLING THEORY

TO DESCRIBE THE RESIDUAL SOTIND FIELD IN A CYLINDRICAL

ENCLOSURE UNDER THE ACTION OF ACTIVE VIBRATION SOURCES

The experimenral and analytical work presenæd here is concerned with the use of vibration

sources to cont¡ol sound t¡ansmission into the cylindrical enclosure system of fi-eure 5-2. The

radius of the srrucrure is 0.254m. the length is 1.2m. and the wall thickness 1.6mm. The

srructure is fabricaæd from a-luminium, with a longitudinal wave speed of 5150 ms-1, and densiry

of ?j¡Ok-em-3. The cylinder has rwo rigid end caps, constructed from 19mm panicle boa¡d-

Two vibrarion sources were available for use, midway along the cylinder len-eth and at 45' a¡d

180' a¡ound the ci¡cumference. Two microphone error sensine points were available fo¡ use,

midway along the len-eth at a radius of 0.232m, and at an angular location of 135' and 180' . 72

points in the prima¡y and residual radiated sound helds were measured at the cylinder

midsection, at a radii of 0.038, 0.130, and 0.232m in 15' increments. All tests were conducted

in an anechoic chamber.

Control Source

Source

Fi gure 5.2. Experimental cylinder a¡ran gemenl

Enor MicmPhone
Ë
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Ch^apter 5. Control of sound transmission

The primary sound field was generated with a pair of in-phase horn drivers locaæd midway along

the cylinder length at 0 
o 

, placed 50mm from the cylinder surface. For the pulposes of the

analytical study, these were modelled as a single monopole source.

In the analytical formulation presented in chapter 3, the primary forcing function is expressed as

a moda-l generalized force:

^lI0J Þ (x) tf*o (x) ds (5.13)

Neglecting the radiation reaction force as a second order effect, the pressure, p(x), at any point

can be taken as the biocked pressure, p51(x), at that point:

Þ (x) = pO, (x) = Þ, (x) * p, (r.) (5 .14 )

where pi(x) is the incident pressure, and p.(x) is the scattered pressure. Fo¡ a monopole source

Iocated at a position (ro,zo, go) relative to the cylinder origin, these terms are (Fuller, 1987):

1p
o

(Þ

E€
D=0

p (r,2,0) cos (n(0-9 ))

(5r) H (Jr )

-tq(z -z)
o

e da (s.ls)
n n

-rp @

p (r,2,0) o
E (n(0-0 ))

^z
€ -^c

q

D=0
n

=Jt

I 2 n o

of:_"

J'ßr)
n

H (sr
-:-ot (z -z)

Uê)tt (sr)

J-
n o n

H'(Jr)
n

where 5 = (k2 - oL;rlz,and Hn is a Hankel function of the first kind of order n.
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Chapter 5. Control of sound transmission

Equations (5.14), (5.15), and (5.16) a¡e substituæd into equation (5.13) and evaluaæd

numerically to deærmine the modal generalized force.

Two discrete frequency cases are examined in the theoretical and experimental work. The frrst

frequency was close to a structure controlied modal resonance ((1,2) structural mode,

experimentaily resonantat25S Hz, and theoretically resonant at270 Hz), where the majority of

the coupled structural / acoustic system energy is contained in the shell. The other frequency was

close to an acoustic cavity controlled modal resonance ((0,2,1) acoustic mode, experimentally

resonant at 669 Hz, and theoretically resonant at 656 Hz), where the majority of the coupled

structural / acoustic system energy is contained in the acoustic space. The frst 100 structural and

100 acoustic modes were used in the calculations, as the use of the modes included in the range

has been found previously to be able to accurately model the i¡terior sound field (theoretically

the sum of an infrnite number of modal contributions) (Pope et al, i980).

For ease of comparison, the theoretical results presentcd were normalized to best fit the

experimental dat¿. This involved matching the leveis of the theoretical and experimental primary

sound pressures by adding to, or subüacting from, all theoretical data points the same constant

value. This same vaiue was then added or subtracted from the theoretical controlied levels,

allowing a direct assessment of the abiliry of the theoretical model to predict the residual

controlled sound freld. Further, for the theoretical results presented, the sound pressure

reductions at the error microphones were limiæd to 35 dB, rather than the maximum theoretically

possible, to better simulate a practical system.
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Figure 5.3. Theoretical primary soulce sound pressure levels, 270H2.

Figure 5.4. Theoretical residual sound field, I control at i 80' , 1 ertor sensor at 180 " ' 270 Hz
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Figure 5.5. Experimental prima¡y source sound pressure levels, 258}l¡2.

Figure 5.6. Experimental residual sound field, 1 control at 180', 1 error sensor at 180', 258 Hz.
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Consider frst the structure controlied c¿ße, near the (1,2) stn¡ctural resonance. The effect of

applying a single vibration control force at the 180' angular location, and minimizing the sound

pressure at the 180 " angular location, is shown theoretically in figures 5.3 and 5.4, and

experimentally in figures 5.5 and 5.6. These plots depict the interior sound pressure levels in one

cylinder cross section, midway along the length of the cylinder.

Consider first the interior response under prima¡y excitation, illustraæd in figures 5.3 and 5.5 for

the theoretical and experimental cases, respectively. The influence of the nearly-resonant (1,2)

structural mode is the saüent feature of both of these figures, producing the distinctive 4 lobed

pattern of a circumferential cosine(20) modal indice. In viewing these. it is clea¡ that the generai

agreemont between the predicted and measured sound pressure ievels is good.

Consider now the effect of applying active vibration conÍol, shown theoreticaliy in figure 5.4

and experimentaliy in figure 5.6. In comparing these results, the first point to note is that the

analytical model predicts a global sound attenuation in the order of 20 dB, an attenuation

matched experimentaliy. Next, consider the general pattern of the theoretical and experimental

residual sound fields. Theoretically, several lobes of a sound pressure level of approximately 70

dB a¡e predicted close to the cylinder edges, symmetric about the 0 " anguiar location. These

lobes do appear experimentally; however, the top (90') lobe is somewhat distoræd. This is

possibly due to the presence of the cylinder fabrication butt joint at this location. The second

point to note is that the anaiytical model predicts an area of enhanced sound attenuation

"reaching" from the center of the cylinder towa¡ds the error microphone location (locaæd at an

angular location of 180'). This effect is also evident in the experimental result. In general the

agreement between the theoretical and experimenta-l residual sound fields is good.
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Chapter 5. Control of sound transmission

Figure 5.7. Theoretical primary source sound pressure levels, 656 Hz.

Figure 5.8. Theo¡etical ¡esidual sound freld, 2 controls at 45' and 180 
o 

, two error sensors at

90

@o

I
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O
0o

0

0

0
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bo

135' and 180' , 656 Hz.
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Figure 5.9. Experimental primary source sound pressure levels, 669 Hz.

Figure 5.10. Experimental residual sound field, 2 controls at 45' and 180 
o 

, two elTor sensors at

135" and 180', 669H2'
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Consider no'w the acoustic cavity controlled case, near the acoustic (0,2,1) acoustic modal

resonance. The effect of applying vibration cont¡ol at both the 45' and 180' angular locations,

and minimizing the sound pressure at both the 135' and 180' angular locations, is shown

theoretically in figures 5.7 and 5.8, and experimenølly in figures 5.9 and 5.10. Again, these

plots depict the interior sound pressure levels in one cylinder cross section midway along the

length.

Compare first the predicted and measured primary excitation sound fields, illustraæd in figures

5.7 and 5.9, respectively. In viewing these figures, it is again clear that there is good agreemont

between theory and experimenl The influence of the nearly resonant (0,2,1) acoustic mode is

cleariy evident in both cases, creating the distinctive 4lobed Pattern.

Consider now the effect of applying vibration control, shown analytically in figure 5.8 and

experimentalty in figure 5.10. In viewing these, it is again clear that there is good agreement

between the theory and experiment. The most interesting point to note is the lack of significant

overall sound level attenuation, both predicæd and measured. It would appear that the

relaúonship between the acoustic modes has somehow alæred to achieve destructive interference

only at the error sensing locations, which differs from the structure controlled case considered

previously. A detailed examination of this phenomena, however, is beyond the scope of this

thesis; the work presented here is concemed only with demonstrating the abiiity of the analytical

model to predict the residual sound f,reld under the action of active control.
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5.4 SUMMARY

The analytical and experimental results presented here demonstrate the ability of the modal

coupling based analytical model to predict the residual sound fields under the application of

vibration sources used to control sound transmission into a cylindrical enclosure. Two distinct

frequency cases were examined, the fi¡st being a frequency close to that of a structure controlled

modal resonance and the second being a frequency close to that of an acoustic controlled modal

resonance. It was found that when the coupled syst€m response is dominaæd by the structural

response, a single control source could provide signihcant levels of global sound attenuation.

However, for the case considered here, when the system was dominaæd by the acoustic cavity

controlled response, a single control source did not provide significant levels of global sound

attenuation.
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CHAPTER 6

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

6.1OVERVmW

Research in the field of active noise control has increased dramatically in recent years. This has

been spurred on in part by advances in microprocessors which allow adaptive (or self-tuning)

systems to be implemented. Adaptive systems provide the flexibitity required for the practical

use of active noise control, as changing conditions would render a non-adaptive active noise

control system ineffective after a period of time.

The majority of adaptive active noise control systems curentiy under investigation use a

modified signal processing approach to do this. This is based usually on a transversal filter

architecture, implemented either as a finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impuise response

(IIR) filter.

One important characteristic of transversal filters is that their weight coefñcients are non-

orthogonal. As a result, all of the weight coefficients must be tuned together for guaranteed

optimization. This is commonly done using a gradient descent based optimization procedure.

Adaptive control sysrems implementing a finite impulse response frlter appear more commonly

in published iiterature than infinite impulse response filter implementations, owing to ttreir

reduced complexity (this is in spite of the fact that IIR filters may be better suited to active
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noise control implementations, owing to their ability to compensate for feedback to the error

sensor). The most common gradient descent algorithm utilized in active noise control for these

is the least mean square (LMS) algorithm. This algorithm is used frequently in adaptive signal

processing for telecommunications, in biomedical research, for antennae beamforming, and for

adaptive control applications (Widrow et al,I975; \Wid¡ow and Stearns, 1985; Cowan and

Grant, 1985; Honig and Messerschmitt, 1984; Alexander, 1986; Ljung, 1977). It must be

modified, however, for active noise control implementations to accomodate the inherent

acoustic, structuraVacoustic, and electro-acoustic system transfer functions. These

modifications lead to a version of the algorithm commonly refer¡ed to as the filtered-x LMS

algorithm (Wid¡ow and Stearns, 1985).

There is a large body of work concerned with va¡ious aspects of the LMS algorithm as applied

in adaptive signal processing systems. Much of the work addressing practical implementation

issues, such as limited precision effects (Gitlin et al, 1982; Caraiscos and Liu, 1984; Cioffi,

1987: Zimmerrnan and Cudney, 1989), is directly applicable to active noise control systems.

Studies of the convergonce properties of the algorithm (\Midrow et al,I976; Horowitz and

Senne, i98i; Gardner, 1984; Boland and Foley, 1987; Foley and Boland, 1987), however, ate

not. This is because the previously mentioned transfer functions, which do not occur in general

adaptive signal processing systems, and errors in their measurement, will have an effect upon

the convergence properties of the filtered-x LMS algorithm used in active noise and vibration

control applications. Further, if multiple inpuVoutput channels are used, the effect of channel

"cross coupling", arising from the non-orthogonal nature of the placement of the control sources

and error sensors in terms of the structural / acoustic system modes which can be excited and

sensed, must be taken into account. Also, the effect of using a delayed error signal in the the
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6.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

One of the primary reasons that active noise control has become a topic of increased research

activity is that parallel advances in microprocessor technology have made it possible to

pracrically implement adaptive systems. This allows active noise control systems to remain

"tuned" despite environmental and system changes. It also increases the bandwidth over which

active noise control systems are effective.

An early approach to developing an adaptive control strategy for active noise control systems

was a merhod based on trial and error waveform generation (Chaplin, 1980; Crocker, 1983;

Nadim and Smith, 1983; Chaplin and Smith, i983; Smith and Chaplin, 1983; Chaplin, 1983).

The advantage of this method is that the control system requires only an RMS er¡or signal

(providing a measure of the residual sound or vibration field after the application of active

control). As no phase information about the error signal is required, the electro-acoustic

transfer functions of the system's transducers, as well as the acoustic or structuraVacoustic

transfer functions, do not need to be considered in the adaptive controller design. The

disadvantage of such a system is that it is limited to periodic disturbances, and the adaption

times can be long.

Another adaptive approach involves modeiiing of the system transfer functions, and directly

using the estimated solution to the active noise control governing physical equations, which

provides the maximum levels of sound attenuation (Ross, 1982,7982a; V/hite and Cooper,

1984; Roure and Nayroles, 1984; Roure, 1985). The error signal is used to adjust this solution
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This technique has been shown to produce high levels of broadband attenuation, although the

adaption times may again be long.

The most popular modern adaptive control stategy, however, is the use of a modified adaptive

signal processing architecture. This is usually a transversal frlter-based implementation, either a

finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.

One of the first such implementations was a computer simulation of active, adaptive control of

plane wave sound propagation in an ai¡ handling duct using an FIR filter arrangement (Burgess,

1981). Optimization of the system was done using a modified version of a popular gradient-

descent type algorithm, the least mean square (LMS) algorithm (referred to as the "filtered-x"

LMS algorithm (Widrow and Stearns, 1985) with the modihcations). The modifications were

incorporations of estimates of the acoustic and electro-acoustic system transfer functions.

These are required to determine an accurate estirnate of the gradient of the active noise control

error criterion (or "cost function"), where the necessary measurements must be made in the

"physical" domain, then converted to usable electric signals. 'Without knowledge of the above-

mentioned transfe¡ functions, the algorithm could become unstable (due to errors in the gradient

estimate). Since this initial computer simulation, this form of single input, single oulput

algorithm has received widespread use (for example, Zalas and Tichy, 1984; Pooie et al, 1984;

Ettion and Darlington, 1985; Kang and Fransen, 1987; Mikhael and HilI, 1988; Schuck, 1988).

The filtered-x LMS algorithm has also been extended for use in multiple input, multiple oulput

active noise control systems (Ellion and Nelson, 1985, 1985a; Etliott and Nelson, 1986; Elliott

-a
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et al, 1987a). This extension is necessary, as many practical active noise conEol systems will

require multiple control sources to achieve significant levels of global sound attenuation.

Recently, it has been suggested that trR filter architectures may be bener suited to active noise

control implementations than FIR frlter a¡chitectures (Warner and Bernha¡d, 1987; Eriksson et

al, 1987, 1988; Eriksson and Allie, 1988; Billoud et al, 1989). This is because the IIR filter has

pole-zero characteristics, whereas the FIR filter is an all-zero device. Poles can occur in

practical active noise control systems due to acoustic feedback from the control source(s) to the

reference sensor (providing a measure of the primary disturbance without the addition of active

noise control). The trR frlter can theoretically account for these poles.

Both FIR and IIR f,rlter impiementations in active noise systems require estimates of the electro-

acoustic, acoustic, and structuraVacoustic system transfer functions to insure the stability of the

gradient descent algorithms which are commonly used to optimize them. These transfer

functions, and errors in their measurement, will have an influence upon the algorithm stability

cha¡acteristics. For the single channel filtered-x LMS algorithm, it has been shown that the

(total) estimation of the transfer functions must be within 90' of the actual value for the

aigorithm to remain stable (Burgess, 1981; Elliott et al, 1987). Also, the acoustic time delays

inherent in an active noise control system will have an influence upon the system performance

(Elliott and Nelson, 1985). Some computer simulation of the multi-channel LMS algorithm

convergence cha¡acteristics has also been conducted @lliott and Nelson, 1985; Elliott et al,

1987), aithough no rigorous examination of the influence of active noise control system

va¡iables (such as the number of error sensors, and the amplitude and phase of the structural /

acoustic system transfer function) was undertaken
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Gradient descent algorithms, such as the LMS algorithm, optimize the filter coefficients by

adding to them a portion of the current estimate of the negative gradient of the error criterion.

The maximum size of the variable that defines this portion, referred to as the convergence

coefficient, that can be used in stable operation will be influenced by the active noise control

system parameters. Some investigation of this effect has already been conducted (McNichol,

1985) (although there a¡e some errors in some of the mathematical techniques employed,

specifically the use of an orthonormal transform on a non-symmetric matrix). A more thorough

examination is required, and will be undertaken in this thesis. AIso, no such examination of the

multi-channet LMS algorithm has been published, and will also be undertaken in this thesis.

Here the effects of additional system parameters, such as the number of e¡ror sensors and cross-

coupling between channels, must be taken into account.
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CHAPTER 7.

THE STNGLE INPUT, STNGLE OUTPUT LMS ALGORITHM

7.1 INTRODUCTION

As outlined in Chapter 6, the use of a modified version of the LMS algorithm (the frltered-x

LMS) in a transversal frlter-based archiæcture has been widely implemented in active noise

cont¡ol systems. However, a details of the effects which these required modifrcations have

upon the convergence characæristics of the algorithm still require investigation.

The following is an analysis of the effect which the acoustic time delay and electro/acoustic

transfer functions have on the convergence and stability properties of the LMS algorithm as

utilized in a single input, single output active noise control system. For simpiicity, the "ideal"

LMS algorithm is considered in the analysis. In this case, the error signal and refe¡ence signal

are assumed to be stationary, stochastic quantities, and the sampies of these are taken to be

equal to the mean value of the process at that time (that is, the expected value, E[]). Aithough

this assumption may not be correct in all implemontations (Horowitz and Senne, 1981; Ga¡dner,

1984; Feuer and Weinstein, 1985), the results obtained provide a basis against which to assess

the effects of the acoustic time delay and transducer transfer functions on the algorithm

characteristics. The basic LMS algorithm, without a time delay and without transfer functions,

will fi¡st be reviewed to provide this basis. Following this, the effects of the time delay and

transducer electro/acoustic transfer functions will be examined separately. A single actuator,
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single error sensor system will be studied in this chapær. This will be extended to multiple

sensors and actuators in the following chapær.

7.2 REVIEW OF THE LMS ALGORITHM

7.2.1 Formulation of error criterion

One of the most common methods of generating a secondary (or control) source signal in an

active noise control sysæm is by means of a transversal filter, or tapped delay line (see Figure

7.1). With this arrangement, a reference signal is sampled, providing a discrete filter input

value, x. This vaiue propagates through the filær, progressing one ståge with every new sample

t¿ken. Thus, at any panicular time k, the values present in the deiay chain can be represented as

a vector:

I lT
"k = L 

*o *k-1 *k-2 *x- (¡l-r ) I (7 ' 1)

where N is the number of stages in the fiiter, and T d.not , the transpose of the marix.

Throughout this chapter, vecto¡s and matrices will be denoted by capitai letters, scalars by

lower case letters.
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Figure 7.1. The transversal filter. Note that z-1 denotes a single time delay

Each time a new input sample enters the transversal filter, the previous N samples are shifted

one position, and the values at each stage a¡e multiplied by a weight coefficient assigned to that

stage. The results are summed to produce a frilter output. Representing the weight coefficients

at time k as a vector:

W=
k 'z,kw"0, k

"k = dk- yk = o*- *Ï xk = on- *l

T
\4t (1 .2)

(7.3)

1rk (N-1) , k

the filter output at time k is equal to:

N

v 1^/

k k-i W
k

T=XkT= $l- X-kkIk

1

U

E

l-

The ideal output from the transversal filter at time k would closely match some "desired signal",

d¡. The resulting estimation srror, e¡, is the difference between the actual filter output and this

desired signal:

*k
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The mean square estimation enor (simply called the mean squa.re error), {, is ofæn used as a

system error criterion. That is, the weight coefhcient vector is adapted so as to minimize the

value of the mean square error, l, defined as:

Ë
ê-k (7.s)

l-

where E [] denoæs the expected value in the brackets.

Substitutin g equation(7.4) into equation(7. 5 ) :

)

t, k

P _É.
k

= E[

= "[

= "l

-2E

-2P

(do- 
"[ *ot' 

]
(/.o)

"i ] *o e.i)

(z.B)

(7.9)

V
k

wk*.Tr[

where P¡ is the cross correlation vector between the desi¡ed response a¡d the input signal

TI¡i + W- R- W-ki(J<J<

)
Au

k

_2
dk

a. *Tkl<

T
k

I uo*o 
]

and R¡ is the input autocorrelation matrix

Rk -F
Txx--k--k (7.1-0)

7.2.2Denvation of the LMS algorithm

Assuming that the reference signal and desi¡ed signal are staúonary, stochastic va¡iables, it can

be seen from equation (7.8) that the mean square error is a quadratic function of the weight

coefficient vector, W. Thus, the "performance surface", the shape of the mean square error, is a

hyper-paraboloid of dimension (N+i), where N is the number of filte¡ weights. Considering the
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th¡ee dimensional case of wo filter weights, the performance surface is bowl-shaped, with only

one (global) minimum. This trait applies to the enti¡e family of performance surfaces of (N+1)

dimensions. It is therefore possible to find the optimum weight vector, that produces the

minimum mean square error, by setting the gradient of the mean square error equal to zero.

From equation (7.8):

Vk
gradienL of error surface

aË.
K

-
dw-

k
2RWkk

?D
J<

Thus, the optimum weight vector, W*, that results in a gradient of zero, is:

(7.r-r-)

(7 .]-2)
* -1Þ

kvù P
k

Noæ that as the process is assumed to be st¿tionary, the optimum weight vector is independent

of úme; so the subscript ¡ has been dropped.

Substituting equation (7.I})into equation (7.8), the minimum mean square error, g*, is:

É; = Etdíl - 2 nl *- * w"r Ru
*

W

= Era?l'k'

)
= El-d-l

Ã

T*-P Wk

Trk-P.W
K

-P -1
R.

-ts.

-t-Þ
k

T
k

T
k

1

1-
nkP

TP +P-kk
T

DID
KK

R

D
J{.

-LÞÞ
l\_ ¡\_kk P

k

)î*
= Etd:l - P-'w'k- k

(7.13)
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Thus, the mean square etror can be restat€d as:

)
{k=Etd;l -P T

k
Tw_ R_kk

*m*T
l^i +P-'W -2 P-'W +kkk I¡J-k

W-
J(

TT-2 P W +W-i< .k l<

where V¡ is the weight variance vector:

ë

t,

=E +W

E

T -1_DÞ'k ^'k
-t

k

*
k

*
t-

*

+ P W.

TT
xw¡.*wk

Twr. - wk
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V\l -WkRk
*

Þ
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T
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+ P R.k

R. R.J< -J<
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P -¿P Þ
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(7. t_s)

tw.
K

kW

*LT

I¡J + R.
k

Rk

*
W]+tw wk

*

k

E V.k
T+V-
k

W
J1

R.k

*
W (7.1_6)

Geometrically, restating the algorithm in terms of the weight va¡iance vecto¡ simply has the

effect of an axis translation, moving the "bottom of the bowl" to the origin of the coordinaæ

system.

It is usually not computationally efficient (or sometimes possible) to determine the input

autocorrelation matrix or the cross conelation matrix. For this reason, a gradient descent

algorithm is often implemented to adapt the filter weights towards their optimum value. The

gradient descent algorithm oporates by adding to the weight vector at time k a ponion of the

negative gradient of the error surface, causing the weight vector to descend downwards towa-rds

the "bottom of the bowl". Thus:

W. - - W. - ¡¡V. (1 -I7)K+IKK
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where ,¡ is called the convergence coefficient, which is equal to the portion of the negative

gradient vector added to the weight vector.

It was shown in equation (7.1 1) that the gradient of the error surface at time k is dependent

upon the values of the input autocorrelation matrix and cross correlation matrix, those quantities

whose calculation it is desi¡able to avoid. However, as mentioned previously, the signals

considered here are stâtionary and stochastic, thus the gradient can be estimaæd by basing it

upon a single sample of the error at time k. Using equation (7 .4) the estimated gradient, V¡, is:

T
a (d-w

k
--?oY kk (7.18)

ôwx

Using this estimated gradient in equation (7.17), the weight update equation becomes

W. + 2pe.X.
l< l<K

(1 .L9)

)
de-

JL

ñ;

z

X
V

k

Td

l<+ I

This is the well known least mean square (LMS) algorithm (Widrow and Sæarns, 1985)

7.2.3 Characteristics of the "ideal" algorithm

To produce a set of qualitative characæristics of the LMS algorithm against which to compare

the results obtained for the active noise control implementation, the "ideal" case, where ths

sampies used to calcuiate the gradient estimate are equal to the mean value of the va¡iable at

that time, will be considered. liVith this assumption, equation (7 .17) can be written in terms of

equation (7.11):

W. . = W, + 2p tP. - R,W, l (7-20)
K+-L K K KK
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As the input autocorrelation matrix, R, is symmet¡ic, it can be diagonalized using an

orthonorm al transformation:

R = e ^ e 1 
= e ^ eT e.2L)

where Q is the orthonormal modal matrix of R (the column vector of eigenvectors) and Â is the

diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of R (the sample subscript ¡ has been omitted for generality).

The geometric significance of the eigenvector matrix, Q, is that it defines the principal axis of

the error surface. Therefore, expressing the algorithm in terms of Q has the effect of rotating

the coordinate system to line up with the principal axis of the performance surface. If the

algorithm in equation (7 .I9) is expressed in terms of the principal axis coordinate sysrÊm, it can

be viewed as a set of N scalar equations. Defrning:

Vk
(7 .22)

(note that Q-l = QT Uy defrnition)

The mean square error (equation 7.15) becomes:

T

^
V. Vk

(7 .23)

T
V

k
(7.24)

*
(7.25)

where tr[ denotes the t¡ace of the matrix (that is, the sum of the diagonal elements), and C¡ is

the weight covaria¡ce vector:

,T

-1 TO V. =Q V.KK

*t

Ë. - Ë, + trl A V.
KKK

+ tr [¿1. C. ]KK

ik

fk=¿ +

E

C k ktvk V
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Thus it can be deduced that the mean squâ.re error will converge to some finiæ value if the

weight covariance vector converges to some frniæ value.

Defining

-1 (7 .27 )vl W

and

-t -t_ -t_

()

equation (7 .20) can be rewritten as

R P=Â P

^-K

) + 2p(lP. - 
^. 

w"'l + tÂ wKKK

= V. + 2y iP
K

nk 1\v. lKK

*t

W =Q
_1

=Q'
*

W (7 .28)

(7 -29)w W. - 2y tP.KK I^l lk'k+l-

In terms of the weight va¡iance vector:

tk*1 (w Wk .ô. V\'kk l)

(7.30)

k

(I - 2p\)v:.

From equation (7.26):

)
ck*r- (r-2pç¡ (7.3r-)

Hence, the behaviour of the weight covariance matrix (in the principal axis coordinate system)

can be viewed in ærms of N scalar equations. Tl.e iû equation is:

cL

2

i, k+1
(1-2p)t i,k i,k

All of these equations are convorgent if:

-2r7 -
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or

therefore:

p

0<r¿ì,

max

max

ll--2p)t l<1 (7.33)

(7 .34)

(7.3s)1

Imax
max

From equation (7.32), it may be concluded (Horowirz aîd Senne, 1981) that the convergence

rates of all of the natural "modes" of the system will increase as ¡r increases up to pL-* < I/2.

At this point" however, the mode with eigenvalue ).-* will begin to slow down again,

beginning to oscillate in di¡ection. This resuit can be expressed as (Widrow and Stearns, 1985):

0<p<1/(2Àmax) : overdamped

s = 1/(2trmÐK) : critically damped

1/(2 trmax) < r¿ < 1/À : underdamped.

Hence, a choice of r¿ approximately equal to 1/(2Àmax) will generally yield the best overall

convergence rate.

From the preceeding anaiysis, it can been deduced that for the "ideal" algorithm, the bounds on

p for the convergence of the mean square error to some finite vaiue are the same as the bounds

for convergence of the weight vector to its optimum value (hence convergence of the weight

covariance vector). Therefore. it will be sufficient for the remainder of this article to consider

oniy the conditions required for convergence of the weight vector. As mentioned previously,

this may not be true in practice (Horowitz and Senne, 1981; Ga¡dner, 1984; Feuer and

Weinstein, 1985); however, it does provide a basis against which to assess the effects that the
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acoustic time delay and the electro/acoustic transfer functions, inherent in an active noise

control systÊm, have on the algorithm cha¡acæristics.

Finally, one other conclusion that ca¡ be drawn from equation (7 .32) is that the convergence of

the mean square error towards its minimum value has a geometric ratio of (1 - Zp\p)2. Hence

the convergence rat€, rO, is exponential with a time constant, Íp, defrned as (Widrow et al,

r97 6):

-L/ r
r = e p (7.36)

where P

tî
4PÀ

t.1 1t\
p

p

and p denotes the pth "mode", or scalar equation corresponding to the pth eigenvector of the

input autocorrelation matrix

7.3 FORMULATION OF THE FILTERED.X LMS ALGORITHM

Certain active noise control systems exist where only one actuator and one error sensor a.re

required to achieve giobal attenuation of noise levels. Depending on the characteristics of the

offending primary noise source, the control actuator can either generate an acoustic controi

disturbance, such as in ducts where only the plane wave mode is to be controlled (as was

considered in Chapter 2), or a structural control disturbance in a coupled structuraVacoustic

system, such as in the control of sound transmission through a thin wall into a "Iive" rectangular

enclosure (Pan et al, 1990), whe¡e all acoustic modes have an antinode in the corners. A block

diagram of the active noise control sysæm is shown in Figure 7.2. The control system is simply
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trying to adaptively model the inverse of the acoustic or structurayacoustic system (labelled the

"plant"). It follows that for a single actuator, single error sensor system to be effective on a

global basis, it must be able to observe and control all of the offending acoustic or coupled

structuraVacoustic modes at a single location (not necessarily the same location for observing

and conrolling).

It will be assumed in the foilowing analysis that an uncomrpted reference signal is available to

the cont¡ol system. This may not be true, for example, in a duct where acoustic feedback

contributes to the sound at a reference microphone. In these instances the iocation of the

reference microphone wili have a signifrcant influence upon the performance of the active noise

control system, as any decrease in the coherence between the reference signal and the ta-rgetted

primart source disturba¡ce will have a det¡imental effect upon the levels of sound attenuation

obtained. An in-depth analysis of this, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis.

With reference to Figure 7 .2, the signal sensed at the error microphone can be modelied as the

sum of two parts; that due to the primary signal (from the primary source), p¡, and that due to

the control source, s¡ (note that if these signals are equal in magnitude but opposiæ in phase,

the sound pressure at the error microphone will be nulied; if the system is observabie and

controllable at a single location, as mentioned earlier, this may produce global sound

attenuation). Thus, the error signal is:

e- = D- + s. (7.38)
k 'k J<
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Noise Source
Primary Signal

Figure 7.2. Block diagram of a single actuator, single error sensor active noise control system.

The secondary signal sensed at the error microphone at time k is not the signal sent out by the

controller at time k. Rather, the control signal has been modifîed by the characteristic transfer

function of the actuato¡, A, and delayed by n samples due to the finite separation distance

between the actuator and the error sensor. Also, the total error signal has been modified due to

the error microphone transfer function, M. Representing the transfer functions as finite impulse

response functions, the actual enor signal received by the system is:

k
T

k-n k-n(p W X *A) *M+ê"k (7.39)

where * is the convolution operator.
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To simplify equation (7.39), the filæred prima¡y source signal, G, and hltered reference signal,

F, at time k a¡e defined as:

g Pk" M (1 .40)

Å-k-n
*A*M (7 .41_)

The gradient estimate based on the instantaneous elror signal squared is:

V (7 .42)
AW

Therefore, the modified LMS algorithm is:

Wk+l- =Wk-2Pe (7.43)

This is widely ¡eferred to as the filæred-X algorithm $Midrow and Steams, 1985), and has been

associated with active noise control in ducts for some time (Burgess, 1981). There are two

characæristics of equations (7 .42) and (7 .43) that should be noæd in particuiar. The first is the

effect of the (acoustic) deiay on the error estimate, equation (7 .42). If the weights are updaæd

at every sample, the gradient estimate at time k is based on the systÊm response of n samples

ago. This can significantly affect the system bounds of stabiiity. Also, the right hand side of

equarion (7 .43) involves subt¡action, rather than addition (as in equation (7. 1 9)). This is a result

of the fact that acoustic signals must be "added", as opposed to electrical signals that can be

"subtracted" (inverted and added).

In the practical implementation of the algorithm, the reference signal, X, is delayed by an

estimate of n samples, then convolved with an estimate of the actuator and erro¡ microphone

k

F.
J<

)
de

)è k
kkk

Fk-k
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transfer functions before being used in the adaptive algorithm. Thus, the calculations are based

upon an estimate of the frlæred reference signal:

F X nAMk-n

where ^ denotes an estimated quantity

Therefore, the practical implementation of the algorithm is:

W. - =W. -2ue.F.K+IKKK

W - 2vF +Wk k

k (7 .44)

(7 .4s)

(7 .46)

(7 .47 )

G-k
T

F\
K-N K

-W- -2u(FGk kk +
TFFW )

J< i< k-n
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7.4 CONVERGENCE COEFFICIENT STABILITY BOUNDS

There are two possible schemes for implementing the weight updating algorithm given in

equation (7.43). The fust is not to modify the weighs at every sample; rather, send a signal to

the actuator and wait for the resulting residual error signal to propagate back to the controller

before adjustment. In this case, W¡_n = Wk and, provided the systÊm disturbances and

response characteristics are time inva¡iant (or only slowly varying), the delay will have no

effect upon the system bounds of stability. The other scheme, mentioned previously, is to

updaæ the weights at every sample, thereby basing the adjustmont on an "old" version of the

system response. The delay has a significant effect upon the bounds of stability in this instance

To examine the effect, the limits placed on the convergence coefficient fo¡ stable operation will

lust be derived for the non-continuously updating system. The "ideal" case, as defined in the

introduction, will again be conside¡ed. Following this, the effect of the time delay will be

inciuded. The stability bounds obtained will be compared with those derived in Section 7.2.3

for the standard LMS algorithm, to determine the effects of the algorithm modifications

required for the active noise control implementation.

7.4.1 Base case stability criterion

For the "ideal" case, equation (7.47) can be modified to include expected values:

w. - - w. - 2y (EtF. G. I + etr. r.Iw, l)}<+1 J< KK KKK-N
(7 .48)
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As only the effects due to the time delay are being examined, it will be assumed that the

estimates of the time delay and microphone and actuator transfer functions are accurate.

Therefore:

F (7.49)

Thus,

W = lr'/ -2p W (7.s0)
k+1 k B.k k-n

where:

B. = EIF.F
KK

(7.51)

(, = EIF G
tn Ea\

W ) - 2¡¡(tÂW. - Âw I + tC. + ÂVtKK-N K K K

'a

k -F k

(L'k

Simila¡ to the result obtained in section 7 .2.2, the optimum weight vector,

+

k

T
k

k

W*, is that which

sers the error criterion gradient estimate (the bracketted pafi of equation (7.50)) equal to zero

l- (7.s3)W

* *
Vk

*
-B

]!

Thus B¡ will be a symmetric matrix, allowing it to be diagonalized by an orthonorma-l matrix,

Q, as outlined in the previous section. Using the notation desc¡ibed in section 7.2.3, equation

(7.49) becomes:

wk*1 = wk - 2Plct * \*L-.rl (7 .54)

As before, this can be expressed in terms of the weight variance voctor:

C
k

*
=+1 1-

J5-

Noting that:

(w

-zzs -

(7.ss)
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*, -1 *
W =Q W

-1
k

1t-

0<plt

(7.s6)-o B-
J<

1\k c-
l<

equation (7.55) becomes:

ttt
V- _ = !. - 2u lt V. (7.57)}(+l K K K-n

As the matrices in this equation are decoupled (contain no off-diagonal elements), they can be

considered as N scalar "modal" equations of the form:

ttt
v, = v. 2r¡ I. v, (7.58)

l-, K+-L 1, K 1, K-n a, K-n

For the LMS algorithm to be stable over time, the weight coefficient vector variances must

converge to some frniæ value for each scalar "modal" equation, or:

1, K+J- (7.s9)
V i,k

By re-expressing equation (7.58) as:

V. = V.
t, k+1 1, k

l- - 2yì,
V.

a, j<-n
(7.60)i, k-n

V i,k

it can be deduced that:

i, k-n
V i,k

or

rrk_t-
v\r.\ì-

^.1, k-n i, k-n
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For the non-continuously updating case being considered here, the va¡iance ratio term on the

right hand side of equation (7.61) will be equal to 1. Therefore, the bounds placed on the

convergence coefhcient, ¡r, for stable operation reduce to:

À
(7 .62)

max

These bounds a¡e identical in form to the bounds placed on the convergence coefficient for

stability in the implementation of the standa¡d LMS algorithm, given in equation (7.35). The

difference here, however, is the the eigenvalues of inærest are those of the filteredinput

autocorrelation matrix, defined in equation (7.51), rather than the standard input autocorrelation

matrix of equation (7.10). Thus, the transfer functions inherent in an active noise control

sysrem modify the stability bounds of the aigorithm by modifying the characteristic eigenvalues

of the electronic system.

7.4.2 Effect of continuously updating the weight coefficients

The bounds placed on the convergence coefficient, p, for algorithm stability given in equation

(7 .62) were derived with the assumption that the weight coefficient vectors were adjusæd only

after the result of the previous modifrcation was known. In this case, the explicit effect of the

acoustic time delay can be ignored (assuming that the system is søtionary or oniy slowly time

varying). However, if the system is continuousiy adapting, the time delay will have a

significant effect upon the ståbiliry of the algorithm. This is because the present weight

coeff,rcient vector modification is based upon the results of a previous modification conducæd n

samples ago.

1o< rL<
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The starting point for including this effect is the weight vector variance adaption equation

(7.58). Taking the z-transform of the iû variance produces (Kabal, 1983):

n+ l-
z V (o)

l-
V (z) (7.63)

I

)

n+1 nz - z + 2tr)ti

.It
eìñ 

-

¿\¿n+I)

For the algorithm to be stable, the poles of equation (7.63) (deærmined by the roots of the

cha¡acteristic equation) must be within the unit circle.

The vaiues of 2rr).i for which the cha¡acteristic equation has roots on the unit ci¡cle can be

found by substituting eid for z, and setting the equation equal to zero, or:

i nd ^i (n+1)d
2p).,, = e- - e (1 .64)

l_

As the matrix B is symmetric, the eigenvalues will all be real. Therefore. equating real and

imaginary parß of equation (7.64)

2 p\ = cos (nd) - cos ( (n+1) d) (7.65)
l_

Q = sin(nd) - sin( (n+1)ó) (1 .66)

From equation (7.66)

1l

2n*I

where n = the acoustic time delay expressed in sample periods, as defined earlier

Substituting this value of 4 into equation (7 .65) produces:

0 (7 .67 )

2y\
I
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This result can be introduced as a multiplying factor into equation (7.61), derived for the non-

conrinuously updating case, producing the following bounds placed on the convergence

coeffîcient for stable operation of the continuously updating impiementation:

i-, k \/.oy)

I, k-n

7.4.3 Discussion of the effect of active noise control system parameters upon the stability

of the filtered-x LMS algorithm

There a-re two active noise control sysæm parameters which explicitly alter the stability criteria

for the LMS aigorithm in this implementation. The frst is the necessary convolution of the

inpur signal with the system transfer functions, illustraæd in equations (7.a1) and (7.44). As

mentioned previously, these convolutions will alter the eigenvalues which characterize the

electronic sysrcm "modes" which, from equation (7.64), explicitly limit the maximum allowabie

value of convergence coefficient, ¡.¿, for stable operation.

To illustrate this effect, a single control source, single error sensor system was computer

simulated. In this simulation, the transfer function between the control source and error sensor

was increased in magnitude, and kept constant in phase. For a given magnitude, the

convergence coefficient was increased in size until the system was oniy marginally stable. The

results of this simulation a¡e shown in Figure 7.3, pioned as the maximum allowabie vaiue of

convergence coefficient for system stability, against relaúve transfer function magnitude. By

comparing the defrnitions of the frlæred input autocorrelation matrix, given in equation (7.51),

with the standard input autocorrelation matrix, given in equation (7.i0), it can be deduced that
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the decrease in maximum stable convergence coefficient should be inversely proportional to the

change in t¡ansfer funcúon ma-enitude squared. This relationship is evident in Figure 7.3.

+ 1.0
c
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i o.s
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0.2

c'ã o.'

0.0
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Tronsfer Funclion
3

Mog nilude
4

Figure 7.3. Effec¡ of transfe¡ function magnitude on the maximum stable value of convergence

coefficient.

The second effect of interest is that which the time delay has on stabiliry for the continuously

adapting implementation. This effect appears expiicitly in the sin0 term in equation (7.69).

However, it also appears implicitly in the variance ratio terms, as the ¡aúo is the present

variance of the (transformed) wei-sht coefficient of interest divided by the sum of the past

va¡iances of all corresponding (transformed) weight coefficients. These combined effects a¡e

illusuared in Figure 7.4, which depicts the maximum allowable value of convergence
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coefficient for system stability for the previously outlined computer simulaæd single control

source, single error sensor system, plotæd as a function of acoustic time delay (in samples).

Wittr this simulation, the primary disturbance is t¿ken to be single frequency sinusoidal

excitation. Two sets of data are shown, one where the samplin g rate, is equal to 10 times the

excitation frequency, the other where it is equal to 50 times the excitation frequency. The effect

of the sin0 term is evident in the general shape of the data cu¡¿es. What is inæresting,

however, is the enhancement of algorithm stability occurring at numbers of delay samples

equivalent to quartÊr, and especially half, wavelength intervals. This enhancement is a

combined effect of a sinusiodai input a¡d the form of the va¡iance ratio ærm. Noæ that the

concept of sampling at quarter wavelength inærvals has been referred to elsewhere as

synchronous sampling (Eiiiott and Darlington, 1985).

An interesting point to note, however, is that while the acoustic time delay reduces the

maximum stable value of convergence coefficient when the weights are continuously updaæd,

the choice of continuously updating the weight coefficient vectors, or updating only after the

effect of the previous chan_ee is known (waiting fo¡ the deiay) appears to have no significant

effect upon the convergence speed of the algorithm. Figure 7.5 depicts the convergence of the

mean sguare error for a single confrol source, single error sensor system where the acoustic time

deiay between the source and sensor is equal to 10 sampies. Two curves are plotted, one for the

continuously updating system and one where the weight coefficients are updated every 10

sampies. The convergence coefFricents for these are equivaient, scaled by a factor of

sinþr/(2(2n+1))). Clearly, the difference in convergence speed is minimal.
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7.5. EFFECT OF TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIMATION ERRORS . SINE WAVE

INPUT

As outlined in Section 7.3. the pracdcal implemenution of the hltered-x LMS algorithm

includes estimarion of the error loop time delay, as well as the error microphone and actuator

ûansfer functions. These esdmates will, i¡ general, be imperfect. As alluded to before, such

impertècrions wiil have an influence upon the system stabitity bounds. To examine the effect

due to tÏ¡e estimation errors only. the actual time delay and error sensor a¡d conuol source

elecuo/acoustic transfer functions will be omitted from the system, and a singie "estimation

error transtèr funcrion", H, will be insened as shown in Figure '7.6. If the system input si-enal is

a sine vr'ave, the transfer tinction can be thought of as a simpie -sain a¡d phase change. h and

Ó¡, resPectivelv.

Reference
Signal

Figure 7.6. Block diagram of the single actuator, single elTor sensor active noise control system

with transfer function esdmation elrors represented as a ftlter' H.

Structural/
Acoustic
System

System
lnverse
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H Error
SignalAdaptive
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Consider first the simplifîed case of the frltered-LMS algorithm operating with complex

numbers. This is the form of the algorithm which would be implemented in the frequency

domain. For the system shown in figure 7.6, the LMS algorithm is:

Wk*t - Wk -Zpek(ttXt*) (7.70)

where 
* 

d.nor., complex conjugate, and h is the (complex) gain of the error tra¡sfer function:

h = hR+ihl (7.7r)

For the ideal (deterministics) case, equation (7.70) can be rewritten in the form of equation

(?.50) (where C is now equal to P, and B is now equal to R) as

Wt*l - Wk - 2sh (P¡ + R¡ W¡) (7.72)

As R¡ is a symmetric matrix. it can be diagonalized by use of an orthonormal matrix as

described in equation (7 .2I). Using the previously outlined notation, equation (7 .72) becomes:

Wk*l - Wk- 2¡rh[P¡ + Â¡ W¡J (7.73)

In ærms of the weight va¡iance vector, V, this can be restaæd as

Vk+l = V¡-2rhÂ¡V¡= (I-2¡rhÂ¡)V¡ (7.74)
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As equation (7 .7 4) is decoupled, it can be viewed as a set of N scala¡ equations. Each of these

must converge as k - - for the algorithm to be st¿ble. The ith scala¡ equation is:

vi,k+l = (1 -2rhÀi,¡)v1,¡ (7.7s)

Note that iù eigenvalue, Ài, is a real quantity here as the input autocorrelation matrix is

symmetnc..

For equation (7 .75) to converge âs k - æ:

l1-2rh)til<1 (7.76)

As h is complex, rewriting equation (7 .76) in terms of the reai and imaginary parts gives

[(1 - 2!hpl i)z + (2uhyLi)2]'/'. 1 (7.77)

or

(1 - 2ahp)t )2 + (2uh¡ÀJ2. 1 (7.78)

Expanding this:

1 - 4rhpri + 4a2hp2À i2 + +uzh¡Ttri2 . t
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or

u2xi2 (ttR2 * hl2) - rr)*¡hp < 0

or

rì1 lh l2 - ir* < 0

Equation (7.81) ca¡ be rewritten:

(7.80)

(7.8 i)

h
R

ll< (7 .82)

(7.83)

(7 . 84)

)I.lhlt

or p<

where dh = th. phase change caused by the transfer function. Thus, the bounds placed on ¡r

for convergonce are:

0<p<
cos dh

À lhl
max

Thus, for a sinusoidal input signal operating with a complex number algorithm, the effect of

imperfections in the estimates of the error loop time delay and error microphone and actuator

transfer functions can be considered in two parts. Firstly, an error in tle estimation of the phase

deiay will reduce the maximum convergence coefficient by an amount proportional to cos Q¡.

It follows that if the estimate is in error by more than 190 " , the aigorithm wiil become unstabie

regardless of the size of the convergence coefhcient. This agrees with previous results

(Morgan, 1980; Burgess, 1981;Elliott and Neison, 1985; McNichol, 1985). Secondly, errors in
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the estimation of the magnitude of the transfe¡ function will reduce the size of the maximum

allowable convergence coefficient by an amount proportional to the inverse of that error.

The majority of implementations of the filtered-x LMS algorithm in active noise control

systems will not" however, be done with complex numbers. Rather, the algorithm will be

implemented in the time domain with strictly real numbers. For this case errors in the

estimation of the transfer functions will alær the eigenvalues of the filtered input

autocorrelation matrix, which in a practical system will be equal to

B. = E[F.KK
(7.8s)

eigenvalues must be examined to determine the effect which transfer function estimation er¡ors

have upon the algorithm stability. To do this, a simple 2-t¡p system will be investigaæd.

For the system shown in Figure 7.6, with a single frequency sinusoidal input signal, the input

autocorrelation matrix will be:

T
kF

This can be compared to equation (7.51), for perfect tranfer function estimates. Therefore, these

R = E[ X XÏh k,h k
(7.86)

(7 .87 )

(7.88)

where:

k

Y
k

TIsin(0+7), sin(9)]

= hIsin (0+7+6 sin ( 0+{n) l
T

h h

where 0 is an arbitrary reference angle, and y is the angula¡ increment of each new sample

input frequency
sampJ-ing rate7--2¡
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By definition (Bendat and Piersol, 1980) the ijth element of the autocolrelation matrix is found

by evaluating:

1
d0 (7.90)

2t

Performing this inægration (Bendat and Piersol, 1980) produces and input autocorrelation

matrix equai to

Ll1f ,:,! rr]

h
;¿

l

Þ
h

r =+ 
t

cos (oh)

cos (ón- 'r)
cos (ón+ "r)

cos ( oh)
(7 .9L)

t'7 0? \

The eigenvalues of R¡ can be found by solving for the characæristic determinant of the

expression:

ItrI - Rhl = 0 (7-92)

Solving for the determinant produces the foliowing expression for the eigenvalues of R¡:

0.5
cos (d ) t (cos (ó+l) cos (d-r))

h

From equation (7.93), it ca¡ be seen that errors in the estimation of the magnitude of the

rransfer functions have a simple muitiplying effect upon the magnitude of the eigenvalues.

Therefore, as the ma;iimum aliowable convergence coefficient for system stability is inversely

proportional to the system eigenvalues:

lrmax
("1 q¿\

This fact is iliustrated in Figure 7.7, which depicts the maximum stable value of convergence

coefficient for the previously described computer simulaæd system, plotted against the

l_
cr-

h
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magnitude of the transfer function estimation error expressed as a multiplyin-e factor. In

viewing this, it is clea¡ that a¡ inverse proportional relationship exists.

+c
.9
.9

o
o(J

o
o
c
o
O)
1-
o
c
o
O
-tr
f,
E
X
o

0.4

0.3

0.2

10
0 1.5

Tro nsfe r
2.0

Fu n ction
7-5 3.0

Mognilude Error
3.5

Figure 7.7. Effect of u'ansfer funcrion magnitude estimaúon error on the maximum stable value

of convergence coefficient.

The effect of phzse esúmation erro¡ is more complicaæd. The first point to note is that,

re-cardless of sampiing rate. an error of more t90' u'ill gua¡antee al-eorithm instabilig¡. as one

of the eigenvaiues will be a ne-eative number (it should also be noted that at some symmetric

posidve / negative value of phase error, governed by the sampling rat€, the ei-senvaiues will

become complex). This point was mentioned previousiy in re-sard to the complex number

implementation of the algorithm. However. analysls of the effect which other values of pha-se

estimation er¡or has upon the stability of the algorithm Ls complicated by the fact that the "phase

errorôd" filtered input autocorrelation mat¡ix. stated in equadon (7.91). is no lon-cer symmetric.

As a result. ir ca¡ no longer be said that it will in -ceneral have orthogonal ei,senvalues. so that
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the algorithm can no longer be decoupled by the use of an orthonormal transformation.

Therefore, while it is possible to generaiise that a phase error in excess of 90' will cause

al-qorithm stability, that is all that can be said. Different cases with differing sample rates (the

effects of which appear explicitly in equaúon (7.91)) must be considered individually.

7.6 SUMMARY

The acoustic time delay and the elect¡o/acoustic transfer functions of the actuators and error

sensors inherent in an active noise control system must be taken into account when

implementing the LMS atgorithm in a single actuator, single error sensor system. Estimates of

these must be included in any practical active noise control sysæm.

For the single actuator, singie error sensor case the effect of the system transfer functions is to

reduce the maximum stâbie value of the convergence coefficient by an amount proportional to

the square of the transfer function magnitude. The effect of the time delay is implementåtion

dependent. For the non-continuously updating case (where the weights are updated only after

the result from the previous update has been received from the error sensor) there is no effect

(provided the system is time invariant or only slowly varying). For the continuously updating

case (where the weights are updaæd at every sample), the maximum allowable convergence

coefficient is reduced by a baseline mulúplying factor of sin[r/(2(2n+1))], where n is the

number of samples corresponding to the acoustic time delay between the control actuator and

error sensor. Additive to this, areas of enhanced algorithm stability can occur at discrete quarter

and half wavelength intervals, if the disturbance is sinusoidal. Despite this, there is not a
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significant difference in convergence speed between the continuous and non-continuous weight

updating straægies where the convergence coefficient is scaled as stated.

Er¡ors in the estimation of the time delay and the transducer electro/acoustic transfer functions

also have an influence on the system bounds of stability. The reduction in the maximum

allowable value of the convergence coefficient is inversely proportional to the error in the

esrimated magnitude of the electro/acoustic transfer function. The effect of phase estimation

errors is more complicated, and varies with varying sampling rate. However, fot the single

input, singie output system considered here, if the error in phase estimation is greater than

t90' , the algorithm will become unstable regardless of the vaiue of the convergence

coeffiicent, Å¿, and regardiess of whether continuous or non-continuous updating is used.
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CHAPTER 8.

THE MULTIPLE INPUT, MULTIPLE OUTPUT LMS ALGORITHM

8.1. INTRODUCTION

A major hindrance to the development of practical active noise control systems for a variety of

low frequency problems is relaæd to the complexity of the multi-modal response of most

structuraVacoustic systems. For an active system to provide global noise attenuation, ail of the

primary offending acoustic or coupled structural./acoustic modes must be obse¡¿able to, and

controllable by, the system. It follows that, for a single mode system, such as plane wave sound

propagation in a duct, a relatively simple combination of a single control source and er¡or

sensor can achieve the desi¡ed result. For more complex systems, the required number of

control sources and error sensors can increa-se dramatically.

Recently, the singie input, single output "frlterod-x" LMS algorithm, examined in chapær 7, has

been extended to allow its use in active noise control sysûems requiring multiple control sources

and error sensors (Elliott st al, 1987). As with the single channel version of the fîltered-x LMS

algorithm, the multi-channel filtered-x LMS algorithm requires estimates of transducer transfer

functions and acoustic time delays, as well as estimaæs of the transfer functions of the acoustic

or coupled structuraVacoustic system's response, for stable operation. The transfe¡ functions

will have a¡ effect upon the bounds of stability placed on the algorithm, as too will the acoustic

time delays if the weight coefficient vectors are updaæd at a rate which is fasær tha¡ the

propa,eation time of the error signal(s) (however. if the weight coefficient vectors are updated at
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time intervals which are sufficiently long to include all of the delays associaæd with the

acoustic propagation, then the time delays will have no effect upon the system stability for a

(relatively) stationa-ry disturbance). Further, in a system using more than one error sensor and

control source, the indi¡ect effect that the control sources have on one another due to feedback

through the error sensors will also change the convergence behaviour of the algorithm.

The following analysis examines the stabiliry of the muitiple input, multiple output LMS

algorithm as applied to active noise control systems, with the resuits obtained here providing

some insights into efficient algorithm implementation. The fust two sections develop the

bounds of stability for the algorithm. The following section examines the effect which va¡ious

system parametsrs have upon this bounds.

Finally, it shouid again be notÊd that part of the reason for the choice of the LMS aigorithm for

analysis here, as well as for impiementå.tion in many practical systems, is its relative simplicity

as compared to other signal processing algorithms. It may not be, in fact is likely not to be, the

optimal aigorithm in many situations. However, the results presented here may be applied

qualitatively to other algorithm implemenøtions.

8.2. MULTIPLE CONTROL SOURCE, MULTIPLE ERROR SENSOR LMS

ALGORITHM

The following sections of this chapær aim to assess the effects which the electro/acousúc

transfer functions and acoustic time delays inherent in an active noise control system have upon

the algorithm performance. In this way, the design requirements for this type of system can be
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detemlined qualitatively. The derivations are directed at obtaining an expression for the bounds

on the algorithm which will ensure stability. It assumes the "ideal" case, where the value of the

signal sampled at tinre k is taken to be the mean of the variable at that úme (the expected value,

Etl). While rhe absolute results obtained may not be correct for all implementations (Horowitz

and Senne, 1981; Gardner, 1984), they do provide a basis against which to assess the effects of

the important system parameters.

Figure 8.1. The transversal f,rlter. Note that z-1 denotes a single time delay.

As witb the single channel filtered-x LMS algorithm studied in chapter 7, the analysis is based

on the premise that the control source signals are generated by using transversal hlters, or

tapped delay lines, as shown in Figure 8.1. With this system, a reference signal (a signal which

is correlared with the sound or vibration field) is sampled, providing a discrete filter input value,

z1z-1 z-1

*o
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x. This value propagates through the filær, progressing one st¿ge with every new sample uken.

Thus, at any particular time k, the values present in the delay line can be represented as a

vector:

x. = | x- x- x ]r
r< L k *k-r- xk-2 *x- 

rN-r I I (8 ' 1)

where N is the number of stages in the f,rlær, and T d.not", the transpose of the matrix.

Throughout this chapær, vectors and matrices will be denoted by upper case letters, scalars by

lower case letters.

Each time a new input sample enters the transversal filter, the previous N samples a¡e shifæd

one position, and the values at each srage are multipiied by a weight coefficient assigned to that

stage. The results a¡e summed to produce a filær output. Representing the weight coefficients

at time k as a vector:

T
wW=k ww kI w (8.2)

0 k 2 ì- (N-t- ) , k

the fiIær output at time k is equal to

(8.3)

Fo¡ the muitiple control source, multiple error sensor control system considered here, there a¡e

m error sensors and r control sources. The control source signals are generated by transversal

filters, each using the same reference signal but different weight coefficients.

Whiist the physical and electronic control systems can be considered separately in the design

process, it will be useful here to "attach" the design to some specific problem. In this way some

_v

N-l_
E

i=0

TTw. X- = W-- X- = X-- Wr,k k-r k k k kk
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of the concepts to be presented can be better visualized. The system considered here will be

designed for cont¡olling the radiation of sound from a vibrating rectangular baffled panel,

shown in Figure 8.2. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, global sound attenuation can be

achieved by using either an acoustic control source, such as a horn driver, or a vibration control

source, such as an electrodynamic shaker or piezoelectric crystal, or a combination of the two.

For the case considered here, several vibration (point) sources will be attached to the panel, and

the residual sound field will be sensed by several error microphones. Owing to the directivity

of the panel sound radiation, the placement of the microphones, and the different attachment

points of the control sources, the transfer functions between each control source and each error

sensor, represented in the time domain as finite impulse responses, will be different.

Vibrating
Panel

Control
Sources

Error
Microphones

Figure g.2. Block diagram of the practical implementation of a multiple actuator, multiple error

Sensor system for the active control of sound radiation from a vibrating panel.

Reference
Signal

Transversal
Filters

Adaptive
Algorithm
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It will be assumed in the following analysis that an uncorupted reference signal is available to

the cont¡ol system. This may not always be true, especially in systÊms using acoustic control

sources and "reference microphones". In these instances, the location ofthe reference

microphone is critical to the performance of the active noise control system (owing to

observability constraints). Any decrease in the coherence between the reference signal and the

targeted primary source disturbance will have a detriment¿l effect upon the levels of attenuation

achieved. However, an in-depth discussion of this area is beyond the scope of this thesis).

It should be noted that although the algorithm will be formulaæd with respect to the above

described system, it can be applied directly to any system fulfilling observable/controllable

conditions, where all parts of the sound freld a¡e observable by one or more error sensors a¡d all

parts can be controlled by one or more control sources.

8.2.1 Derivation of the practical multiple input multiple ouþut LMS algorithm

The required extension of the LMS algorithm to enable its use in multiple input, multiple output

acrive noise control systems was derived Elliott et al (1987). An outline of the derivation of

this algorithm will be briefly described here to provide the basis for the results presented later in

this chapær.

V/ith refe¡ence to Figure 8.2, the sound field presenæd to the ith error sonsor at time k can be

thought of as being comprised of ¡wo parts; that due to the primary source(s), pi.¡, and that due

to each of the r control sources, si¡,¡. Thus, the sound field at the ith error sensor at time k is

I

P. r-
frÁk

ta
rt

p
J -r

i,j,k
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That part of the sound freld a¡riving at the iù error sensor at time k which ca¡ be thought of as

originating from the jù control source is not simply that signal sent out by the adaptive control

sysrem at time k, given in equation (8.3). Rather, tle cont¡ol signal has been modified by both

the cha¡acteristic (frequency dependent) transfer function of the jth control source and some

factor arising from the directivity of the panel radiation. These two transfe¡ functions are

combined and expressed as a single frniæ impulse response function, fi¡. Aiso, the signal has

been delayed by ny¡ samples due to the frniæ sepa-ration dista¡ce between th. jù control source

and ith effor sensor (this value will be taken as constånt for all controi source / error sensor

combinations, equal to n samples, to simplify the equation notation). Finally, the sound field

arriving at the error sensor at time k is not that presented to the adaptive controller at time k.

Rather, in producing an output, the ith error sensor modifies the signal by some electro/acoustic

uansfer function, represented in the time domain as a finiæ impulse response function, Mi-

Hence, the actual error signal received by the adaptive control system at time k from the ith

en'of sensor ls

MI !,kI
M

I
+ Esò-ñ*

t,k -r,k *
i,j,k 1ì -1

¡

+E
j=1

wT x. *r
I , k-n J<-n

* M (B.s)Pi, k lrl L

where * is the convolution operator

To simplify equarion (8.5), two quantities witl be defined. Firstly, the filtered primary source

signal, g, received at the output of the ith error sensor at time k is defrned as:
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s M
1k1

p

frk k

N-1
= Ep

u=0
mi, k-u I,U

* (8.6)

(8.10)

I

where mi,u is the uù element of the ift error sensor finiæ impulse response vector of length N.

Secondly, the filæred reference input sample at time k, fij,k is defined as

f . = X_ T. (8.7)
r,l,k k-n l,l

and Ti¡ is the (N x 1) vector (time domain) represent¿tion of the transfer function between the

ith erro¡ sensor uodjth control source. Therefore, the frltered reference input vector can be

expressed as

F, - x. T.
frl,K K L,)

(8.8)

where X¡ is a vector of (k-N) input vectors,

| "r. "r.-1 "' "x-rl
T (8.9)x

In rerms of the quantities defined in equations (8.6) and (8.8), equation (8.5) can be rewritten as:

k

9

7

E
lr
J =r

+ W F
T
j,k-nI i,j,k

The error criterion is that the sum of the mean square values. E[pi2], of the signais presented at

each erro¡ sensor should be a minimum. This is equivalent to the sum of the mean square

a
values E[elzl of the signal received by the control system from each error sensor being a

minimum. The gradient descent algorithm operates by adding a portion of the negative gradient

of the error at the present control source weight coefficient values to the weight coefficient

vector (the portion being deærmined by the convergence coefFrcient, rr). The gradient of the

error for the ith microphone with respect to the jth weight coeffrcient vector is estimatedbased
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upon the instantaneous signal at time k. This estimate is commonly obtained (Widrow and

Srearns, 1985) by squaring the instantaneous error (equation (8.10)) and differentiating with

respect to the jth weight vector, W¡, Producing:

(8 . 11)

Noæ that the error signal at time k is matched to the signal originating from the controller

producing the error, which has been delayed by n samples.

Summing this result for ail the error sensors will provide an estimate of that part of the total

error gradient attributable to the jù control actuator:

2
ôe i,k

F i,j,k ]-
(8.12)

AW
)

where ^ denotes an estimatod quantity.

Therefore, the multiple actuator, multiple elror sensor LMS aigorithm is:

W =W ê (8.13)
j , k+1- -: t- i,j,k ]- k

Equation (S.13) agrees with the previously presented derivation by Elliott et al (1987). For the

simple case of a singie actuator and single elTor sensor, equation (8.13) reduces to the "filtered-

x" algorithm exami¡ed in chapter 7.

a"?
Irk

aw.
J

V
m
t

i1

m

E

a

2
t-l 1

m

- 2p E F

f-l
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In a practical sysrem, estimates of the previously mentioned t¡ansfer functions and time delays,

rather than actual values, will be used. Therefore, for tht jft weight vector, the practical

implementation of the algorithm is:

m^
l^1 = W, 2P E ç. ê (8'L4)
^¡,k*1 = "'j,k ëF,].,' 'i,j,k'i,k

Two aspects of the algorithm given in equation (8.14) that should be noted aÍe as follows:

Firstly, the updating of the weight coefficients in the practical algorithm is based upon a

reference signal that is convolved with estimaæs of the transfer functions of the control sources

and error sensors as well as the structural / acoustic tra¡sfer functions. Secondly, due to the

inhe¡ent acoustic time deiays, the updating of the weight vector at time k is based on an "old"

version of the system response. These will both affect the bounds piaced on the convergence

coefficient, ¡r, for system stability, as wilI be discussed laær in this article'

8.2.2 Solution for the optimum set of weight vectors

The system error criterion, tåken to be the minimization of the mean squa-re values of the error

transducer output, EI{l, can be expressed, using equation (8.10), as:

m

E

=

m

E

1

l_

)
k

Et e
I i,k

El (s +i,k
T
j,k-n

)I
EW

i _'1
_J-t

F (8 .1s )i,j,k
l_

This can be expanded
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k
EIs

¡

I +2LC
JI
J=t

T -w.1,1,K J,l<-n
t-

m

E
].

t

+

W

2

i,k

j =l-

EWT
j,k-n

Et s

i,i,kE F
I
EF

j=1
T
i,j,k j,k-n (8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

(8.19)

(8.21)

(B -22)

where ilj,O = the cross correlation matrix be¡peen the filæred primary source signal, gi,¡,

from the ith error sensor and the transpose of the filæred reference signal, tT,j,U, between the

ith error sensor and the jth control source at time k:

T
i,j,k i,k

T
i, j,kC F

Equation (8.16) can be re-expressed in augmented matrix form as

where

T
e ^ ftr, k

J<

T T clw-*wÏc.*o.titi.= txBx*L* k k J< J< K

= E IFÏF. ]KK

k 1 k 2,k

Tt.l
k Iw1,1,k *1 

, N, kl *2,1-,k 2,N,kw

lw ¡,1,k w I (8.20)
l,N,k

Bk

F=-k

F

F

F

F
m, 1,k
m,2,k

1,1,k
Fr,2,k

F
1-, t ,k m, lrk
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T
C-k

I
T
k

Dk= E [g g

T
= E[g Fk

ts 1,k

T
k k

T
JL

T*+ C-Wk

s v2,k Í1, k

(8.23)

(8.24)

(8.2s)

(8.26)

Expressed in this form, the optimum set of weight coefficients, W*, iS

-l_*
W

*

Bk
I

k

*
E',is

Substituting this back into equation (8.18), the minimum mean squafe elror,

Dk
(8 .2'7 )

8.2.3 Solution for a single optimum weight coefficient vector

The solution for the optimum set of weight vectors in the previous section assumes that all of

these vectors are optimized together. It may be more hardware efficient in some cases'

however, to optimize single weight coefficient vectors in a round robin a¡rangemenl It will

therefore be useful to re-express the optimum weight vector solution in terms of a single weight

voctor, interacting with the others, rather than a solution for the entire set'

The optimum jù weight coeffrcient vector, W¡*, is found by differentiating equation (8'16)

with respect to the weight coefficient vsctol, Wj,k-n, and setting this gradient expression equal

to zero, will enable the determination of this quantity. Before doing this, it will be

advantageous to ¡e-express equation (8.16) in terms of equation (8'8),
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Ets i,k
1

m

E

l_

1

EW
j =l-

2
l.n

+2 EC: .W.. +I,l,k l,K-n
I =J-

j,k-n

Noting that X¡ is a symmetric matrix, equation (8.28) can be written as

T
j,k-n

T
x.

K

l-

.ET:
l;-. L'J

)-L
]-

TE xk

1

I + 2î,C
:al=t

W

WL,)/q g, k-n

W

(8.28)

(8.29)

(8.30)

(8.31)

m

E
¿ rF

-w.. +l,l,k l,K-ni<
¡[s i,ki=1

lm

rwi
I ' J<-n'

I =-L

T.
Xtl

_rF

R.
i<

T
T
i,g

I
Eñ
" )/q,K-n

Q=-L

_m

where the subscript q refers to control source q and

Rk = Et xk

\¡J W
) / q,k-n !,)

-1
i,)/)

-l_Þ
k-n

Q, k-n

c i,j,k f / q,]r'-n

Differentiating equation (8.29), the gradient expression for the jth weight coefficient vector

(corresponding to the jù control source) is:

òEm¡
# = Ð^(2 *k_r, ñ),n,k_n * 2 

"í, j,k) ) (8.32)
-"j i=1 Q=1

Setting equation (8.32) equal to zero produces the jù optimum weight coefficient vector:

W
*

J

m

E

1

ñ
-T

1

-E
q=I , i¿J1

754 -

(8.33)
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It is interesting to consider the solution for the jth optimum weight coeffîcient vector' given in

equation (g.33), in terms of the physical placement of the control sources and error sensors in

the structural acoustic sysrom. The transformation of equation (8.31) projects the qth weight

coefficient voctor into the vsctor space whose basis is the jth weight coefhcient vector (the

vector of interest), the projection defined by the transfer function matrices, Ti; and Ti,n' If the

fansfer functions a¡e identical, then the vector Spaces lay on top of each other' If, however' the

transfer function matrices are orthogonal, the transformation maPs the qth weight coefficient

vöctor into the nullspace of the jth weight coefficient vector.

physically, this means that if the placement of the control sources a¡d error sensors ß

orthogonat in terms of the structural / acoustic system modes which can be excited and sensed'

in a round robin adaption process the presence ofthe other cont¡ol sources has no effectupon

the convergence behaviour of the contol source being adapæd' However, if the placement of

the control sources and error sensors is non-orthogonai (as will usually be the case), the solution

for the optimum jth weight coefficient vector is dependent upon the present values of the other

wei-qht coefficient vsctors, mapped into the jft weight coefficient vector space. Thus, if the

system is effectively underdetermined, there may notbe a unique set of optimum weight

coefficient vectors. This point wiII be elaboraæd on later in this a¡ticle'

S.3CONVERGENCECOEFFICIENTSTABILITYBOUNDS

There are two common schemes for updating th. jth weight coefficient vector via the algorithm

given in equation (8.14). The first is not to modify the weights at every sample; rather' to send

a signal to the actuator and wait for the resulting residual error signal to Propagate back to the
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controiler before adjustment (non-continuous adaption). In this case, Wj,k-n - W5,¡ and'

provided the sysæm disturbance and response is time invariant (or only slowly varying)' the

acoustic time delays will have no effect upon the system bounds of stability' The other scheme'

mentioned previousiy, is to updaæ the weights at every input sample (continuous adaption)'

thereby basing the adjustment on atì "old" estimaæ of the gradient of the error. The delays have

a significant effect upon the bounds of stability in this insta¡ce.

The following analysis examines the stability of the active noise control version of the multiple

input, multiple output LMS algorithm for the "base" case, where "perfect" transfer function

estimates are available and non-continuous weight vector updating is impiemented' The

analysis follows on from the "single weight vector" formulation of secúon 8.2.3. This will then

be extended to include the effect of continuous adaption in the section that foilows'

8.3.f. Base case stability criterion

With the assumption that the estimates of the ransfer functions and time delays in equation

(8.14) are exact, expanding the sampled errol term of that equation produces, for the jth control

source,

W W -2y F i,j,k g i,kj,k+1 j,k +
m

E

i=1

F W (8.34)
Q, k-n

It is useful here to partition the primary source disturbance measurement provided by the ith

efÏof Sensot, gi,k, intO two components; the "excess" which witl be "Cancelled" under Optimal

1

E

\¿- r

T
i,e,k
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conditions (where Wj = Wi for all weight coeffrcient vectors), and the "minimum" component

which will not be cancelled, glrk. The part of the prima¡y source disturbance which will be

cancelled can be further partitioned into components "assigned" to each control source' Siirt'

For some multi-channel systems, this analytical partitioning procedure will not produce a

unique set of prima¡y Source components assigned to each control Source because the piacement

of the control soufces and error sensors in the structural / acoustic system will be non-

orthogonal in terms of the system modes which can be exciæd and sensed' The frnal

combination actually arrived at by the adapúve controi system is dependent upon the

oprimization procedure used (this point will be discussed laær in this chapter)' However' for

the purposes of the analysis, it is suffrcient to say that, for the given optimization procedure' the

component assigned to each control source is equivalent in amplitude, and opposiæ in phase' to

the control signal sensed at each microphone if, under final optimized conditions' the primafy

source and all other control sources were switched off' Thus, the measured prima¡y Sou¡ce

disturbance provided by the iù error sensor can be represented as:

g rY
(8.3s)ãv i,j,k i,k

where:

I

*I
¡

i -1k

F
T
i,j,k W

*

l
(8.36)

g i,j,k

It should be noted that g* will oniy be equar to zero for all error sensors if the number of non-

redundant control sources is equal to the number of non-redundant eIToI sensors'

Substitutingequations(8.35)and(8.36)intoequation(8.3a)produces:
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m

W W -2y E F i,j,kj,k+1 j,k i=l-
+

F vl
Q, k-n

i,j,k
T
i,e,k

* Fi ,j,knl,u l

t

fn] ,_+ E(e'.
( rrr{ -_.1 -,Qrk\¿-¿

t
EF

Q=l-

T
i,e,k

m

-2v E

i =l-

F (W
Q, k-n

tr-w)q=Wj,k

The weight ,,variance" vector is defrned as the vector of signed weight coefficient deviations

from their optimum vaiues (Horowitz and Senne, 1981; Gardner, 1984; Widrow and Stearns'

r985):

V W -W (8.38)
j,k j,k l

Equation (8.37) can be re-expressed in ærms of this quantity as:

m

- 2v E F

gi,j,k k

T
i,e,k Q, k-n

*

(8.37)

(8.39)

(8.40)

F i,j,k
¡

E

Q=1

VV =Vj,k+1 j,k
*

i

Using the same transformation operation as in equation (8-37) to defi.ne the projected weight

7_
E V,,
^ )/q,K-û

Q=-L,!, I

+F

variance vector:

J / q,Þ'-n í,i/q Q, k-n

enables equation (8.39) to be expressed as:

i -m-f

R
J<-n

+CV j , k+1-
_ \T j,k -2p
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where ai j,o is the cross correlation matrix between the filæred input signal between the ith

efror sensor and the jth weight coefficient vector and that part of the primary source signal

detected by the ith error sensor which will not be cancelled under optimal conditions:

a*
tr, j,u = ti,j,L gi,L (8'42)

To examine the convergence behaviour of equation (8.41), which will govern the convergence

behaviour (hence søbility) of the algorithm, the equation must frst be decoupled. As R is a

symmetric matrix, this can be accomplished by using an orthonormal transform:

R=Q^Q-1=Q^QT (8'43)

where ¿\ is the diagonat matrix of eigenvalues of R, and Q is the eigenvector matrix (column

vecror of eigenvectors). Premultipiying equation (8.41) by Q-1 produces:

tr,¡,o*, = t'', j,k - 2v 
rirI n-" nl, 

i't/n,k-' * tr,¡,o 
]

i,j,k

m

- 2v E

f-r
It-" j /q, k-nV

Q=1

1

EV (8.44)

(8.4s)

where

-l-
V O V

Note that in equation (8.44)the orthonormal projection has mapped tTi,U into the nullspace'

This is because that "minimum" pa¡1 of the primary source signal which is uncontrolled when

all of the weight coefficient vectors are optimized is orthogonal to the input reference signal'

physically, this implies that the optimum (frnal) value of sound attenuation achieved does not

have any influence upon the stabiliry of the algorithm. This has been found to be the case in

both simulation and in Practice.
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As equation (S.44) is decoupled, it can be viewed as a set of scala¡ equations. For algorithm

stability to be maintained, the sum of the m scala¡ equations for any given transformed weight

coefficient variance, u¡, of vj, must converge to some finiæ value over time. Therefore, for the

rth scalar equation,

m

E
:a V

T,I,)rk

From equation (8.44), this sets a bounds on the convergence coefficient, p, of:

V
t,L,)rk+l-

r , j /q,k-n

T,]-r),R

(8.46)

(8.47)
\7 -t-

0<,t
m

f-!

I
E

Q=1

I
T') r, k-n

where trr,k_n is the eigenvalue of the scala¡ equation of interest.

E.3.1. Effect of continuous updating of weight coefficient vector

The bounds piaced on the convergence coefficient, ¡r, given in equation (8.47) were derived

with the assumprion that the weight coefficient voctors were adjusted only afær the results of

the previous adjustment were known; hence, the algorithm was not continuously adapting. In

this case, the explicit effect of the acoustic time delay can be ignored (for a stationary, or nearly

so, system). However, the time delay between the jü control actuator (the one of inærest) and

the error sensors wili have an influence upon these bounds of stability for the continuously

updating case. This is because th" jth weight variance vector of n samples ago, upon which the

adjustment is based, differs from the present variance vector. The effect which this has will

manifest itself in the self-variance part of equation (8.44), which is:
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=v 2Plt . \¡
k+L - ur,i,j,k 4'' "r,k-n r,i/j,k-n

= tr,i, j,k 2P \r,k-n Vr,i, j,k-n

Taking the z-transform of equation (s.4s) produces (Kabal, 1983):

Y,!,),

T ,¡.t)
(z)

(8.48)

(8.s3)

/Q ¿q\

(n+1)
z 0)

t,L,
(

l
(n+1) n

z + 2p l,r, k-n

For the algorithm to be stable, the poles of equation (8.49) (determined by the roots of the

cha¡acteristic equation) must lie within the unit circle'

The vaiues of the convergence coefficient for which the characteristic equation has roots on the

unir ctcle can be found by substituting eiÓ for z, and settin-q the denominator on the right side

of the equation equal to zero:

2u\. . = "i(nc) -.i(n+l)ó (8.50)
' r, k-n

As R is symmetric, it will have real eigenvalues. Therefore, equating the real and imaginary

parts of equation (8.50) gives:

2s trr,k-D = cos(nÓ) - cos((n+l)d) (B'51)

0 - sín(nó) - sin((n+1)d¡ (B'52)

From equation (8.52):

z

7t
o ( 2n+1 )

Substituting this value of 4 into equation (8'51) produces

lt
2 (2n+I)2v ì,r, k-n -2sin
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Therefore, for convergence (Kabal, 1983):

tt<max

1t

2( n+1 )

-1
max

sln (8.ss)

The overali bounds placed on the convorgence coefhcient for sysæm stabiiity for the case of

continuously updating the weight coefficient vector can be found by combining equations

(8.47) and (8.55):

I
E

^_1\¿- !I

m

E
..t_a-

v -Ir,j/q,k-D ctn f"ì
Iz (zn+1 ) J0<

0

p .<T,J
I r, k-n V

rtf.tJ,K
(8.56)

This can be compared to the commonly stated bounds placed on the convergence coefficient for

the ,,standa¡d,, LMS algorithm analysed under simila¡ "ideal" mean-value assumpúons (using

expected values, E[], of the va¡iabies) 0Midrow and Sæarns' 1985):

(8.s7)
u'max

8.4. EFFECT OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS UPON ALGORITHM STABILITY

There a¡e several characteristics of the multiple inpu! muitipie output LMS algorithm that

become clea¡ on examination of the bounds (given in equation (8-56)) placed on the

convergence coefficient, ¡¡, for systÊm stability. The first is the extent to which the

convergence behaviour of the r weight coefficient vectors is coupied. There is a term in

equation (8.56) which appears as the sum of the ratios of the va¡iances of the jth weight

coefficient of interest to the other corresponding orthonormal transformed weight coefficients in

the system. Each of these weight coefficient variances forms the basis for a different vector
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space. As described previously, the transformation of equation (8.40) provides a measure of the

independence of these vector spacos. If, at one sxtreme, all of the transfer functions between

each control source and the ith error microphone were orthogonai, then alt of the transformed

ratios (using equation (8.40)) would be equal to zero, except for the jù variance of interest, and

the system stabiliry would be enhanced. At the other extreme, if all of the vector spaces laid on

top of each other, then from equation (8.40) the transformed variance ratio would be equal to

the "raw" variance ratio, and the ma-:rimum stable value of the convergence coeff,tcient would be

reduced. This conciusion, that orthogonality of control source placement in terms of the

structural / acoustic modal response has an effect on the mæiimum allowable convergence

coefficient for sysrem stability, would seem intuitively obvious; that it is predicæd explicitiy by

the algorithm stability bounds is therefo¡e not surprising.

Continuing with this same line of thought, there is another asPect of the transformed weight

vector variance ratio terms which must be t¿ken into account in system design. In a system

with many cont¡ol sources and error sensors, where convergence time is not of major concern, it

may be æmpting to updaæ the weight coeffrcient vectors on a "round robin" basis, one weight

coefficient vector at a time, to save hardwa¡e costs. As was discussed previousiy in this a¡ticle,

if the control source placement is non-orthogonal in t€rrns of the structural / acoustic sysæm

modes which can be excited, there may not be a unique set of optimum weight coefficient

vectors. If alt of the weight coeffrcient vectors are adjusted simultaneously, the algorithm will

inherently try to find a solution which requires the least amount of overall weight coefficient

adjusrmenr from the initial vaiues. In doing this, it tends to divide up the overiapping parts of

the primary source disturbance which can be "cancelled" by a number of control sources.

However, if one control source is adjusted at a time, the algorithm tries to adjust the first weight
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coefficient vector to control all of the prima¡y source disturbance which it possibly can before

beginning to adjust rhe next weight coefficient vector; that is, there is no division of the

overlapping parts of the primary source components, but rather an "all or nothing" solution.

This has two implications for active control system design. The fi¡st is concerned with control

effort. Clearly, updating a multi-channel control system on a round robin basis could easily

¡esult in one control source being overdriven while others are hardly driven at ali. Thus' in this

case control effort would need to be included in the criæria used to decide when a control

source is adjusted sufficiently, and the aigorithm begins to adjust the next control source in the

round robin, so that no cont¡ol sources a¡e overdriven.

The second implication is concerned with algorithm stabiliry. Considering the bounds placed

on the convergence coefficient for algorithm stabüity given in equation (8-56), the variance

râtio can be written as:

I

tv -l_ t
+E
l=I, *q

j /q,k-n j/),k-n )/q,]/'-n -l-
E

l=1 v.
) l,K

V
k j,k

(B.sB)

The fust retm on the right hand side of equation (8.58) will be approximateiy the s¿une'

regardless of whether one or all weight coeff,rcient vectors are adapted at the same time. The

second term, however, will differ. This is because if the overlapping parts of the primary source

components arc not divided up, the frnal (optimized) output of the control sources which a¡e

updated laær in the round robin procedure will have a reduced output (from the all or nothing

prima¡y source component division) compared to the output they would have if all weight

coefhcient vectors are updated simultaneously (dividing up the overlapping primary source
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components). Thus, if the initial weight coefhcients are all set to a value of zero (as is

commonly done), the weight coefficient vector va¡iances adapæd later in the round robin will

be reduced. From equation (3.56) this will enha¡ce system stability.

To æst these ideas, a two control source, two error sensor system was computer simulated. The

transfer functions between a given control source and each error sensor were set equal, with the

transfer function variable ben¡veen the two cont¡ol sources. The primary disturbance was a

single frequency sinusoid, and the transfer functions were pure phase shifts, with no amplitude

gain. For a given system afiangement, the convergence coeff,icient was increased in amplitude

until the system was marginally stable.

Figure 8.3 illustrates the maximum stable value of convergence coefficient for both the

simuløneous adaption and round robin adaption straægies, plotted against the phase difference

between the control sources transfer function sets. In viewing these results, it is clea¡ that the

transfer function phase difference does have a significant influence upon the system stability.

Further, the round robin adaption strategy is more stable tha¡ the simultaneous adaption

süategy. Also, it was found that for any given system arrangement, the final (converged) vaiue

of mean square error was the same for the simulta¡eous and round robin adaption strategies, but

the final weight coefficient values would differ by up to four orders of magnitude between the

optimization strategies, illustrating the need in a practical system for inclusion of some measure

of control effort in the optimization procedure.
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The next item to note is that increasing the number of e¡ror sensors will tend to decrease the

maximum stable value of conver-sence coefficient. This effect, which will be weighted by a

multiplyin_e factor proportional to the magnirude of the transfer function between the control

source(s) and additional error sensor, can be seen explicitly in figure 8.4, which depicts the

maximum stable value of convergence coefficient, g, for a single cont¡ol source system plotæd

against the number of error sensors. To obtain these data, a computer simulation of a single
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conuol source sysæm was conducted. For a given number of error sensors, the algorithm

convergence coefficient was increased untii the sysæm was marginally stabte' The t¡ansfer

tinctions between the cont¡Ol Source and each efror Sensor were made the sarne' tO avoid any

additional effects. Under these ci¡cumstances. equation (8.56) predicts that ùre maximum suble

value of conver-sence coefhcient would dec¡ease proportionalty with increasing numbers of

efror sensors, a fact which is borne out in frgure 8'4'
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Figure 8.4. Maximum stable vaiue of convergence coefficient for a single control source

system as a function of the number of error sensors'
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Consider next rhe effect of increasing the magnitude of the transfer function(s) between the

control source(s) and error sensor(s). From equation (8.40)' it can be deduced that as the

magnitudes a¡e increased, the values of T are increased proportionally squared. From equation

(g.56) it can be seen that the convergence coeffrcient should therefore be decreased

proportionally squared. This point was previously considered in chapær 7, and illusfated in

computer simulation in f,rgure 7.3.

The final effect of interest is that which the acoustic time delay has upon the bounds of stability

for the continuously adapting system. This effect appea.rs expiicitly in the sin0 term in

equation (3.56). However, it also appears impücitly in the va¡iance ratio terms, as the ratio is is

between the present va¡iance of the (transformed) weight coefficient of inærest with the past

variance of all corresponding (transformed) weight coefficients. This is identical to the single

input, singie ourput filtered-x LMS atgorithm, for which the implications were dicussed in

chapter ?, and illustrated in frgure 7.4.

8.5. SUMMARY

The inherent acoustic time delays and the electro/acoustic transfer functions of the cont¡ol

sources and error sensors, as well as the response of the acoustic or coupled structuraVacoustic

system, must be taken i¡to account when impiementing the multipie actuatol, multiple error

sensor LMS aigorithm in an active noise control system. Estimates of these quantities must be

included in any practical control system.
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The control source weight coefficient vectors are coupled through the non-orthogonal nature of

the structural / acoustic systom. For orthogonal control source placement (in ærms of the

structural / acoustic system modal response), the marginally stable value of convergence

coefficient is maximized. In this case the stability is the same whether round robin weight

coefficient vector adaption or continuous adaption is used. Deviations from this ideal

aÍangement will reduce this maximum stable value.

For the (common) non-orthogonal control source placement, round robin weight coefficient

vector adaption is more stable than simultaneous weight coefFrcient vector adaption. It is,

however, generally slower to reach a hnal solution and may lead to control effort probiems,

such as overdriving of one control source while others are barely driven.

Increasing the number of error sensors used in the systom decreases the maximum stable value

of convergence coefficient. So too does increasing the magnitude of the transfer functions

between the cont¡ol source(s) and error sensor(s). The effect of the time deiay on the maximum

allowable convergence coefficient used in the filæred-x LMS algorithm is implementation

dependent. For the non-continuously updating case (where the weights are updated only after

the result from the previous update has been received from the error sensor) there is no effect

(provided the system is time invariant or only siowly varying). For the continuousiy updating

case (where the weights are updaæd at every sarnple), the ma:rimum allowable convergence

coefficient is limited to a reduction by a factor of sin[r/(2(2n+1))], where n is the number of

samples corresponding to the acoustic time delay between the control source of interest and the

e¡¡or sensors (assuming that the acoustic time delays between the conrol source and each error
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sensor is the same). However, for sinusoidal excitation, areas of enhanced stability can occur at

delays equal to half or quarter wavelength inærvals of the propagating disturbance.
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CHAPTER 9.

GENERAL SUMMARY

The goals of this thesis were to identify the control mechanisms employed in a feedforwa¡d

active noise control system, to provide general analytical models to aid in the design of active

noise control systems, and in the process, to quantify the influence of common system

parameters upon system performance. This chapær provides a brief summary of the results

relating to these goals.

The mechanisms employed by feedforwa¡d active noise conüol systems were all found to be

impedance aitering effects, as would have been expected by the nature of feedforward control.

(It is well known (see, for example, Franklin, Powell, and 
'Workman, 1990) that feedforward

systems alte¡ the dynamic response of a system by introducing zeroes into the t¡ansfer function,

thereby effectively attering the impedance of the system. This is in contrast to the nature of

feedback control systems, in which the poles of the dynamic system are altered, changing the

characteristic system eigenvaiues and eigenvectots, and hence the transient response

characteristics.) In chapter 2 it was shown, both anaiytically and experimentally, that acoustic

sources acrively controlling plane wave sound propagation in an ai¡ handling ducts do so by

alæring the radiation impedance "seen" by the sound sources, causing them to radiate less

power, or jn some cases absorb power. In chapter 4 it was shown, both anaiytically and

experimentally, that vibration sources used to actively conÍol sound radiation into free space

achieve the desired result in two possibie ways. Firstly, they can reduce the amplitude(s) of the

primary radiating structural mode(s) (effectively increasing the structural input impedance seen
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by rhe primary disturbance). Secondly, they alær the relative amplitudes and phases of the

dominant structural modes in such a way that the total radiaæd sound pressure (which is the

sum of contributions from atl the radiating modes) is reduced (effectively reducing the overall

radiation impedance seen by the structu¡e). In chapær 5 it was seen that this second

mechanism, modal re¿urangemen! is more complicated for the problem of cont¡olling sound

transmission into a coupled enclosure. This complication arises from the modai coupiing

cha¡acteristics of the structural / acoustic system, where it is not possible for all modes to

gtobalty interact. Still, the two vibration source control mechanisms appiy.

The design of active noise control sysæms was considered in two separate sections; the design

of the physical control system, comprising the arrangement of the actuators and error sensors,

and the design of the electronic control system. The design of both of these must be optimized

if the total acrive noise control system is to perform to its fullest potential. The desi-gn of the

physical control systom sets the absoluæ bounds on the ievels of sound attenuation which can

be achieved with an ideal eiectronic cont¡oller, while the design of the electronic cont¡ol system

determines how close to the absolute bounds the actual sound attenuation is.

In considering the design of the physical control system it was not found possible to the

placemenr of the control sources and error sensors directly and analytically. This is because

sound power attenuation is not a linea¡ function of control source location, and because the

optimum error sensor location is a function of the control source placement. It was, however,

possible to determine the optimum control source volume velocities or forces for a given

actuator ¿urangement using quadratic optimization theory. For a simple singie mode problem
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such as controlling plane wave sound propagation in an air handting duct it was then feasible to

implement this in a numerical search routine to optimally place the control source. (It should be

noted that for the single mode ca-se it was found to be theoretically possible to completely

suppress acoustic power output at any control source location; however, the control source

volume velocity required to do so va¡ied greatly. This control effort should therefore be a

quantity of interest in the numerical sea¡ch routine, with the optimization error criterion

assuming the from of an optimal control problem.)

For multi-modal cases, however, it was impractical to directly implement the quadratic

optimization routines in a numerical search procedure owing to the computational requirements.

Therefore, a "shortcut" method of determining the optimum control source volume velocities or

forces was formulated using standa¡d multiple regression routines. This had the added benefit

of determining the optimum error sensor locations as part of the procedure, which were shown

to be at the locations of maximum sound pressure reduction in the residual sound field obtained

by theoretically optimizing the control sources to minimize the radiated acoustic power'

In addition to control source and error sensor location, other physical and geometric system

va¡iables were shown to have a significant influence upon the levels of active attenuation which

could be achieved, and upon the mechanisms employed in achieving it. These variables include

radiating structure size relative to the frequency of interest, structural modal density and

damping, and the cha¡acæristics of the primary excitation. For acoustic control, sources the

distance from the prima¡f radiating source, and the size of the control source, were also found

to be important (with an increase in either of these quantities proving detrimental). Also, it was
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shown that large levels of acoustic pressure attenuation at the orror sensing locations do not

necessarily lead to large levels of acoustic power attenuation, and conversely extreme levels of

acoustic pressure attenuation at the error sensing location are not necessarily required to achieve

the maximum possible levels of acoustic power attenuation.

For the electronic control system, it was shown that the inherent acoustic time delays and the

electro/acoustic transfer functions of the control sources and error sensors, as well as the

response of the acoustic or coupled structuraVacoustic systôm, must be taken into account when

implementing the LMS algorithm in either single channel or multi-channel systems. ln general

it was found that increasing the number of error sensors used in the system decreased the

maximum stable value of the convergence coefficient. So too did increasing the magnitude of

the transfer functions between the control source(s) and erro¡ sensor(s). The effect of the time

delay on the maximum allowable convergence coeffrcient used in the filæ¡ed-x LMS aigorithm

was implementation dependent. Fo¡ the non-continuousiy updating case (where the weights are

updated only after the result from the previous update has been received from the error sensor)

there was no effect (provided the system is time invariant or only slowly varying). For the

conti¡uously updating case (where the weights are updated at every sample), the maximum

allowable convergence coefficient was reduced by a factor of sin[zrl(2(2n+1))], where n is the

number of samples corresponding to the acoustic time deiay between the control source of

interest and the error sensors (assuming that the acoustic time delays between the control source

and each error sensor is the same). However, for sinusoidal excitation, areas of enhanced

stability can occur at deiays equal to half or quarter wavelength inærvals of the propagating

disturbance. Despite this required smaller convergence coefficient, the difference in
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convergence speed between the continuously and non-continuously updating cases was found to

be minimal.

For the multi-channel implementåtion of the LMS algorithm, the control source weight

coefficient vectors were found to be coupled through the non-orthogonal nature of the structural

/ acoustic system. For orthogonal control source placement (in ærms of the stn¡ctural / acoustic

system modal response), the marginally søble value of convergence coefficient was maximized.

In this case rhe stability was the same whether round robin weight coefficient vector adaption or

conti¡uous adaption is used. Deviations from this ideal arrangement reduced this maximum

stable value.

For the (common) non-orthogonal cont¡ol source placement, round robin weight coefficient

vector adaption was found to be more stable than simultaneous weight coefficient vector

adaption. It was, however, generally slower to reach a frnal soiution and may lead to control

effo¡t problems, such as overdriving of one control source while others are barely driven.
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APPENDTX 1.

DERTVATION OF EQUATION 3.25

As staæd in Chapær 3, equation (3.24), the pressure pi(*') at the inner surface of a weakly

coupled enclosure can be expressed in ærms of the in oacuo structural mode shape functions

according to:

oo

E
j=1

Substituting rhis into equation (3.19), and expanding the velocity at 1 in ærms of the

complex structural modal velocity amplitudes, vj, produces the following equation:
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Multiplying equation (A.I.2) by the rth structural mode shape, úr(x'), integrating over the

surface of the structure and using the modal orthogonality property, results in:
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Similarly, equation (3.18) ca¡ be expanded in ærms of the structural mode shapes (using

equation (3.6) and equation (3.19)):
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Expanding the Green's function into its components (using equation (3.6)) and using the

orthogonality property of the modes, the second inægral on the right hand side of equation

(4.1.4) can be rewritten as:

V , (x)
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Therefore, equation (,4'.1.4) can be restated as:
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Multiplying equation (4.1.6) through by the surface density and the rth mode shape,

m(1)úr(1), and integrating over the surface of the structure results in:
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By expanding the Green's function, the right hand side of equation (4.1.7) can be rewritten

mt*) ú,lil { f^ c={*r*') p
+d(x') dx' dx (4.1.7)

as
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Appendix 1.

The Green's function for the inærior space can be expanded using equation (3.20) to

produce for the rth structural mode:
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Appendix 2

APPENDÍX2.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LMS ALGORITHM TN A

TRANSPUTER BASBD MULTIPLE TNPUT, MULTIPLE OUTPUT

ACTTVE NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM

Part of the reason that active noise control has become an increasingly popular field of resea¡ch

is that parallel advances in microprocessor æchnology have allowed adaptive systems to be

implemented efficiently and effectively. Adaptive systems provide the flexibility required for

the practical appiication of active noise control, as slight changes in ambient conditions would

render a non-adaptive system ineffective after a period of time. One microprocessor that would

appea¡ well suiæd to the implemenøtion of multiple error microphone, muitiple secondary

source active noise control systems is the Transputer. The architectu¡e of the Transputer is

designed for parallel processing, complementing the muiti-tåsking nature of practical active

noise control systems. Also, communications between microprocessors is staightforward,

making it ideal for large (distribuæd) systems. The foliowing appendix provides a brief

overview of the impiementation of the LMS algorithm in a Transputer based adaptive active

noise confol system.

As outlined in chapters 7 and 8, the updating of the jth weight coefficient vector requires a

version of the input signal, X, which has been convolved with the appropriate control source,

error sensor, and structural / acoustic system transfer functions, as well as delayed by the
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associated acoustic propagation time. A block diagram of one possible arran-sement for

updating the jth wei-eht coefficient vector is shown in Figure A.2.1.

Reference
Signal Control

Sources

Error
Microphones

Figure L.z.L. Block diagram of the active noise control implementation of the muitiple

actuator, multiple error microphone LMS algorithm.

The active noise conuol version of the multiple input, multiple output LMS algorithm can be

practically implemented in a t¡ansputer based system as shown in Fi-eure A.2.2. In this case,

one secondary source at a dme has its weight coefficient vector updaæd in a "¡ound robin"

manner. As discussed in chapter 8, this arrangement will produce the optimum set of weight

coefficient vectors, with a savin-es in ha¡dwa¡e coss.

Transversal
Filters

T

Adaptive
Algorithm
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The primary components of the system shown in Figure A.2.2 are the T800 Transputer and the

A 100 signal processing chip, both made by Inmos. The T800 Transputer is a high speed

microprocessor whose architectu¡e is designed to allow parallel processing. This type of

processor is needed to practically implement an active noise control system with many channels

owing to the multi-tasking nature of the problem. The 4100 signal processing chip is designed

to be used wirh the transputer. It is a 32 point transversal filter, with an a¡chitecture that allows

cascading of the chips if more tap points are required. This may be necessary for systems with

only Iight acoustic damping (hence long reverberation, or impulse response, times).

Error
Microphones

FIFO

AcÈuaÈo!s

Reference
Mierophone

Figure A.2.2. Practical implementation of the multiple actuator, muldple error microphone

algorithm in a Transputer based s)'stem.
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The active conrol s)'stem can be roughly divided into three sections, corresponding to three

tasks; the generation of the secondary source driving signals, estimation of the reference signal

transducer transfer function(s), and the estimation of the error loop actuator and error

microphone transfer functions and associated time delays. These sections will be described

separately. (It should be noted that if the noise targetted for active control is completely

periodic in nature, the part of the circuit concerned with estimating the reference signal

transducer transfe¡ function(s) may be omined).

Error Ì.licrophones

Reference
Microphone

Figure A.2.3. Driving signal generadon and modificarion secdon of tle Transputer based

18 a

A D

Lacch
TBt

s

o

Actuaiors

I3 3 À100

A100

A100Dt2

Þ<

A100

s\¡stem.
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The section of the system concemed with generating and modifying the cont¡ol actuator driving

signals is shown in Figure A.2.3. The driving signals are provided by passing the reference

signal through the 4100 signal processing chips. Before reaching these, however, the reference

signal is fi¡st conditioned via an 4100 signal processing chip which models the inverse of the

frequency response of the reference signal transducer, thereby providing a phase linea¡

reference signal. Al.so, the reference signals are delayed in programmable FIFO buffers, which

serve to "align" in the time domain the incoming acoustic disturbance (which is at least partially

correlated with the reference signai) with the control source signals. This stage may not be

necessary in systems where only periodic noise problems are tårgetted, but in sysæms where

random noise is to be "absorbed" by the control sources (such as in a duct, where a correlated

reference signal may be obtained), it is required.

As stated previously, the updating of the weight coefficient vectors is handled in a round robin

manner. When it is time for the jth weight coefficient \¡ector to be updated, T8004 (the master)

signals T800B (the slave) to load the estimaæs of the combined transfer functions and acoustic

time delay between the jth actuator and each error microphone into a bank of 4100 signal

processing chips and programmable FIFO buffers. It also sets a multiplexer to allow the

appropriately delayed reference signal to be fed into the 4100'yFIFO's. The T8004 then has

access to the required "filtered" ¡eference signals for weight coeff,rcient vector adaption.

At the same time the T8004 begins receiving the conditioned reference signals, it also begins

sampling the error signals. This is accomplished using a latch to allow multiple error signais to

be sampled simuløneously
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Once it is has the filtered reference and enor signals, T8004 can update and reload the jth

weight coefficient vector. It will continue to do this until a specified minimum positive error

change occurs (ouitinø in the nexr section), at which time it begins adjusting the next weight

coeffrcient vector.

Error Ì'ficroPhone

Actuator

'a

Figure A.Z.4.Error loop ransduce¡ Eansfer funcdon and acoustic time delay estimation section

of the Transputer based system.
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The functioning of the part of the system concerned with estimating the reference transducer

transfer function(s) and associated time delay, and the error loop combined transfer functions

and and associated time delays are similar, so only the erro¡ loop estimation section wiil be

described here. An outline of this section of the system is shown in Figure A.2.4. The

transputer T8008 models each error loop using an 4100 chip and programmable FIFO, then

transfers these estimates to the bank of 4100'VFIFO's to allow conditioning of the reference

signal when requested by transputer T8004. To do this, T8008 fi¡st sends a pulse or "chþ"

out to an actuator, and measures the time taken (in samples) for it to be sensed. This value is

used to set up ttre FIFO. The 4100 can then be adapæd using a standard LMS algorithm to

model the combined error loop transfer functions. In theory, this must be done between each

actuator and each error microphone. However, in a large system with sufficient acoustic

damping, some control signals may not be observable by all error microphones. Hence, they

may be omitted from consideration.

'a
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